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Star campaigns 
for Democrats 
by Carole Hornfjrrger 
staff reporter 
In a visit to the University last 
night, Marmot Kidder, renowned 
actress, voiced her concerns on 
voter apathy. 
Kidder, who played Lois Lane 
in recent Superman adventure 
films, spoke Wore a crowd of 
about lw people on the steps of 
University Hall. She spoke in 
opposition to apathy and conser- 
vatism she said have spread 
throughout campuses. 
"We cannot afford the luxury 
of apathy any longer ... If you 
don't vote, you don't get rep- 
resented," she said. 
Kidder, a noted nuclear activ- 
ist, began to address the crowd 
with questions such as,"Are you 
afraid of nuclear war?" 
After the response of "yes" 
from the crowd, kidder said that 
President Reagan is not. 
"He seems to think they (the 
Reagan administration) can win 
a nuclear war," she said. 
Kidder also attacked Rea- 
gan's education and student loan 
cuts as well as what she said was 
his lack of a civil rights policy. 
Kidder asked the crowd mem- 
ben if they should have a right 
to education whether they are 
rich or poor and if they believed 
civil rights were important. 
She also asked if the listeners 
felt it was their obligation to pay 
for "an enormous deficit." 
KIDDER SAID students have 
the power to vote and change 
these issues and that they should 
grab at the chance to do so. 
She added jokingly there is 
one too many actors in politics, 
referring to Reagan. 
Saying she heard Reagan was 
here a few week ago, she asked, 
"Where was Superman when we 
needed him?" 
"We should send him (Rea- 
gan) back to Hollywood so he 
can hang in the back lot where 
he belongs," she said. 
Candidate for the fifth Con- 
gressional District James 
Sherck, who introduced Kidder, 
said there is a clear choice in 
this district election and that the 
major issue is the "tremendous 
uncontrolled arms race." 
"Eighty percent of the people 
polled think it was a good idea 
tor Russia and the U.S. to freeze 
and stop build-up of weapons on 
a verifiability bi-lateral level." 
Sherck said the Democratic 
party will not tolerate slashes in 
aid to education, student loans, 
aid to the handicapped and So- 
Completely engrossed 
Margot  Kidder,  famous  for  playing  Lois  Lane  in  the  most  recent 
BG New-./ Susan Cross 
series of Superman movies, jots notes on the steps of University Hall 
while listening to Democratic congressional candidate Jim Sherck. 
cial Security. 
He said the Democratic party 
must stand tall in arms control 
by reducing the level of fear in 
the world. 
Sherck said a reduction in the 
level, of fear is needed because 
fear is one of the major causes of 
war. 
"We should send Walter Mon- 
dale to the presidency, who will 
go about these issues in a ratio- 
nal and reasonable approach," 
he said. 
Kidder said she wanted to 
know what was going on on 
campuses. She said students 
should get out and vote and they 
should not give up until they get 
what they want. 
Female astronaut finds space'superb9 
CAPE CANAVERAL (AP) - 
Exulting, "this is really great 
... superb ... I love it,' astro- 
naut Kathy Sullivan yesterday 
became the first American 
woman to walk and work in the 
inhospitable environment of 
open space. 
She and David Leestma spent 
more than three hours outside 
Challenger's cargo bay, often 
shouting with joy like kids at a 
playground. They seemed al- 
most reluctant to come back in 
and had to be prodded several 
times by commander Robert 
Crippen. 
''Six seconds, front and cen- 
ter," he said once. "Good job, 
time to come in," he said later. 
Sullivan acted as a plumber's 
assistant to Leestma as he at- 
tached a refueling line to a tank 
fitting, testing tools and tech- 
niques that may someday refuel 
spent satellites that are now 
abandoned as space junk. 
LATER, HER BODY dangling 
over the side at a 90-degree 
angle to the spacecraft, Sullivan 
helped Leestma align a loose 
antenna, so that pins could be 
driven into two holes electrically 
from inside the cabin. 
That done, she floated to the 
Honorary alumni 
awarded degrees 
without classwork 
by Cathy Cota 
reporter 
Spending four years of 
money, blood, sweat and 
tears is not the only way to 
become an alumnus of Bowl- 
ing Green State University. 
Since 1973, II people have 
been designated honorary 
alumni by the Alumni Asso- 
ciation. 
Two more people will be so 
honored at a dinner Saturday 
in the Community Suite of the 
University Union. They are 
Iris Andrews, former faculty 
member, ana Don Wolfe, To- 
leo* Bis* columnist. 
The award is given to "rec- 
individuals who have 
years of service to 
rllng Green, but who were 
'graduates," said Larry 
Weiss, assistant vice presi- 
dent of alumni affairs. 
Weias said recipients arc 
chosen in a number of \ 
Thepublication.Ati 
GrwM.whtehiaaenttoi 
and parents, carries a nomi- 
nating form once a year for 
readers to fig oat. 
A committee of five or six 
alumni go over the forms and 
make additional nominations. 
Weiss said they usually meet 
in January and select be- 
tween one and three recipi- 
ents. 
THEIR SUGGESTIONS 
then go to the Alumni Board 
of Trustees for approval. 
Not all the winners have 
worked at the University. 
Weiss said past winners in- 
clude Anita Ward, a member 
of the University Board of 
Trustees, and Don Michel, 
local businessman. 
"They don't have to have a 
direct University affiliation," 
Weiss said, "just a strong 
support of the University." 
Warren Steller, the Univer- 
sity's baseball coach for 35 
years, was the first recipient 
of the award in 1973. Others 
have included past presidents 
Hollia Moore and William Je- 
rome; business professor Gil- 
bert Cooke and last year's 
winner, history professor and 
University historian Stuart 
Givens. 
other side of the spacecraft and 
did some troubleshooting on an- 
other antenna that caused lock- 
ing problems in the flight. 
Bundled in bulky space suits 
costing $2.1 million each and 
restrained by tethers attached 
to the sides of the ship, Sullivan 
and Leestma had a wonderful 
time as they clipped wires, re- 
moved a dust cap, unscrewed a 
nut and attached a valve and 
hose to a tank filled with hydra- 
rine. 
"Look at that," said Leestma, 
as be removed the dust cover. 
"We got it right off the bat." He 
held it up triumphantly to the TV 
camera with a pair of grippers. 
The real fuel transfer was to 
take place by remote control 
today with the astronauts back 
in Challenger's cabin. 
"That is just superb," said 
Sullivan as Leestma completed 
the operation. He worked rap- 
idly on the installation in an area 
that resembled the underside of 
a kitchen sink in size and acces- 
sibility. 
THE ASTRONAUTS re- 
mained out of the cabin after the 
work was finished to stow an 
antenna whose power was dis- 
connected earlier in the flight. 
"I'm going to sit back and 
watch the world go by," said 
Sullivan at one point. 
Another time she said, "Am- 
azing!" 
At the time they left the cabin 
air lock, the spacecraft camera 
looked out on the cloud-mottled 
Earth below and a bright moon 
above. 
Leestma looked out at the 
world overhead and said "Look 
at that. Cape Cod is beautiful." 
From inside the cabin, Sally 
Ride pointed out Long Island, 
N.Y., to Sullivan, who was bom 
in nearby New Jersey. 
Leestma left the airlock first. 
"I love it," said Sullivan while 
she was still in the airlock. "This 
is really great," after she fol- 
lowed Leestma out. 
The other five crew members 
were monitoring from Challeng- 
er's cabin. 
Before this flight, there had 
been 38 space walks by Ameri- 
cans, all of them men. A Soviet 
cosmonaut, Svetlana 
Savitskaya, became the first 
woman space walker last July 
25. 
Both astronauts quickly at- 
tached themselves to 50-foot 
safety lines. They were not 
scheduled to float free on this 
flight. 
New laws affect nightlife little 
Editor's note: This is the last in 
a three-part series on alcohol 
use at Ohio universities. 
by J. Douglas Gurnick 
staff reporter 
One might think recent 
changes in drinking legislation 
would result in more off-campus 
Grties and less business for 
rs catering to students in a 
university town. That has not 
been the case in Bowling Green. 
Since the drinking age was 
raised to 19 in 1982, the number 
of complaints about off-campus 
parties has increased only 
slightly, according to Bowling 
Green Police Lt. William Fox. 
"We keep track of the com- 
plaints that we receive on a 
monthly basis for off-campus 
parties that are registered as a 
disturbance. There has been a 
slight increase up to 45 to 50 
parties a month, but there has 
been no large increase since the 
ages have changed." Fox said. 
Even so, many landlords re- 
quire tenants to register parties. 
Newlove Management Serv- 
ices bookkeeper Lisa Potter said 
its student tenants are held re- 
sponsible for any damage in- 
curred during a party and are to 
keep kegs inside the apartment. 
"We ask our tenants to contact 
us at least two days before the 
party so we know who is having 
it," Potter said." 
Douglas Valentine, realtor, 
said his main concerns are the 
number of people attending a 
party and possible damages. 
Another recent Ohio law has 
put more restrictions on bar 
bers of the Ohio Retail Permit 
Holders Association met to see 
how the laws would affect bar 
owners. 
ACCORDING TO Bill Gamble. 
O"  O  Oftivtfi  LICENSE 
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owners. It has made the sale of 
more than one drink for one 
price illegal and has outlawed 
reduced happy hour" prices 
during certain times to reduce 
the risk of drunken driving. 
All this legislation directly 
affects Bowling Green bars, but 
most area bar owners say their 
business has not suffered since 
the legislation was passed. 
Shortly after the new "happy 
hours" laws went into effect 
Sept. 20, the Wood Qbunty mem- 
president and general manager 
of Uptown/Downtown. 162 N. 
Main St., owners saw they would 
have to make changes to comply 
with the law. 
"If our volume has changed 
since the new law took effect, it 
is very hard to say," Gamble 
said. 
John DeSmith, bartender at 
Howard's Club H, 210 N. Main, 
said Howard's is backing the 
new law "100 .percent" and its 
business has not changed. 
price on it so it cannot be consid- 
ered a special. 
Main Street, 117 N. Main St., 
still has its dime beer night 
every Thursday, but the hours 
have been changed from 8 to 10 
p.m. to 7 to 9 p.m. This is in 
accordance with the legislation, 
which states drink specials are 
not permitted after 9. p.m. 
"We think it's a good law and 
we are in total agreement with it 
here," DeSmith said. "It's good 
for competition because the 
prices are set ... we would 
much rather have people drink- 
ing in the bars than in their 
cars." 
Mike Stemple, general man- 
ager of Milton's, 104 S. Main St., 
said the most effective way to 
combat drunken driving would 
have been enforcing current leg- 
islation, not the creation of new 
laws. 
"It is against the law for bars 
to serve an intoxicated person 
and we respect that law," 
Stemple said. 
Stemple, who teaches mixo- 
logy at the University, described 
the law as "a big loophole" and 
said there are many ways 
around it. 
One thing Milton's has done is 
to "invent* a drink similar to. 
another drink, but put a new 
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Editorial 
Coal tech research 
good for US, Ohio 
The recent compromise between House and Sen- 
ate negotiators to invest substantial funding in 
coal research only can be applauded by both 
environmentalists and coal industry lobbyists. 
The resolution, which awaits approval in both 
houses, would provide nearly $750 billion to develop 
and test new ways of burning coal more cleanly and 
efficiently. 
The words "clean and efficient" mean the tech- 
nology used will attempt to reduce acid rain pollut- 
ion while protecting jobs in high sulfur coal mines. 
Coal research will be controlled by the Depart- 
ment of Energy's Clean Coal Task Force. The task 
force will determine which technologies actually 
have the best chance of reducing sulfur dioxide and 
nitrogen oxide emissions, which many scientists 
believe are the culprits behind the acid rain prob- 
lem. 
Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, who spearheaded the 
compromise negotiations, said the funding and 
consequent work would benefit Ohio greatly. He 
said almost every coal mine in the state is a high 
sulfur mine, and since the technology will even- 
tually reduce sulfur levels, it could only make Ohio 
coal more attractive to business interests. 
We believe the funding comes at a time when 
many businesses, due to the decrease in oil prices, 
had put their synthetic or alternative fuel work on 
the back burner. 
A move by the House and Senate now would bring 
mothballed advancements back into the limelight, 
which only could aid in future fuel needs.  
Mondale searching 
for campaign issues 
by Eric Anderdson  
Nobody can ever accuse Fritz 
Mondale of not trying to find an 
issue that would enliven his 
otherwise boring campaign 
speeches. Having tailed to make 
religion a major element in the 
Presidential race, the Demo- 
cratic challenger has now loos- 
ened his reedy voice on the 
Reagan administration's for- 
eign policy. 
In a speech given on October 
first in New Brunswick, N.J., 
Mr. Mondale stated that he 
didn't "doubt that the Presi- 
dent's for peace." But then he 
went on to say that: "In Central 
America, there are no talks. In 
the Middle East, there is no 
policy. In Lebanon, there was no 
protection. And on earth, there 
is no arms control." Fritz, Fritz, 
Fritz ... how can you say such 
things? 
In Central America, the Con- 
tradora Peace Proposals are 
being given close scrutiny by all 
parties involved. It seems that 
the main sticking point is the 
Sandinistas decision to hold an 
election on Nov. 4, 1984. This 
causes alarm in the United 
States because the opposition in 
Nicaragua have no chance of 
expressing views contrary to the 
current government due to ex- 
tensive newspaper censorship. 
One feels that Mr. Mondale 
would dislike campaigning in 
this country if he couldn't have 
his side of the story presented by 
the mass media. 
It appears to this writer as 
though there is a U.S. policy 
concerning the Middle East. The 
Reagan Administration has con- 
tinued the long standing goals of 
the United States. We still back 
the Israelies, right or wrong. We 
are still seeking to quell the 
expansionist tendencies of Colo- 
nel Qaddafi. There is a drive to 
arm the Persian Gulf states so 
that they can defend against 
attacks by Iran or Iraq. Further- 
more, the Reagan Administra- 
tion   has   had   the   political 
: courage to stay in Lebanon and 
: worttor peace despite the un- 
popular loss of American lives. 
In Lebanon there was protec- 
! tion at the embassy, otherwise j the bomber would have man- 
aged to explode the truck in the 
garage beneath the building. 
The embassy, as was pointed out 
 . THE 
by President Reagan while at 
Bowling Green, is on a resi- 
dential street... people have to 
Set home. There were guards, 
lere were road blocks, there 
were even tank traps. The only 
thing missing was a gate, and 
the cement was being poured for 
that. To suggest that the Em- 
bassy shouldnot have been open 
is absurd. The United States will 
not be blackmailed by terrorists 
into shutting down its opera- 
tions, obviously Fritz Mondale is 
going to change that policy and 
make all embassies closed for- 
tresses. That seems to be a poor 
way to spread the word of the 
"land of the free and the home of 
the brave." 
Finally, we come to the issue 
of "no arms controls on earth." 
The Democratic challenger 
must have failed to read nis 
newspapers for the last four 
years, it was the Soviets that 
closed down the talks, not the 
Reagan administration. The 
missiles in Europe were the idea 
of the Carter Camp; one begins 
to wonder if Mr. Mondale still 
remembers that he was the 
Vice-President back then. The 
United States cannot force arms 
controls on the world, Fritz must 
know that, even from his van- 
tage point - somewhat sepa- 
rated from reality. 
So, Mr. Mondale, go back to 
Sour speech writers and have 
ten prepare a more accurate 
line of attack. Perhaps you can 
go back to claiming that Mr. 
Reagan should not mention Ken- 
nedy and Roosevelt to his 
speeches, since they were Dem- 
ocrats. One used to think that 
the past presidents of this great 
country were the common neri- 
tage of all the people ... it 
appears that Mr. Mondale would 
like to alter that perception right 
along with his distorted presen- 
tation of President Reagan's 
current foreign policy. 
Wake up Fritz and smell the 
coffee. The American electorate 
is not going to be fooled by your 
catchy phrases and whiny parti- 
san politics. In the 1980's the 
educated voter expects the truth 
and strong leadership .. . we've 
already got it in Ronald Reagan 
... try again in 1988. 
Eric Anderson, a columnist for the News is a graduate assis- 
tant for the Political Science 
Department. 
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Is the gap starting to close? 
Debate results are debatable 
by Donald M. Rothberg 
In style and substance, Walter 
F. Mondale accomplished what 
he wanted in his debate with 
President Reagan, but the un- 
settled question is whether the 
Democratic challenger's strong 
performance will close the gap 
in the presidential race. 
As expected, both sides 
claimed victory after Sunday 
night's debate, but even the 
White House statements con- 
firmed that Mondale had scored 
well. 
"Even if you disagree with 
our view that we won the debate, 
a draw was a win for us," said 
White House staff chief James 
A. Baker III, sounding several 
degrees short of triumphant. 
James A. Johnson, Mondale's 
campaign chairman, gave no 
indication Monday that he 
thought anyone could disagree 
with nis assessment that "Wal- 
ter Mondale came out as the 
clear winner... Walter Mondale 
clearly dominated the evening. 
He showed substantial strength 
throughout." 
Johnson said the Mondale 
campaign's polling immediately 
after the debate said the chal- 
lenger was seen as the winner by 
52 percent of people surveyed, 
while 32 percent picked Reagan. 
Baker also had a post-debate 
poll and said it had Reagan the 
winner by a margin of 41 to 38. 
He said the same sample said 
they would vote for Reagan in 
November by a margin of 54 to 
36. 
The two sets of figures in the 
Reagan campaign poll could be 
seen as supporting the view of 
Mondale aides that immediately 
after a debate, people tend to 
think the candidate tney support 
was the winner. Under that the- 
ory, a lot of Reagan supporters 
were conceding Mondale fin- 
ished on top Sunday night. 
Mondale scored his points on 
stage with Reagan and he 
clearly left Reagan campaign 
aides nervous. 
It may become clearer over 
the week how big an event the 
debate was and whether it will 
make a tight race out of what 
looked like a Reagan landslide. 
One hint of what could happen 
was the Gallup poll conducted 
for Newsweek magazine which 
said Mondale was seen as the 
clear winner by a 54 to 35 mar- 
Sin, but that more than half 
lose surveyed also said Reagan 
better reflected their views and 
was more capable of dealing 
with the country's problems. 
There will be more than opin- 
ion polls to watch. 
Many Democrats have been 
growing nervous about the pos- 
sibility they could be pulled un- 
der by a Reagan landslide on 
Nov. 6, and they have been tak- 
ing pains to distance themselves 
from their presidential candi- 
date. 
If they are more willing to 
embrace Mondale publicly as he 
travels the country it wul be'a 
signal that politicians think 
Mondale finally is moving. 
Another important moment 
will be Thursday night when the 
vice presidential candidates, 
George Bush and Geraldine Fer- 
raro, debate in Philadelphia. A 
strong showing by Ms. Ferraro 
could maintain whatever mo- 
mentum the Democratic ticket 
gained from the presidential de- 
bate. 
The Mondale campaign also 
believes that the economy was 
Reagan's strongest issue in a 
debate and they see the defense 
and foreign policy debate Oct. 
21, in Kansas City, Mo., as deal- 
ing with the challenger's strong- 
est issues. 
Donald M. Rothberg is a politi- 
cal analyst for the Associated 
Press. 
wwire MOOSE PHOTO OPPORTUNITY 
Voters scared of bumperstickers 
by Art Buchwald 
There is something wrong 
with this presidential election 
year, and up until recently I 
couldn't put my finger on it. 
Then it occurred to me that I 
hadn't seen a bumper sticker for 
either candidate since the race 
got under way. 
People are not longer declar- 
ing themselves on their cars as 
they did in other presidential 
campaigns. 
I asked an astute political 
observer what he made of the 
phenomenon. 
He said, "Why would you want 
to mess up the bumper of your 
car with the choice of candidates 
we have this year?" 
"It just seems the election 
would be more exciting if you 
knew who the guy you were 
driving behind was voting for," I 
said. 
"Well, if the person is driving 
a Mercedes-Benz or a Jaguar, 
you can assume he's voting for 
Reagan." 
"And if he's driving an old 
jalopy he's voting for Mon- 
dale?" 
"Not necessarily. The guy driv- 
ing the old jalopy may think that 
if tie votes for Reagan he'" be 
able to buy a new car with all the 
tax cuts the president has prom- 
ised him." 
"What kind of car would you 
have to own to be a Mondale 
supporter?" 
One that the bank just repos- 
sessed because you couldn't 
keep up the payments on it. You 
don't see too many of those cars 
on the road because the banks 
have turned them over to used 
car salesmen." 
"You would think that Reagan 
supporters would love to adver- 
tise the fact they're supporting 
the Reagan-Bush ticket.'' 
"People   are  very   nervous 
about putting a political bumper 
sticker on their car. They're 
afraid that a Mondale supporter 
might smash into them just for 
spite." 
"But you said there aren't that 
many Mondale supporters on 
the road." 
"There aren't many, but they 
are pretty mad about how badly 
Fritz is doing, and they figure 
they have nothing to lose by 
totaling a Reagan voter's brand- 
new Cadillac.'* 
"You mean they woud total a 
car just because their boy is 
behind in the polls?" 
"What other choice do they 
have if they want to make a 
political statement?" 
"Why don't they just put Mon- 
dale-Ferraro stickers on their 
bumpers?" 
"They're afraid other drivers 
will laugh at them and make 
obscene gestures when they 
have children in the car." 
"There is something sad about 
people refusing to declare them- 
selves publicly on the road," I 
said. 
"Bumper stickers don't make 
you vote for somebody: they 
make you vote against him. If 
someone steals a parking spot 
from you and he or she has a 
bumper sticker on the car, it 
could make you mad enough to 
vote for the other guy. During 
Nixon's dirty tricks campagn, 
his campaign people drove 
around with McGovern-Shriver 
bumper stickers and kept cut- 
ting off other cars. Some people 
still believe that this cost Mc- 
Govern the election." 
"Who thinks that?" 
"McGovern for one." 
"So it is your theory bumper 
stickers are passe?" 
"They are for presidential 
elections. But they still are very 
helpful for local ones. For exam- 
ple, if you put one on your car for 
the incumbent sheriff, you have 
much less of a chance of getting 
a traffic ticket than if you plas- 
tered one on for his opponent. 
And it never hurts to have one on 
your car for a judge that is 
running for reelection, just in 
case one of your kids gets into 
trouble. Everyone has only two 
bumpers and there is no sense - 
wasting the space on who you 
think the next president of the 
United States should be." , 
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Homecoming to include dances, parties, meals 
by Palti Skinner 
reporter 
The football game, tailgate 
parties and announcement of the 
king and queen are only a few of 
the Homecoming events planned 
this weekend. 
To kick off Homecoming, 
Black Greek Council is sponsor- 
ing "Stepping with the greeks" 
Fnday at 7 p.m. in 115 Educa- 
tion Building. 
In this step show, four sorori- 
ties and four fraternities have 15 
minutes each to perform songs 
and dances. 
"It's a chance for each of 
them to promote their own orga- 
nization," said Deanna Okoiti, 
director of Minority Students 
Activities. Following is a dance 
in the Northeast Commons. 
Admission is $1 and proceeds 
go to the Black Student Union 
Scholorship Fund. 
Also Friday night, the Alumni 
Association is holding its annual 
Honorary Alumnus Awards Din- 
ner at 6:30 in the Community 
Suite of the Union. 
This year's recipients of the 
Honorary Alumnus Awards are 
Iris Andrews, a professor emeri- 
tus of health physical education 
and recreation, and Don Wolfe, 
columnist for the Toledo Blade. 
BEFORE THE game Satur- 
day, Minority Students Activ- 
ities will hold a brunch in 
Chilly's cafeteria of Kreischer 
Quadrangle 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
The cost is $1 and proceeds will 
benefit the Musicology for the 
Young program. 
The Alumni Center will hold 
an open house at 9 a.m. before 
moving to a tent on the intramu- 
ral field for a pre-game party at 
10:30 a.m. There will be refresh- 
ments and a live band made up 
mainly of alumni and led by 
John and Fritzi Hartman, 1934 
University graduates. 
The alumni pre-game party is 
separate from the pre-game 
party sponsored by the Home- 
coming Committee. "Ours is 
strictly for alumni, faculty and 
staff, said Larry Weiss, assis- 
tant vice president for alumni 
affairs. "The students will be 
nearer the stadium." 
The party will continue after 
the game under the tent. 
The Homecoming Committee 
pre-game will begin at 10 a.m. 
on the intramural fields north- 
west of the stadium and is open 
to all University students. 
"A lot of greeks come back to 
their houses for Homecoming, 
but there's never anything for 
the general students,' said Judy 
Conner, director of the Univer- 
sity Activities Organization's 
News, Views and Lectures. 
LIVE MUSIC will be provided 
by "Chase," made up of Univer- 
sity students. Food, pop and 
beer may be purchased with 
cash or food coupons. 
The area will be sectioned off 
with a snow fence to separate 
those who are underage from 
those who can purchase beer. 
Numbers will be drawn and 
prizes will be given away to 
students with the winning 
Bronco Busters buttons. Stu- 
dents must be present with their 
button to win. 
Still more is happening at the 
stadium before the actual kick 
off. Announcement of Home- 
coming king and queen will take 
place during pre-game as will 
the winners of the banner and 
window painting contests. 
The Falcon Alumni Band will 
perform part of pre-game with 
the Falcon Marching Band. 
"We Jnjoy doing pre-game 
and having the opportunity to be 
on the field again," said Rick 
Brechmacher, president of the 
' alumni band. r'It brings back 
memories of when we were still 
in school." 
Saturday night the revelry 
continues with many fraterni- 
ties and sororities holding open 
houses or receptions. A cafe 
style concert, "Jazz On Down," 
will be held in the Amani Room 
of the Northeast Commons at 7 
p.m. featuring "Mixed Com- 
pany," a Toledo rhythm and 
blues band. The cost is $1. 
Following the concert, the 
Black Student Union is holding 
its annual Homecoming Ball in 
the Northeast Commons at 10 
p.m. This final homecoming 
event of the weekend costs $1 
and is open to all students. 
II WELCOME BACK ALUMNI If 
tfpeit   Western  ZJ-alcon f-'laza J4otel  anJ 
the LINDEN TREE INN 
RESTAURANT 
across trom Harshman Dorm 
BGSU ALUMNI SPECIAL 
BREAKFAST BUFFET $3.89 
SAT & SUN 6:30am -2pm 
Open Daily 6:30am - 10pm 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 
"The Personal Touch" 
Come see us for all of your 
Housing Needs!!! 
336 S. Main 352-5620 
FINEART   •   GIFTS   •    ANTIQUES 
Grand Opening 
Saturday, October 13th      Sunday. October 14th 
11:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.        12:00 p m.-6:00 p.m. 
Regular Stor» Hours 
Mon.-Thurs    11.00 O m.-6:00 p m. 
Pit   & Sot   11 00 o m.-8-00 p m. 
ClHREnft 
126 E. Wooster    The Milltkin Hotel    Bowling Green. Ohio 43402 
419-352-9181 
Expanding 
\bur 
Horizons. 
TOLEDO Q? 
A Totodo TruWcoip B«nk 
Bowling Green Locations: 
100 S. Main (main office-downtown) 
1098 N. Main 
327 S. Main Hours: 
8:30am - 4:00pm Monday thru Thursday 
8:30am - 6:00pm Friday 
8:30am - Noon Saturday 
DRIVE-UPS OPEN: 
8:30am - 7:00pm Monday thru Friday 
8:30am - Noon Saturday 
Pftsfcrers- 
Gladieux 
'TRADITIONAL CLOTHIERS" 
FOR MEN 
(Buieeba 
"CLASSIC W0MENS CLOTHING" 
-ENLARGED AND 
REMODELED— 
"We Invite Comparison"   101 N. Main, Downtown 
i 
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Class discusses intimacy   Skeleton found missing 
by Ellen ZtamerU 
! reporter 
When  istimate  communica- 
tion is the subject, people listen. 
Or at lent students attend 
i class, said Leslie Young, assis- 
'tant proftssw of Interpersonal 
v cenmanfcgtkm,   who  teaches 
IPCO 406/729, a new course on 
intimate communication. 
Although students do discuss 
l couples,/the class is intended to 
! broaden the idea of what consti- 
' tutes intimate communication. 
.   On the first day of dass, 
[ Young said she asked students 
U to write down what they ex- 
•■■■', ported to get out of the class. 
"1 While most said they were un- 
i sure, She remembers one stu- 
dent saying, "Oh, I'm going to 
learn how to pick up chicks.' 
Young said some topics in- 
cluded in the course are patterns 
couples may fall into, shyness, 
loneliness, family and older cou- 
ple romance. 
Besides using open discussion, 
Young has guest speakers, films 
and a variety of literature to 
help teach the course. 
The idea for the class origi- 
ncame from Raymond 
er, professor of IPCO, who 
wanted to offer something in 
addition to classes offered every 
term which would be timely and 
interesting to students. 
HE ALSO was supposed to 
teach the course but decided to 
teach another one for which he 
was especially qualified. 
Young said she thinks the 
class will make students aware 
of things they are doing but 
seldom think about. 
"They put on Polaroid sung- 
lasses and see what they want 
to," Young said. "I hope this 
class sets up the situation that 
allows them to take the Polar- 
oids off and see it as it is." 
She said students may some- 
times become frustrated be- 
cause they expect instant 
answers. Instead, Young tries to 
get them to help themselves. 
"We dont have band-aids," 
Young said, "just a little aloe." 
Some University students tak- 
ing anatomy and physiology 
courses this semester may have 
to ask their instructors "where 
are the bones?" because of the 
theft of a human skeleton from a 
classroom building. 
The reconstructed human ske- 
leton was noticed missing from 
DETfATAU DELTATOfaECOMINCrW 
An Evening You Will Never Forget 
Show Man A Crystal 
He Man & She Woman 
The Dry Look A The Wei One 
Bjorn A The Gammer 
The Hulk A Look al Them 
Ski A Baby Baby 
Ralph A Dam 
Bedwetler A Bookbag 
Clue A Two 
BudAWeiser 
Speller A Laienite 
Spiayer A Slayee 
Bandanna Babydoll A Reddy Teddy 
W.C. A Eric's Friend 
AT Houseboy A Powanda Bear 
Whipped A The Hag 
Paul A Bake 
nasmaker A The Red Baron 
Crash A Court Cosis 
Destructo A Coiutructo 
NoAPhone 
Cruiser A Number 11 
Wad A Bulbeye 
Derf A (Not)Slacey 
Einstein A Dutch 
Combread A Butch II 
Harlet A The Whip Lady 
James Kcven Blake A Carolyn Dixon Present 
Jesu's A Mrs. C  
Kicker's Big ADon 
Mr. Ed A Wilbur 
Burton nose A Rah 
Tape worm A Boom Boom 
Cubs didn't go 
Dan A Natural Blonde 
Lowell A Mrs. C 
Mr. Bad A Mrs. Goode 
Lord of the Rings A The Kappa 
Wheels* Girt 
Tomas A Lamb Chop 
Peter the Dream A The Sleeper 
Pookey A Chugger 
Disco A Bubbles 
C @ K 4 Asphalt Woman 
Guido A Republican 
Mondale A Ferraro 
Tails A Toots 
Lovers Lane A Spinner 
Papa Bear A Goldi Locks 
Marblebead A Moody 
Danno A The Babbler 
Johari A The Barber 
Hugh 6 A Lovee 
Woodman A Splinter 
Oscar Madison A The House Keeper 
Bo A Jo 
Wiley A Wifey 
Ego A Hooked 
Bird A Birdette 
Snoddy A Kleenex 
Gumby A The Old Lady 
Dickey Joe A Jail baile 
Ears A Friends 
Lonely A Pinseeker 
The Irish Prince A Sorry Peggy 
Buffalo Mike A Chips 
Bobby Brady A Cindy 
Gre "Little Caeser" Beling A Company 
Rerun A Shirley 
Nisson A Datsun 
Flat A Last Minute 
Dubell A Lezlie 
Cornell A Princeton 
Wurgler A Wiggler 
Harley A Davidson 
Prepster A Primpster 
Bren's Cuz A Home Grown 
Cruz IIA Maria 
Spaz A Dizz 
The Greek A The Goddess 
Lashells A Lasea 
Rex A Hard Liquor 
Tired A Hungry 
Moore A Less 
Tudhope A He Hope 
Duffy A Huffy 
Brian Hoke A went to see his mom 
Tiny A Teeney 
Hugh Shields A Artemia Campernini 
GO HARD OR DON'T GO AT ALL! 
WELCOME ALUMNI 
See us for B.G.S.U. Homecoming Souvenirs 
B.G.S.U. T-Shirts 
B.G.S.U. Sweatshirts 
B.G.S.U. Children's Shirts 
B.G.S.U. Ornaments 
B.G.S.U. Mugs 
B.G.S.U. Glassware 
B.G.S.U. Decals 
Back Packs 
Pennants 
Stadium Blankets 
Stadium Seat Cushions 
Falcon Hats 
Umbrellas 
and other B.G.S.U. Merchandise 
Open Homecoming Saturday 9:00 - 5:30 
University Book Store 
Main Floor Student Services Building 
Regular Hours 
8:00 - 5:00, Mon. - Fri,        9:00 - 5:00 Sat. 
a metal locker in the southeast 
corner of 211 South Hall on Tues- 
day afternoon, said Dean Ger- 
kens, assistant director of 
campus police. 
The skeleton was used as a 
class prop in anatomy and phys- 
iology courses held in  South 
Hall, Gerkens said. 
is The value of the skeleton 
estimated at $2000, he said. 
Gerkens said he did not know 
if the skeleton would be recov- 
ered because campus police 
have no leads concerning the 
theft. 
Friday, Oct. 12 
Graduate Student Senate - 
Graduate Student Senate will 
meet at 2:30 in the Assembly 
Room of the McFaU Center. 
Art Exhibit - Thirty paint- 
ings by Robert Mazur will be 
displayed at the Fine Arts 
Gallery 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Free and open to all. 
Concert - Various student 
choral and instrumental 
groups will perform at 8 p.m. 
at Kobacker Hall in the 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Free and open to all. 
Monday, Oct. 15 
Logo Contest Deadline - 
The deadline for the contest 
in designing the University's 
75th anniversary logo ends at 
5 p.m. Entries must be sub- 
mitted at the first floor recep- 
tion desk in Mileti Alumni 
Center. 
Star Search Auditions - 
University singers, dancers, 
actors, comedians and bands 
are encouraged to audition in 
this National Search Compe- 
tition. Performances are lim- 
ited to three minutes and 
must be ethnic in nature. The 
competition is 7:30 p.m. at 
Kreischer Quad lounges. 
Open to all University stu- 
dents. 
-NORTHEND PIZZA- 
HOW. POERD. 352-7734 
^fe« 
OPEN DAILY 4 PM. 
COUPON 
FREE 
12" PIZZA 
with purchase of 
16" pizza with same 
number of items 
free delivery 
T 
JL 
COUPON 
$2 OFF 
any 
16" PIZZA 
with 1 or more items 
fr.. delivery 
T COUPON 
$1 OFF 
any 
12" SUB 
free deli vary 
#Airiririr**1riricft-{r-tr-tr-tr-tr-h'Cr-tr-tr-(rti-tr-k-Ce-£r-trir-tr-tr-trtr'Crtr 
I       yn       ! 
undwqudmi* Stu<:<~t G< 
•a 
■a 
CONGRATULATIONS 
UNDERGRADUATE 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
INTERNAL OFFICERS!!! 
Chief Legislative Officer 
JEFF METZGER 
Internal Affairs 
MIKE McGREEVEY 
Finance 
TODD HAWLEY 
Academic Affairs 
NANCY KASTELLI 
Student Welfare 
BRAD KRIDER 
National, State t> Community 
ROSIE RUPERT 
Minority Affairs/Human Relations 
SCIZY MADCIRO 
**ir1ric1rir&*trtr&irir1r-tt-tr-tt-tr-tr-er-tr-er-Crtr-tr-ti-tr-ttir-tr-tr-ti1rit 
HOMECOMING '84 
BG vs W. Michigan ^frOiVr* 
Pre-Game Party 
Saturday, Oct. 13 
10:00 a.m. 
Food, Pop & Beer 
(food coupons will be accepted for food and pop) 
and 'THE CHASE' 
Pick up your Bronco Busters button today in the 
UAO office, 3rd floor, Union. 
Check personal section for clue to hidden button. 
Sponsored by the Homecoming Committee 
For more information      call the 
Homecoming Hotline 372-0826 
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A Homecoming weekend full of BG athletics 
Hockey team has 
new look in 84' 
fc 
by Steve Qulnn 
assistant sports editor 
For the last three years a 
hockey team that opened at 
Bowling Green's Ice Arena has 
Ci on to win a national title. 
years's opening series pits 
BG and Ferris State and it won't 
be until March 30,1985 before we 
know whether the trend will be 
extended. 
Last year, BG head coach 
Jerry York only expected to lose 
eight seniors to graduation and 
have 12 regulars return to help 
the Falcons retain the national 
title they won in Lake Placid, 
NY. 
Instead, he will be missing 12 
players because sophomores 
Dave Ellett, and Gino Cavallini, 
and juniors Dan Kane and Garry 
Galley signed National Hockey 
League contracts over the sum- 
mer. 
Ellett made the Winnipeg Jets 
squad, and Galley survived the 
Los Angeles Kings final cut. 
Both Cavallini and Kane were 
farmed out to New Brunswick, a 
Calgary Flames minor league 
team. 
York originally signed eight 
recruits to scholarships, then 
signed two more players after 
the defection. Consequently he 
has 10 recruits, nine letterman 
and one walk-on dressing for 
this weekend's series against 
FSC, which takes place at the 
Ice Arena tonight and tomorrow 
at 7:30. 
With the heavy youth person- 
nel. York said he will not have a 
definate lineup immediately. 
"We have had only two short 
weeks, to evaluate our players," 
York said. "We used it to select 
our team. Our main goal is to 
start playing games. We want to 
get an overall evaluation of 
where we stand." 
Leading the veterans will be 
senior captain George Roll. Nor- 
mally a team will go with two or 
possibly three captains, but with 
only tour seniors returning 
(three of them lettermen) York 
elected to go with just one. 
"George will be a great cap- 
tain," York said. "He comes 
from the same cloth as Mike 
Pikul and Wayne Wilson (last 
year's captains). He knows what 
it takes to get national promi- 
nence." 
Last year Roll finished with 13 
goals and 25 assists, totaling 38 
points. His last assist came in 
the NCAA tournament final 
when he aided John Samanski in 
tying the game at four, which 
BG went on to win 5-4 over 
Minnesota-Duluth in four over- 
time periods. 
He was also one of eight play- 
ers to see action in all of BG's 44 
games. Roll owns 101 career 
points and each year he contin- 
ues to improve offensively. A 
similar offensive season like last 
year could put him among the 
top 25 career scorers among BG 
players. 
Roll admits leadership goes 
along with the title of captain, 
but leadership has to come from 
others besides himself. 
"It's got to start with the soph- 
omores up to the seniors," Roll 
said. "I see a lot of guys asking 
other guys questions. They are 
not always coming up to me. It's 
important for them to find out 
how the system works." 
BG Soccer team 
finally at home 
Photo/University News Service 
Dan Kane celebrate a goal with teammates in one of last year's games 
at the Ice Arena. Kane is one of four BG players who left school 
early to pursue a career in professional hockey. 
Junior right wing Jamie 
Wansbrough and sophomore 
goaltender Gary Kruzich are 
also among BG's top returners. 
Wansbrough led the team last 
year with 34 goals, seven of 
see hockey page 8 
Falcons might miss services 
of McClure against Western 
by Marc Delph 
spoils editor 
The moment quarterback 
Brian McClure hit the astroturf 
and walked out of last week's 
Toledo game holding his throw- 
ing arm, coach Denny Stolz has 
been peppered with questions as 
to whether his star QB will start 
in tomorrow's Homecoming 
match against Western Michi- 
gan. 
The answer: "I don't know." 
Stolz said it is up to McClure 
and the doctors to decide before 
the game. 
"He's definitely sot a hyper- 
extended shoulder, Stolz said. 
"He has not thrown the ball this 
week. He's questionable Satur- 
day. 
"The decision (to play) is 
totally up to the quarterback 
(McClure)," he said. "He's the 
one who knows how it feels and if 
he can throw. Of course, he'll 
talk to the trainers and doc- 
tors." 
The man in the spot is backup QB Rick Neiman. The name 
may ring a bell because Nei- 
man, a junior, does a little punt 
return work and evened played 
a little wide receiver as a fresh- 
man. 
Quarterbacking? Well, he 
was in for one play last week 
after McClure's injury. 
HE WAS SACKED while pre- 
paring to pass. The previous 
concerns Stolz a little. 
"We're definitely getting 
Rick Neiman ready, Stolz said. 
"He's only played a few snaps 
before in his career. He's been In 
the game plan and has prepared 
each week. Well just have to 
see. 
' 'We have no opinion as to how 
hell play. He has been in scrim- 
mages and he has been mentally 
in the games, but from a stand- 
point of game experience, it's 
difficult. It would be nice if he 
had a game under his belt." 
But just because the passing 
game may be effected by the 
potential loss of McClure, the 
running game is still very 
healthy. Yes, BG does have a 
respectable ground game 
thanks to tailback Bernard 
White. 
White is tied for third in the 
Mid-American Conference with 
WMU tailback Otis Cheathem 
with a 105.6 yards-per-game av- 
erage. He averages 4.9 yards 
per carry, however, compared 
to Cheathem's 4.1. 
"They've got a lot of good 
players and always have good 
personnel," Stolz said about 
WMU. "You look back the all- 
MAC teams and you see a lot of 
Western Michgan players. 
"THEY'RE PROBALBY the 
toughest team, formation wise, 
we'll have to prepare for. They 
have a lot of formations. They 
require your defense to prepare 
a lot." 
The Broncos are 3-2 overall 
and 1-2 in the conference. BG is 
3-2 overall and 2-1 in the league. 
Game time is 1 p.m. at Doyt 
Perry Field. 
The only way to the answer 
the question of who's starting at QB is to go to the game. 
Other MAC games include a 
clash between two first place 
teams in Ohio Universtiy at Cen- 
tral Michigan, Toledo at Miami, 
Eastern Michigan at Northern 
Illinois and Kent State at Ball 
State. 
Falcon notes: Besides the sta- 
tus of McClure on offense, the 
BG defense has recently been 
plagued by injuries. Safety Ray- 
mond Redd has been out since 
the first game but has been 
practicing this week and may 
play tomorrow. Tackle Stu Tolle 
has a bruised theigh and is ques- 
tionable. Linebacker Chris Hart- 
man missed last week's game 
with a shoulder but will proba- 
bly play tomorrow. 
NO DISCOUNTS               NO SPECIALS 
Because our prices are 
LOW EVERYDAY 
AT 
STADIUM LAUNDRY (in Stadium Plaza) 
The Athletic Band (which plays for the Basketball andl 
Hockey games) and three Concert Bands are being! 
organized for the second semester. There will be al 
meeting on Monday, Oct. 22 in Room 1012 of the Collegel 
of Musical Arts at 4:00 PM for anyone wishing to be in I 
Athletic Band. Students interested in participating in al 
concert band are invited to stop in the Band Office,! 
Room 1010 or telephone 372-2186 for specific auditionl 
(where required), registration and performance sched-| 
ule information.  
Happy Homecoming! 
From the 
Bowling Green 
Rental Housing 
Association 
"Is your Landlord a member?" 
* We welcome you and your inquiries 
For information write 
BGRHA P.O. Box 633 
I Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
Richard S. Heyman, President 
Calico, Sage, & Thyme 
. 
'great gift ideas 
ceramic and stuffed pumpkins, 
ghosts, pumpkin baskets 
HOURS: Mon Sal 10-5 p.m. 
115 Clay 
352-5417 
'decorations - indian corn 
'and cards to spook your 
friends 
ft 
PRINTING & IMPRINTING THI 
CHECK OUR PRICES (jQpj SHOP 
•POSTERS 
• TABLE TENTS 
•FLYERS 
•TROPHIES and 
PLAQUES 
"Celebrating our Hh Homecoming 
352-4068 
117 E. Court St. 
by Tom Reed 
sport*. r.-porUT 
As part of this weekend's bo- 
nanza of Homecoming-related 
sporting events, Bowling 
Green's soccer team will host 
Oakland University. But, the 
Falcons might need directions to 
Mickey Cochrane Field since 
they haven't played there in 
nearly a month. 
Tomorrow's match against 
the Division II Pioneers will 
start at 4 p.m. It will only be the 
road-weary Falcons fourth 
home match in their first eleven 
contests. 
"We have been out there for a 
while (on the road) and it's 
K;at to be home," senior full- 
ck Tod Johnson said. "It will 
be nice to have our own fans 
rooting for us again, I don't care 
what anyone says it's always 
great to have the home field 
advantage." 
Falcon leading scorer Mark 
Jackson agreed with Johnson 
and said all teams are more 
comfortable at home because 
"they have the little things going 
for them." 
"The pressure is definately 
off when your at home," Jack- 
son said. 'First the players are 
more familiar with the field 
conditions so you don't have to 
worry rough spots, plus your 
more less likly to get taken by 
referees you don't know." 
THE FALCONS, 5*1, are 
coming off an impressive per- 
formance against nationally 
ranked Akron in which they tied 
the Zips 1-1. Jackson said the 
Falcons played with great inten- 
sity against AU and is confident 
it will carry over into the OU 
match. 
"You could feel the intensity 
out their Wednesday night, ev- 
erybody had it," he said. "We 
haven't played that hard since 
we beat Hartwick back in the 
beginning of the season. The 
Akron match really gave us the 
momentum we needed and I'm 
sure it will be there on Satur- 
day." 
But, while BG posted one of 
its strongest showings against 
the highly touted Zips, beating 
Oakland will be no cake walk. 
OU, which is located in Ro- 
chester, Mich., boasts a 10-1 
record and is ranked fifth in the 
nation for Div.II schools. The 
Pioneers have also proved they 
can compete on a Division I 
level, as they have knotched six 
wins. 
Oakland's winning ways re- 
volve around its solid defense 
which has limited opponents to 
fust five goals. OU head coach 
lary Parsons said the defense is 
led by its outstanding junior 
goalie Paul Larkin. 
Though defense is their 
strengh, the Pioneers can score 
see toccar poge 6 
Photo/Unlvereltv News Service 
Brian McClure may be oul of action with a strained shoulder in 
tomrrow's game against Western Michigan. Look for Rick Nieman to 
call the signals if McClure is unable to play. 
One Urge One Item Pizza 
5.25 
FREE DELIVERY 352-3551 
I 
OCTOBER 
11.12.13 
The "electrtlilBi" 
MYTH 
BUGS 
j Thursday       Friday       Saturday j 
1210 N. MAIN 
[ 
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r, Walk-ons make it the hard way 
by Steve Qulnn 
assistant sports editor 
Within the ranks of a high 
school or junior hockey team is a 
player who is overlooked by 
college coaches during recruit- 
ing ume. They are not offered 
scholarships, and sometimes 
even not talked to by the 
coaches. The only chance these 
players have of making the 
team is walking on. 
Martin Foy, Tom Shirkey, 
and Geoff Williams head the list 
of walk-ons who made Bowling 
Green's hockey team this year. 
Each player had other options 
that might have been more se- 
cure, but chose to tryout for the 
defending national champions. 
Foy, a defenseman, will be 
the only walk-on who will dress 
in this weekend's series against 
Ferris State being teamed with 
freshman Scott Paluch. 
Before coming to BG, Foy 
flayed for two junior teams 
Humbolt Broncos and Markhan 
Waiers) in Canada, and North 
Dakota State Junior College last 
year. 
The Toronto native earned junior college all-America hon- 
ors. He is also familliar with 
Division I competition as 
NDSJC played the University of 
Minnesota and the University of 
North Dakota in exhibition 
games. 
THE FALCONS almost lost 
Foy to the University of Alaska- 
Anchorage, but he had plenty of 
reasons to choose BG. 
"They have four coaches here 
teaching you skills," Foy said. 
"You get a lot of exposure. Plus 
it's close to home. I've been 
away from home for two years. 
My mom and dad enjoy me 
playing hockey and can come 
and see me play." 
The 5-foot-ll, 170 pound soph- 
omore also excels in the class- 
room. At UNJC he received 
Dean's List honors in the second 
quarter, with a 3.5 grade point 
average. He hopes to pursue a 
degree in Marketing or Adver- 
tising. 
Shirkey, a BG native, also 
excells in the classroom as he 
came to BG on a academic 
scholarship. He had the opportu- 
nity to attend Princton Univer- 
sity and Miami, both schools of 
high academic statndards. In 
fact, BG head coach Jerrv York 
recommended Shirkey to 
Princeton head coach, Jim Hig- 
gins, for his hockey skills. 
"We recommended him 
(Shirkey) not to lose him but to 
introduce him to other schools," 
York said." He worked with us 
as a counselor during the sum- 
mer. "We knew him on a per- 
sonal level. 
In his senior year at BGHS he 
scored 48 goals and 59 assists 
totaling 107 points leading his 
school to an Ohio state 
championship. He was named 
BGHS' Most Valuable Player 
twice. 
IN HIS THREE year career, 
he collected 106 goals and 154 
assists for 265 points. Shirkey 
admits scoring will not be as 
easy at the college level. 
Due to Circumstances Beyond Our Control 
the 
LARRY 'BUD' MELMAN 
appearance 
HAS BEEN POSTPONED UNTIL 
Sunday, Dec. 2 
Original tickets will still 
be honored. 
For more information call UAO, 372-2343. 
: 
- 
- 
P 
Distributed Locally By: BEERCO 
State Route 12 West 
Fostoria, Ohio 
(419) 435-3214 
"As far as the level of compe- 
tition, there is no comparison," 
Shirkey said. "AU the players 
are bigger, stronger, and faster. 
The major thing is quickness. I 
have to get used to the speed and 
quickness of the game." 
It wasn't until after the 
United States junior national 
tournament that Williams was 
contacted by any Division I 
schools. BG and the University 
of Maine both talked with the 
Chicago native after the Fanklin 
Park Jets captured a junior na- 
tional title. Jets' teammate Pal- 
uch was one of the scholarship 
recruits originally signed by 
York. 
"I wasn't looking at Division I 
schools," Williams said. "I had 
a pretty good tournament, and 
BG and Maine talked to me. 
That's when I decided to try 
Division I. 
"I felt I worked a little harder 
than some people (on the Jets), 
but everyone else got looked at," 
he said. "It was great to have 
Divsion I schools look at you." 
With the odds facing these 
kids, no guaranteed spot, no 
scholarship, why would they 
take the chance. 
"They have aspirations of 
playing on a major college 
Ievel,'TYork said. 
BG News/Phil Masturzo 
(left to right) Geoff Williams, Martin Foy, and Tom Shirkey are 
three walk-ons who made Bowling Greens hockey team this season. Foy, 
a defenseman, will dress for this weekend's series. 
national title and 
'I think our 
our overall 
success has attracted players to 
BG." 
For Shirkey, Foy, and Wil-     national title. 
Hams those aspirations began 
two weeks ago when *he Falcons 
began practice to defend their 
lu l t 
Soccer lrompoge5 
Cls. Striker Meally Freeman 
netted 11 goals, while Marty 
Hagur has logged six others. 
Oakland is enjoying this fine 
season despite losing seven of 
last   years  starters,   but  BG 
coach Gary Palmisano said this 
fact is deceiving. 
"YOU SEE a lot of their play- 
ers are junior college trans- 
fers," he said. "They may not 
have played with Oakland, but 
they have two years of college 
soccer under their belts." 
Parsons said he was pleased 
with his teams season, but noted 
the toughest part of its schedule 
I ahead. 
VISI 
SEE THE GREAT PUT-ONS, OVER 
1.000 AT BURLINGTON OPTICAL 
SINGLE 
VISION 
LENS and 
FRAME 
88 
BIFOCAL 
LENS 
and 
FRAME 
88 
• Get ma most careful and professional fitting and service 
• Frames ond Lenses from the finest available sources 
• Unlimited selection of from* style* ot the same price - over 1000 to choose from 
• • Exam priced separately " ■»•■ '"mined by 
Burlinqton 
Optical INC 
Dr. Kenneth G. Baker, O.D. 
Standard clear glass 8 400 to 200 Cyl 
All MAJC* CKEDI1 CARDS WELCOME 
16I6E. WOOSTER 
STADIUM   PLAZA 
BOWLING GREEN   OHIO 
352 2533 
THE BROTHERS OF 
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
CONGRATULATE THEIR NEW ACTIVES 
Rick Atkinson John Janssens 
Alex Barclay John Kresser 
Scott Barr Matt Lucas 
■ Paul Evans Rich Muccio 
Todd Evans Rob Rhatigan 
Scott Imka John Strozsak 
Jeff Walch • 
AND PROUDLY ANNOUNCE THEIR FALL 
PLEDGE CLASS 
Greg Bueler Roger O'Connor 
Bob Cook Paul Oppenheim 
Kevin Grippi Tom Palecek 
Craig Hooks Pete Potenzini 
Mike Rocco Steve Johnson 
Mike Jordan Matt Ryder 
Jeff Koford Rob Scott 
Jim Kronenberger Brian Sherlock 
Pete Lengyel Jerry Stayer 
Chuck Lewis Sam Travaglino   V 
Geoff Weber          V Todd Motto 
»—■■■■■■ai«eaeaeaeaefien»Beei>a— 
BGtewB/OtMlfVlfcj 
'V 
DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
- 75 Year - 
Celebration! 
".r     TM 
■ s  i 
a. 
'.  • 
352-1539 Domino's 
Pizza » ■« •• 
•;v 
Free 
r  i 
LARGE 16 INCH PIZZA 
FOR ONLY. . . 
For 2 Items 
or less 
r 
i. ■ 
■ 
- 
«. »• 
99 
,- 
- »« 
: .« 
,v. v.. 
Plus 4 commemorative 
i    !D 
. - 
cups of cola 
Hurry, offer expires 10/28/84 
* ■' .■ 
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH - 11 a.m. /vv 
'•■!'» 
Hours: 11 a.m. - 2 a.m. Monday thru Thursday 
11 a.m. - 3 a.m. Friday and Saturday 
1 p.m. - 2 a.m. Sunday 
*«i»'; i 
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BG running for Brodt 
by FM*> B. WIUoo 
iPOft» rapocfr 
The last time the prestegious 
Ohio Intercollegiates cross 
coaatry meat was bald in Bowl- 
lag Green in 1971, the Falcon 
men wan victorious. Today, 
both tin men's and women's 
teams will be trying to accompl- 
ish that BUM task at Forrest 
Craaaon Golf Course. 
Ofcr 38 men's and 25 women's 
teams from Ohio are expected to 
cotapete in the event, which is 
toated as the second largest 
meat of the season for both ■quads. The most important is 
the Mid-American Conference 
Championships held in Novem- 
ber, but this meet features a 
larjar field. 
The most significant aspect of 
this meat has to be men's coach 
Mai Brodt, who is in his 25th 
vaar of coaching for the Fal- 
coas. Both BG teams feel that 
"■perlal" added incentive to do 
wall far him. 
"It would be like icing on the 
cake for coach Brodt,,T senior 
Deaf Savers said, "Everyone is 
excited  and  primed  for  this 
"It's probably Mel's last year 
aad the girls feel it's a very 
special meet in his honor, and 
they want to add to it," women's 
coach Sid Sink said. 
BRODT, WHOSE men have 
won the competition four times 
in his illustrious career, remains 
somewhat skeptical about his 
team's chances to top favorite 
Ohio University. 
"It will be nip and tuck if we 
run extremely well, but I don't 
know if we can match them man 
for man," Brodt saidV'For us to 
win, it would take extreme con- 
centration. Doing it in practice 
then having it carry over into 
the meet." 
Although the men's team fin- 
ished third last year, the wom- 
en's team is attempting to win 
the event for the third time in 
four years after defeating run- 
ner-up Ohio University 34-54 last 
year. The Bobcats figure to be 
the stiffest competition again 
this fall although the lady har- 
riers easily defeated OU last 
week 17-43. 
Coach Sink expects the same 
kind of race as last year where 
five women Falcons finished in 
the top 10, which denotes All- 
Ohio status. Senior returnees 
Pat Panchak, Laura Murphy, 
and Cathy Schenkel, combined 
with Junior Sara Collas make up 
four of those five All-Ohio run- 
ners. 
"OUR PACK of runners 
should be right at the front so all 
we have to worry about is our- 
selves," Sink said, "If we run 
well, we wont have anything to 
worry about." 
With the women the obvious 
favorites, its not difficult to see 
why the spotlight is on the men's 
team. Of the men's returnees 
from last season, the highest 
Dee was 17th by Tom Franek 
the Falcons do have the 
home field advantage. 
"The key to winning this week 
will be staying together and our 
course is a lot easier to do that 
because of the long straight- 
aways," Sauers said. 
Coach Sink, who won the MAC 
championship as a BGSU under- 
graduate in both 19H49 seasons, 
agreed. 
"Its not as hilly as some of the 
other courses. Sink said, 
"That's where most runners 
have to concentrate the most on 
staying together is on the hills." 
The races will begin at 2:00 
p.m. for the women and 2:48 
p.m. for the men with the start 
and finish line located east of the 
Doyt  Perry   Field. 
Padres not dead yet 
DETROIT (AP) - The San 
Diego Padres keep getting out of 
Jams largely because of a bull- 
i that knows how to handcuff 
And the Detroit Tigers are 
happy to gat out of California. 
The Padres, who tied the 
World Series at one game 
apiece, worked oat at Tiger Sta- 
dium yesterday, an off day, in 
preparation for tonight's Game 
Three (1:35 p.m. EDT). Right- 
hander Milt Wilcox of the Tigers 
will face left-hander Tim Lollar 
of the Padres. 
The Tigers took the day off 
yesterday. 
Games Four anal Five will be 
held here tomorrow and Sunday 
and. If necessary, the final two 
games of the best-of-seven Se- 
ries would return to San Diego 
Tuesday aad Wednesday nights. 
The Padres trailed Chicago 0-2 
in   the   best-of-five   National 
League playoffs before rallying 
with three straight victories in 
an unprecedented comeback to 
win their first pennant. 
They trailed in each game of 
the NL playoffs, and they lost 
the first game of the World Se- 
ries to highly favored Detroit 
before  coming   hack to  win 
Game Two Wednesday night 5-3 
thanks largely to their middle 
relievers. San Diego had to rally 
from a 3-0 disadvantage before 
winning that game. 
It was the heroics of the San 
Diego bullpen that dominated 
Game Two. Andy Hawkins re- 
lieved starter Ed Whitson with 
two out and three runs across in 
the first inning, and he pitched 5 
1-4 scoreless innings, giving up Just one hit. "»■»«—■•«•' 
Hawkins did not give up a hit 
until Gibson led off the sixth 
inning with a bloop single. Going 
back to the sixth inning of Game 
One, Hawkins had faced 23 De- 
troit batters without allowing a 
hit. 
Craig Lefferta pitched the fi- 
nal three Innings, allowing just 
one more hit and striking out 
five as San Diego's bullpen put 
together a string of 21 consec- 
utive scoreless innings dating 
back to Game Four of the play- 
offs. 
BASH RIPR0C..S 
128 W. Wooster 
Now Delivering Lunch Time & Dinner 5 to close 
For Prompt Delivery Service Call 
354-3939 
■At Sash You Always 
Get More 
For Your Money'' 
MeXICANSPrCIAITIfS 
Naf r», Chips and Cheese Sauci* 1.49 
Macho Chip, and I .ituy Chnv Siuc.- l 79 
Narrin Chips and Bean Dip 1.49 
Jumbo Taeo 151 
Math Sour Cream l.Sf 
Tarn Salad                      • 1.39 
ToMdo 1.39 
BeeiToHado 1.79 
Cheete Bumto 1.19 
with Retried Bean, 1.39 
Beef and Chew Bumto 1.49 
with Reined Beam 284 
Buy 1 Get 1 For 112 Price 
Purchase a Bash Potato, Sub, Mexican Speciality 
or Bagel Sandwich and receive a 2nd of equal 
or lesser value for 1 /2 price. 
(Not valid with other coupons) 
Expires 10/14/84 
I lU VulVC\   trompoge5 
them game-winners. 
Kruzich was named the NCAA 
tournament's Most Valuable 
Player and finished the year 
with a 117 goals against aver- 
age. Look for Kruzich to start in 
the nets, but senior Wayne Col- 
lins should see some playing 
time as he enjoyed success to- 
ward the end of the year. 
With the defection of the four 
players, the Falcons will cer- 
tainly miss some their explosive 
offensive punch, but FSC is In 
the same situation. 
The Bulldogs graduated Jim 
File and Randy Merrifield from 
last year. Merrifield scored 70 
points wtth IB goals and 53 as- 
sists, an FSC school record. File 
knotched SI points with 11 goals 
and 38 assists, a school record 
for defenseman. 
Goaltender Rob Hughston 
could be the Bulldogs key to a 
successful year. In the second 
game of last year's series at Big 
Rapids, Mich. Hughston held BG 
to five goals, helping FSC to 
earn a 54 tie. 
Entering the series, Roll has 
confidence in the young squad. 
"I think we are going to sur- 
prise a few people,'' Roll said. 
"We have a lot of talent an this 
team. We are always hoping for 
a sweep and I think we are going 
to do it" 
In the Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association Coaches 
Preseason Poll BG Is picked to 
finish third behind unanimous 
favorite, Michigan State and 
second place Western Michigan. 
FSC is a fifth place pkk.^^ 
:i ' IIMIMJ rrUfffi 
WE FASTEST 
GROWING AHUM 
IN THE INDUSTRY. 
PEOPLExpress is coming to campus in search of 
COOP EDUCATION STUDENTS 
.JUNIORS... 
SENIORS... GRAD STUDENTS 
START NOW AS A RESERVATIONS SALES ASSOCIATE. Vbc/// be the first point 
ot contact between PEOPLExpress and our customers, providing accurate 
scheduling and price information-and seHng seats tor PEOPLExpress flights. 
Vbu'l be based at NEWARK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT. 
• $6.00 an hour to start—w* regularly 
sctiedueSd raises 
• UNUMTTED TRAVEL PRIVILEGES ON 
PeXJPU&preoa (Not only tor you but 
spouses, too, after 30 days of employment) 
• FREE PARKING AT THE AIRPORT 
THE MtNWMJM AND MAXIMUM 
HOURS YOU MAY WORK ARE: 
• Minimum of 4 hours par day 
• Minimum of 20 hours par week 
• Maximum of 40 hours par week 
TO QUALIFY, you must have a GPA of 2.5 or better, be currentty enroled, be articulate—and 
have a mature attitude and business-Hie appearance. Previous work experience is a must 
PRESENTATIONS Will BE HUD ON MONDAY, OCTOBER 16th AT 10:00 o.m. WITH 
INTERVIEWS FOllOWINO. SEE YOUR CO-OP EDUCATION DIRECTOR FOR FURTHER 
DETAILS AND TO SIGN UP FOR INTERVIEWS. PLEASE BRING A CURRENT 
TRANSCRIPT WITH YOU. 
taataaaamarmtaamaw 
PEOPLExpress 
FLYSfAART 
^Jne   1984 ^rctive  C^napter 
of oLJelta  Ljamma 
lA/oula oLike  ZJo    lAJelc 
Bad JUl Oke jlL 
ZJo  (JjSoivlina   (y/ 
ome 
umni 
ireen 
We   Witk   l/ou .Alt .A 
^uper   UVeenena 
Deluxe Prime Rib and Seafood Buffet. 
Friday & Saturday 
Downtown 
Bowling Green 
352-2595 
163 S. Main St. 
At The Lodge 
162S E. Wooeter 
354-1535 
Saturday 
Brunch 
featured before 
•very km faa* 
IB aas.-l 00 am. 
WEU 
CATER 
TO>OU! 
Local 
Professor keeps busy 
BG Newt/October 12,1M4 t 
by Mike Mclntyre 
staff reporter 
. foH-time jobs in On 
UnltMl SUtw require • (Mmv 
work week, bat Ren Stooor, pro- 
tean* ef physic* anf aotron- 
omy, Mid he euts but teat» 
additional boon - voluntarily. 
Stoner Mid he apends «t least 
40 hears ■ week Witt Ms two 
lector* classes, ene in physics 
airfaneiaasfrenoaiY.Hesaktrii 
•deStten to those hoars, he 
apeada at least JO hoars i week 
on cocnmMtee work and at least 
another 10 been on aafropfcyakB 
bar* luainaaajnaw," be said. 
"If I ttottght Sboat K, I couW 
coma op wnnaora , bat I have 
mention* taenn^or one*." 
STONE* UM» to be a rae- 
uJty Senate member and was 
ufcaiiaua tow years ago. Al- 
thoagh he is no laager a mea> 
her, ba_ serves on one of Its 
CvRflanHtwieOai. 
SUwet said ttere are several 
reasons tor his Imorrtanont in 
University eomaiMese and or* 
"I came to BG at a time when 
toere was not so much pressure. 
Now I doat have to scratch to 
fet to the top like other faculty ■Menken aught," be said. "But 
if I bad my own self interest in ■ant, I probably wouldn't serve 
In •• many committees, but I 
Just dent think about it.'' 
Stoner said be is doing re- 
search on quasars and how they 
The 10 hours of committee 
work are very spread out 
He is vice president of OMS 
local chapter of the American 
Association of Univonrity Pro- 
fatsors and a member of the 
Faculty Senate's Pacattv Wel- 
fare committee and Faeelty 
Poraonael ana Conciliation 
rminiltlii. ON University's 
Capital Improvemento Comarit- 
toc aad amsaon halottsaa Coav 
tte   physics  department  and 
more. 
"It's hard to aay where ttey (committees) stop; committees 
'BosleaBy ft is foot a i 
of net beast able to say no," he 
said. "1 am interested in a lot of 
i aa*T ir« hard to bo tater- 
I not do anytatRf whan 
yen bate • chance." 
Stoner saidIhesyraaodhitea 
wfth faculty naadrti J who do 
nw ae% awoivoo. 
"AT Oaf University, there la 
more and more preature to de 
ttnan BiveJved with teackte 
andleaa aad teas akfllty to do 
other Odiam," he said. 
HE AMWD that h* is free to 
serve on twiiniMoia because of 
fbeteifthol       'nehaaboeni 
"A quasar gives off so much 
energy; it's like a billion suns 
staffed together in the space of 
one star," he said. "It's interest- 
tog, bat you could say my re- 
search to really a bobby because 
OH only chance I get to work on 
It is when I am home at night." 
the University (since IStS), his 
relatively quick promotion to 
fuH professor and a "good" sal- 
ary. 
added his work keeps 
him so interested that he does 
not reeHy have the time or the 
desire for other hobbies. 
Stoner said the time he spends 
working each week is not unique 
for a university professor. 
'Td sav at least 50 percent of 
Oa faculty spends that much 
tisne working/' he said. "It is a 
rare person who doesn't take 
work home." 
<& 
THE SHOE INN 
j, Ohta 4M5I 
OT44MI 
BUY ANY BASS OR CHEROKEE CAUSAL ANDi 
GET THE BASS SNEAK FREE WITH THIS AD 
THE SNEAK 
REG. $15.00 
AVAILABLE SIZES 5-9 
AsA Navy Mot, 
The Sky's\bur Only Limit 
Nothing else comes close to the excitement ol Navy flying. And no other 
job gives die same early leadership opportunities and 
management responsibility. 
As an officer and pilot in the 
U.S. Navy, you get immediate 
decision-making authority as well 
as the practical experience aad 
technical training you need to make your 
career take off. 
It starts with Navy flight training which includes 
state-of-the-art navigation, aerodynamics, and 
computer know-how. It goes on to be one of the 
most rewarding careers you can choose. 
Those rewards include good pay. oWr MOADO after only 
four years, and generous benefits: 30d«ys paid vacation earned 
each year, medical and dental care, low-cost life insurance 
coverage, and many other tax-free allowances. 
To qualify, you must have a BS at BA. be no older than 28. pass physical 
and aptitude exams, qualify for security clearance and be a U.S. citizen. 
Find out more. Cafl: ^ *.A7A.()490 
NAVAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS OFFICE 
INTERPORT PLAZA III 
16101 SNOW ROAD 
BROOKPARK, OH 44142 
Navy Officers Get Responsibility East. 
Busy prof Pho^c-i* KI*> 
Dr.   Ron  Stoner  (left),  professor  of physics  and  astronomy,  discusses  business  with  Dr.  Paul  Mueller, 
chairman of the Faculty Welfare Committee. 
WARZY'S 
delicatessen & wine shop 
SANDWICHES • ICE • BEER • MIXES 
• COFFEE • WINE • CHEESES • 
SAUSAGES • TEA • LUNCH MEATS 
1068 N. MAIN ST. 
352-8434 
"NEXT TO LIQUOR STORE- 
ALUMNI OWNED AND OPERATED CLASS OF 70. '80 
HOMECOMING SALE 
113 Railroad 
Bowling Groan, Ohio 43402 
1-352-8130 
116 East William St. "Botwoen Dorsoys & Starlings"  6626 Monroe St. 
JConant and The Trail' Sylvania. Ohio 43560.-^ 
Mnnmao   Ohio 1-885-1565 
1-893-4420 I HOURS 
Monday thru Friday 10-8 
Saturday 10-6 Sunday 12-5 
20% OFF 
Entire Selection 
of non-sale merchandise 
Featuring: 
m 
Offer expires 
10/31/84 
palmetto • zena • northern isles • skyr   M 
WELCOME BACK ALUMNI! 
■MMi •■J 
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Research aid published 
by Janet Pavasko 
reporter 
The research paper. For 
many students, it means frus- 
trated hours at the card catalog 
hoping to find enough research 
material. 
In an effort to ease some frus- 
tration, Jerome Library re- 
cently published a research 
manual for students, universi- 
ties and public libraries. 
The book is "A Comparative 
Guide to the Library of Congress 
and Dewey Decimal Classifica- 
tion Systems." 
"Most libraries divide books 
into two classifications, the De- 
wey Decimal and Library of 
Congress systems, which con- 
fuse most card catalog users," 
said Gail Junion, coordinator of 
cataloging at Jerome library. 
"Although this publication is 
not a substitute for the card 
catalog, it is for those students 
who would rather browse 
through a section of books in- 
stead of looking up informa- 
tion," she said. 
Junion and cataloger Bea 
Spriggs spent two years compil- 
ing data for the publication, 
which costs $5 at the University 
Bookstore. There are now 50 
The flu season is here 
by Nancy Boslwick 
reporter 
MIDNITt SflOIVlHI 
CLA-ZEL 
copies in stock. 
ACCORDING TO Junion, the 
publication is divided into sub- ject areas ranging from history 
and sciences to entertainment. 
Junion said, "By looking in the 
publication, a library user can 
tell where in the library to look 
for books in the desired subject 
area. 
"This publication is not some- 
thing that you will want to sell 
back to a bookstore at the end of 
the year. You can use it at any 
library in the country," she 
added. 
The library, which advertises 
the publication in several na- 
tional library journals, receives 
about 20 orders a week for the 
publication. 
"Yale, Harvard and many 
overseas countries such as Den- 
mark and Brazil have ordered 
the publication," Junion said. 
"No other university has printed 
such a publication, and sooner 
or later it will have to be ex- 
panded." 
County offers vaccines 
Along with fall comes the 
flu season. 
To help combat this prob- 
lem, most prevalent Novem- 
ber to April, the Wood County 
Health Board is offering flu 
vaccines at various sites in 
the county during the next 
month. 
"We're giving these for the 
specific aim of prevention," 
said Jim Ryder, Wood County 
Health Commissioner. 
There are 100 or more types 
of flu viruses. Each year, the 
Center for Disease Control 
determines in advance what 
viruses the public will be im- 
munized for. Ryder said. 
The Health Center will not 
be offering vaccines for stu- 
dents, according to Joanne 
Navin, clinic coordinator and 
head nurse at the Health Cen- 
ter. 
"Primarily, it's for a high- 
risk population," Navin said, 
adding college students in 
good health do not need the 
vaccine. 
Students may only be vacci- 
nated through the Health De- 
partment on a doctor's order, 
she said. 
The best prevention Uni- 
versity students can take is 
covering sneezes and coughs, 
washing hands afterward and 
not allowing themselves to 
get run-down, Navin said. 
THE HEALTH Department 
receives a limited number of 
vaccines and wants to ensure 
that those who need it most 
get vaccinated, she said. 
Ryder said those who 
should get the vaccine include 
people 65 or older. 
As individuals get older, it 
is more difficult to combat 
the flu virus because resis- 
tance is lower, he said. 
Those suffering from chro- 
nic heart or lung conditions or 
people with kidney disease, 
cystic fibrosis, diabetes, ane- 
mia, severe asthma, cancer 
or those using medications 
which lower the body's nor- 
mal resistance to infections 
should also receive the vac- 
cine. 
Anyone pregnant or aller- 
gic to eggs should not be 
vaccinated People with a 
fever or cold should also 
avoid being vaccinated until 
they are well, Ryder said. 
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TEAM '© I 
WANTS YOU! 
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405 Student Services 
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Baldwin 
tor 
Comml«»lonT 
Allan R. Baldwin 
"A Hid Working Common SWIM 
Lsodor ... To Mttt MM CtoRMf* 
of Wood Comty'i F«tvrt" 
Paid tor   hf Wood CowMkm wHh   i-Kwm    Ft**, Orwr 
IrM*.r»r   430 (   IrtMM    f •»,.**■»    MMaH to«MHM 
$2 OFF i ?1 OFF 150<- OFF 
Any larg* 16" pizza 
with TWO or nor* Items 
Any mvdlun 13" pizza 
with TWO or mor» lt»mi 
PtzStV OPfN 4 
Fr«* D*li**fu 
ONE COUPON PE I PIZZP 
tN pm 
352-5166 VOTED BEST PIZZP. IN I c 
Ptz55vnp(N. 
FrM D*ll«»ru 
ONE COUPON Pt» PIZZP 
OPEN 4 pm 
352-5166 VOTED BEST PIZZP IN B c 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Any Miall lO" pizza 
'   or lara* tub 
■"traP OPEN 4 
352-5166 
ip.m 
Fr»»  D*llv*ry 
ONE COUPON P£» owee 
VOTED BEST PIZZP IN B.C. 
GRAND OPENING 
Barney's Convenience Mart 
996 S. Main St. 352-0534 
Open 24 hrs. 
Cigarettes 83* tax 
Generic 61*  tax 
Coke, Tab, Sprite, 2 Liter Bottle 89* 
Hole'n One Donuts 
-Made Fresh Daily- 
WE DELIVER 
Ice Cold Beer at State Mln. Prices 
9 gal. Kegs and Taps In Stock 
.jssssfc- 
** . 
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USSR said to be ahead of NATO in technology 
LONDON (AP) - NATO has 
largely lost the technological 
edge it had over the Warsaw 
Pact while the Soviet bloc has 
boosted its numerical conventio- 
nal weapons superiority, the In- 
ternational Institute for 
Strategic Studies reported yes- 
terday. 
However, the London-based 
research center stressed in its 
1964-85 Military Balance report: 
"The conventional overall bal- 
ance is still such as to make 
general military aggression a 
trends, institute director Robert 
O'Neill said: "A great deal de- 
pends on... how far the Soviets 
will be able, because of the eco- 
nomic stresses we've seen them 
coming under in future years, to 
continue to maintain the same 
level of defense expenditure. 
"They may well find they 
have to change their force struc- 
ture quite considerably also." 
THE INTERNATIONAL Insti- 
tute for Strategic Studies, 
founded in 1958, is widely re- 
spected for its studies of interna- 
tional security issues. Its 
analysts come from the United 
States, Europe and Asia. 
The institute's report was is- 
sued on the same day that NATO 
defense secretaries opened their 
fall meeting in Stresa. Italy. 
"The numerical balance -par- 
ticularly in equipment -contin- 
ues to move gradually in favor 
of the East," the report said in 
its analysis of the conventional 
weapons balance in Europe. "At 
the same time, the West has 
largely lost the technological 
edge in conventional equipment 
which allowed NATO to believe 
that quality could substitute for 
number." 
The institute said the super- 
powers' nuclear missiles are 
becoming smaller, more accu- 
rate ana more mobile. This, it 
said, "is a trend which will 
make it very difficult to nego- 
tiate verifiable constraints in 
future years." 
O'Neill said both the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization 
and the Warsaw Pact have had 
economic problems that curbed 
defense spending. Global spend- 
ing on arms was $790 billion last 
year, a $10 billion drop from the 
previous year. 
THE INSTITUTE said NA- 
TO's target for an annual 3 per- 
cent increase in defense 
spending to upgrade conventio- 
nal forces "is unlikely to be met. 
The economic recovery of the 
NATO allies has undoubtedly 
lagged behind that of the United 
States." 
It said the Warsaw Pact "en- 
joys numerical advantage in 
virtually all categories of weap- 
ons." including 50,500 battle 
tanks against NATO's 20,742, 
and has standardized hardware 
and tactics while NATO coun- 
tries have different doctrines 
and weapons. 
The institute also said the 
"rising Soviet inventory of mod- 
ern fighter-bombers poses an 
increasingly long-range threat." 
The Soviets now have 2,430 
ground-attack planes, 745 more 
than last year. NATO's corre- 
sponding strength was given as 
2JX, an increase of only 104. 
The institute said the Soviets 
also have boosted anti-aircraft 
defenses - 4,500 interceptors, 7,- 
487 guns and 3,457 missiles. 
Mondale addresses spirited Columbus crowd 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Walter 
Mondale told a loud, sign-wav- 
ing crowd at Ohio's Statehouse 
yesterday that President Rea- 
gan's train trip through western 
Ohio is another example of 
"grave-robbing" by Republi- 
cans trying to capitalize on the 
popularity of former Demo- 
cratic officeholders. 
To the cheers of a lunch-hour 
crowd estimated by the Secret 
Service at 6,000, the Democratic 
presidential challenger charged 
that Reagan is seeking to win 
Ohioans' votes by "impersonat- 
ing" former President Harry S. 
Truman - using the same rail 
car and virtually the same route 
Truman used during his uphill 
election campaign in 1948. 
Reagan plans a whistle-stop 
tour of six Ohio cities today, 
beginning about noon in Dayton 
and ending after 7 p.m. in Per- 
rysburg. 
"Ronald Reagan is no Harry 
Truman, and we all know it, 
Mondale said. "He should spend 
less time impersonating Harry 
Truman and more time listening 
to what be had to say." 
MONDALE'S 20-MINUTE 
speech in the center of down- 
town was interrupted several 
times by chants of "We want 
Fritz," led by an arm-waving 
Gov. Richard Celeste. 
Mondale drew both laughter 
and applause when he asserted 
that Reagan "is in the right rail 
car, but he is on the wrong 
track." 
Mondale said most of Rea- 
gan's policies are Just the oppo- 
site of Truman's, who he said 
supported social and economic justice for all Americans. 
"This campaign is not about 
train rides and whistle stops. It's 
about toxic wastes that give 
cancer to our children ... It's 
about 90,000 corporations which 
don't pay a penny in taxes," the 
former vice president said. 
Mondale also pointed out that 
first lady Nancy Reagan had 
given a luncheon at the White 
House Wednesday honoring the 
late Eleanor Rosevelt, on the 
eve of the 100th anniversary of 
the former first lady's birth. 
"These grave-robbing Repub- 
licans could better honor her by 
standing up for human rights 
... by ratifying the Equal 
Rights Amendment," he said. 
MONDALE, STILL buoyant 
after his showing in Sunday 
night's debate with Reagan, said 
the president showed his vulner- 
ability on the issues to Ameri- 
ca's voters. The debate 
"stripped away the illusion that 
Ronald Reagan is governing," 
he said. 
Mondale told the crowd, as- 
sembled by the state Demo- 
cratic Party and his own Ohio 
organization with help from or- 
ganized labor, that Reagan's 
economic policies have been di- 
sastrous for Ohio. 
"You have 375,000 workers in 
industry who have lost their 
Kbs. Ohio's farmers are having 
eir worst year ever," Mondale 
said. "We need a president who 
sees it like it is and will lead us 
forward to solve those prob- 
lems." 
Celeste, along with the 
statewide elected Democratic 
officials and numerous local 
candidates, flanked Mondale on 
c&3e^a^c>QG63 
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CASEY'S 
"Where qualify originates" 
COUPON 
Nature's Manna 
134 E. Court 
352-0236 
FRESH BREAD BAKED FRESH DAILY 
trail mix • carob • snacks • granola • vitamins • 
shampoos • and more! 
WELCOME BGSU ALUMNI 
Still Serving After 3 Years 
Friday, Oct. 12 
Homecoming King and Queen Elections 
Union Foyer 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Need Student ID to Vote 
Any questions call UAO 372-2343 
10% Discount 
with purchase 
of a case. 
Try our "Real" 
ROAST 
BEEF 
$1.29 
expires 10/21/84 
- COUPON ■ ■——■ 
SALAD BAR 
and med. drink 
$1.99 
I expires 10/21/84 
a makeshift stage on the same 
Statehouse lawn where Reagan 
held a similar rally in I960. 
LATER, AT A news confer- 
ence, Republican leaders crit- 
icized Mondale for failing to 
mention the nation's improving 
economy. 
HEY Fiji's 
Let's Go Crazy" 
and have a 
bitchin' time at 
Ihi' Garden Room 
CLUB HOCKEY 
•1023 N. MAIN' 
•imprinted sportjw.ar 
VJ**? L.        WELCOME BACK ALUMNI 
•Stodium Cushions 
COtfEGE^ 
•New falcon bandanas 
•assorted memorabilia 
TO'S CAMPUS CORNER 
"Serving Ih. everyday needs of the college student" 
902 E. Wooster 
352-3365 Owner Garnet Ohns 
UUffiiU&«£> 
GOOD LUCK FALCONS 
Homecoming Special: 
Buy 2 Subs 
Receive 1   Free 
Good Fri.  1 0/1 2 and Sat.   10/13 
510 E. Wooster 
HOURS: 
Sunday-Thursday-1 O am.-1   am. 
Friday-Saturday-10 am.-3:00 am. 
352-4497 
352-9814 
SPORE FOR JUDGE! 
Sun., Oct. 14th 
8:00 p.m. 
Ice Arena 
For info: Call Lynn 
372-4761 
BGSU CLUB 
VOLLEYBALL 
■ Try outs ■ 
mi., oct. is. it p.m. 
lee Center- 
RaciNrt Mom 
CM tatty MMM 
Experience IS The Difference 
ELECT 
Judson P. Spore 
for r 
WOOD COUNTY 
Juvenile-Probate Judge 
Voted Most Qualified by the Wood 
County Bar Association 
• Judicial Exp.rl.nc. — El.v.n yion ai Judg. oi Per- 
rysburg Municipal Court 
• Awarded th. "Superior Judicial S.rvlc. Award" of 
lh. Ohio Supr.m. Court ANNUALLY th. pan SEVEN 
YEARS 
• Attorney TWENTY-TWO YEARS ((Inc. 1962) 
• R*>p.ct.d m.mb.r. Am.rlcon Judges Association. 
Am.rlcan Judicature Socl.ty. Ohio, Wood County 
and Tolado tar Associations 
• Marri.d to Barbara, thoy or. parents of two 
children 
• Porrysburg hom.own.r 
Political Adv.rtlMm.nl. Susan Y»n.r. trMturar: 4331. Ml 
SI . f .rrywuro  OH 43J5I 
Seiko's beautiful values. 
Tint wR 1m hw tm how M*rt> they «. 
■inii»—« 
.*•• K .«i*.* n*. Om .art*.«. «  
■* m. »n **. ou * nMM&t* t~r> »« - * *»"<*• 
»   0  i i|Bliaim i .■!■■«« mi*., TV Cmuw 
KLEVERS 
353-6691 
HRS: MON. & THUR. 10-8 
TUES. WED. FRI. 10-6 
SAT. 10-5 
t—nD     ^t*u.HY>Toae 
138 N MAIN   DOWNTOWN 
MOV RECORDS 
Along with thousands 
of other great selections. 
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CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION 
Happy Hours 
Today 4-7, Uptown 
Faculty will bo in attendance 
Bring your AMA membership card 
Attention al Pru Eta S*gma members   Don't 
torrjet about our banquet the Sunday. October 
14  Return your reservation skos to Karen  it 
you have any questions please carl one ol the 
otlicors  
JOURNALISM 300 dearjine Admission forms 
are due this wee* on Friday Oct   12. m School 
of Journalism  
SAILORS DO HAVE MORE FUN"1 
Come (om the lun Sat 115 at the Jolly Roger 
Yacht Club Party (BYOB) with the BG and 9 
other Seeing Clubs, watch the races and cheer 
the saAng Falcons on to VICTORY' For mlo 
caH Pam 354 7007 or Steve 372-6228 belore 
7 30 p m today 
World Food Day 
Tuesday Oct  16 
A video conference with a panel of experts on 
world   hunger   w4l be   shown     123   pm    ■. 
McFaP Assembly Rm 
World Food Day 
Tuesday Ocl    16   A video conference with a 
panel ol experts on work) hunger w« be shown 
A local speaker w£ speak tosowmg the video 
12 3pm Compton Hal Mam Lounge  
The Jewish Students Group conducts Shabbat 
Services every Friday evening at 6 30 pm m 
the Faculty Lounge ol the Student Union All 
interested students & faculty are mvted to 
attend For further *itormatK)n on Jewish activ- 
ities on campus contact Prot David Wemberg 
211 WiHwns   372 2940  
Experience the lun and adventure ol 
SCUBA 
Sign up or cal the Rec Center 
 372-2711  
EXTERN EXPERIENCE PROGRAM" 
SOPHS. JRS. 1 SRS — APPLY NOW FOR A 
MINI INTERNSHIP GAIN ON-THE-JOB EX- 
PERIENCE   IN    YOUR    CAREER    FIELD    BY 
WORKING WITH BGSU ALUMNI 
EXTERNSHIPS JAN 7-11. MARCH 11-15 
APPLICATIONS     AVAILABLE      AT     MILETI 
ALUMNI     CENTER     (ACROSS     FROM 
HARSHMAN). CALL 372-2701 BETWEEN 
1-5 PM MON-FRI. 
DEAOLINE: OCT   15 
Ever have the deisre to live In another state? 
Picture yourself attending one of 70 colleges 
In the US without paying oul-of-state fees! 
The NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE (NSE) 
allows you to take courses not offered at 
BGSU and explore another pan of the 
country. Open information session 
Tuesday, Oct. 16 at 4:30, Town Room. 
Union. Can't attend'' Call the Center 
Bar Educational Options 872-0202. 
Would you like to live and work in WASHING- 
TON DC and earn a full semester ol credit? 
WASHINGTON   CENTER   INTERNSHIPS   are 
available tor all majors, all interests. Learn 
more at the open information session 
MONDAY. OCT. 15 at 3:30. Alumni Room. 
Union, or call the Center tor Educational 
Options. 372-0202 ^__ 
 LOST & FOUND  
LOST: Tan corduroy skirl and multi-color 
striped blouse in first-floor women's res- 
troom-University Hall Friday 10/5, 5 p.m. 
Please call 372-2601 A ask for Jan or deliver 
lo 106 UnrversHy Hall-no questions ashed. 
Found    1  dorm key m BA otdg 3,30 Wed 
10 10 Call BJ al 372-4330 to ideniily 
FOUND   WOMEN'S WRISTWATCH - GOLD 
PULSAR   QUARTZ    IN   BA   101   ON FRIDAV 
OCT 5 AT 3 30   CALL 354 8426 
RIDES 
HELP11 need a ride to and or from Chicago the 
weekend ot 10 20 Will help with gas confer 
sation. munch.es and lun   I HAVE to get home 
SERVICES OFFERED 
GUARANTEED STUDENT   FINANCIAL   AID - 
FOR     DETAILS    WRITE      ACADEMIC     RE 
SEARCH. BOX 9128C   TOLEDO   OH 43697 
Fouls Typing 
excellent quakty 
U-Deliver 
80* pg DS 
On-Campus pick-up 
SIPQ 
 Mrs Fouts. 669-2579  
FREE info about boc* Obtain Maximum Col- 
lege Financial Aid SCA. 3641 Deal Oepl C6 
Houston. TX 77025   Phone (713| 668 7899 
RUTHIES SEWING & ALTERATIONS 
Hemming new slurts and dresses Letters 
sewn on Garments must be clean 
352-7288  
THE ARRANGEMENT 
10S discount on a haircut with Lon 
when this ad is brought *n 
 3524143  
You can now reserve your one or two bed k>ft 
lor next semester For information and lo order. 
caN The Loft Construction and Stoiage Service 
at 352 3836  
Tucker Typing & Word Processing 
Cassette tapes, papers resumes 
 Nancy 352 0809  
Abortion, pregnancy tests, student rales Cen- 
ter for Choice, downtown Toledo 419-255- 
7769  
PERSONALS 
Amy W#ams--The purple larmry shows its 
royakty again* Good luck on homecoming court 
Much love. Your Mile Anne _____ 
Amy Yedinak. You don't know yet which 
Kappa Big you'll get. But In 3 more days 
you'll see why I'm happy we met! Can't 
wait" Love. Your KKG Big.  
ANDREA. 
I MISS YOU! I HOPE EVERYTHING IS GOING 
GREAT LET GO FOR DQ THIS WEEK. LOVE, 
YOUR IVY LINKER. MK.  
Angela Kay 
The wekend is here* 
ft s time for a beer' 
If you know who we are. 
You wont have to go far. 
To parly with those who are dear 
Love. Amy a Barbi 
Angela Maxwef 
We've heard you've been having a very hard 
NMfa 
Please don't fall into the category ol the meek 
Though times may be rough. 
You have to be lough 
And soon you II be ower this bad kick streak 
ANNE BRASSLER -Roses are red. violets are 
blue. I hate the Browns, this is your fra clue1 
Love your Eag  
A special congratulations to Michel* Mtddleton 
Stacey Hetduk. A Amy Beach for your positions 
on the Greek Steering Committee, and also to 
Lora Mays lor being the House Manager ot the 
Miss BGSU Pageant and Amy McFartand and 
Knssy Peterson for being Puofccrty Co-Chair • 
men   We re so proud of you'" 
Love. Your Dee Gee Saters  
Attention Al BGSU Men 
The Kappa Krush is commg 
We may be casing you  
Attention Oelts: Goofy, Gumby and Kwis, 
While all the rest are buttbeed and tine. 
Chris you belter remember to say 'in line'! 
Ahbububu    is a favorite verse 
We all know Tim won't have to rehearse1 
And Steve, you belter not throw any fits, 
When we bust you in the bathroom doing one 
hits! 
Get psyched for Homecoming* 
Your Suicidal Dates  
Barb Keller 
Happy Birthday - Have a great day1 
Love the Phi Mu's  
Big Jim 
Can t wait lor Homecommg I know wel have a 
great time Love. Sandy  
BOB WADE 
VOU VE MADE ME THE HAPPIEST PERSON 
IN THE WORLD' I LOVE YOU1 LOVE   ANITA 
PS - CAN I KIDNAP YOU?  
Bone and St Chuck 
Up top buds the weekend is near. 
Your dates are ready, so have no fear 
It s the 13th of October 
its guaranteed we wont be sober 
We nave an extra date. 
his name is Walry and he's great1 
Hell even  make us smOe   like Garfield (or 
awhile 
So gel ready to get looped. 
and we l a> get down and SWOOP* 
Love. Schaet and Banana 
CAA -RENE AND BRAD 
Just want to say Have Big Fun' mis weekend, 
although I know you wel anyway Happy Home- 
coming Oooh-loolah 
Your Favonte Room* 
Deaanah 
Call up Delsa Marie Mason and welcome her 
to the wonderful world of 19! Happy Birihday 
Del sal Katie  
Caravan lo Dayton's Homecoming 
2 seals available   Share rental car expense 
CdU2 4931  
CAROL BiLAK- Roses are red. the* leaves are 
green, on Sunday you w* lind me at the end of 
your string1 Your Big  
00 FOR IT I 
JOIN THE ORIENTATION TEAM. 
PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN 
 405 STUDENT SERVICES  
Rush Alpha Sigma Ph. 
LiiS<s" Tues Oct   16 
From 7 00 to 9 00 pm Al are welcome' 
Chris Hawn  Welcome lo Alpha Phi* I've reatty 
enjoyed being your Ivy Linker1 You're a super 
sister' Hope we can get together soon 
Love. Melanie1  
CINDY PUTHOFF 
I M SO PSYCHED YOU PLEDGED ALPHA PHI 
AND   THAT   YOU'RE   MY   IVY   LINKER TOO 
NOW THE BEST SORORITY IS EVEN BETTER 
AND WE RE SO HAPPY TO HAVE YOU* 
UTB LESLIE  
Congratulations to Dave Kuhar on his KKY— 
TBS lavalierlng to Anne Spahr. Have a nice 
one. Deve! 
The Guys  
Congratulations to Kappas ZBT Obstacle 
Course learn* Another wn and a trophy lor us 
And special congrats to Mchete Si Pierre (or 
overall best time for sorority women' You're al 
great' _____  
CONGRATULATIONS JOE SAS 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
         BROTHER OF THE WEEK 
GREEK BUSTER 
T-SHIRTS 
CALL 354-8112 
Al Chi Os who 
htWi | Mart ,•■< 
Chee 0 *s one week away' 
Alpha Sigma Phi Lil' Sis Rush! 
Alpha Sigma Phi Lit' Sis Rush! 
Alpha Sigma Phi Lil' Sis Rush! 
AMY 
TO SUCH A SWEET LITTLE QAL. 
AND A SPECIAL CANTON PAL. 
THIS IS JUST TO A NOTE. 
TO SAY 'YOU'VE GOT MY VOTEf 
YOU'RE DEFINITELY THE BEST 
AND PRETTIER THAN THE REST. 
WE'LL ALL BE AT THE HOMECOMING 
SCENE 
BECAUSE YOU ARE FOR SURE THE QUEEN! 
QAMMA PHI LOVE AND MINE, THERESA 
Amy   W*ams      Congrats   on  Homecoming 
Attendant Good luck on Saturday 
I nve Marian & Howard 
Amy Williams 
We wish you all the luck in the world during 
Homecoming Elections! We knew we've got 
the beet! Love, Your Gamma PM Sisters 
Court shoe sale 
Nike-Converse 
Best selection In town 
Lake Erie Sports 
Cyndy McComb- Happy ftrthday1 AX Love and 
Mme   your Carm Big. Maureen  
LETS GET EXCITED'"*"*' 
VOTE AMY WILUAMS FOR 
HOMECOMING QUEEN" 
Dear Boris. Saw your note yesterday about 
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE (NSC|   So. 
where are  you going -   Oregon.  CaMorma. 
Alabama M*ne Montana where7 II be at the 
open meeting Tues   Oct 16 at 4 30 pmm the 
Town Room. Umon to see how I can go to 
school in another state without paying out-ot 
state fees  II cal the Center lor Educational 
Options   372-0202. tor more info   See you 
there1 Ida  
DEAR BROTHERS OF DELTA TAU DELTA 
IM LOOKING FORWARD TO A WILD TIME AT 
HOMECOMING WITH ALL OF YOU' WILL YOU 
DROP YOUR PANTS THIS TIME' 
LOVE JENNIFER 
DEAR LISA WILSON. 
I COULDN'T HAVE GOTTEN LINKED (HA HA) 
UP WITH A BETTER PERSON IM SO GLAD 
WEVE GOTTEN TO KNOW EACH OTHER 
HAVE A GREAT DAY" ALPHA PHI LOVE AND 
MINE   YOUR IVY LINKER. MICHELLE. 
DEAR RUBIE 
THIS TIME HOMECOMING WILL BE A BLAST 
- AS LONG AS WE AVOID THOSE POWER 
FUL ZOMBIES' GET EXCITED' 
LOVE- JENNY POO 
DEBBIE CUGAVrC What a special Phi you are' 
Alpha Pin « proud to have you    And the Ivy 
grows   Kay  
Delsa 
Happy 19th You are a sweetie 
Love y Amy  
Delta Upslton Little Sis Colonisation Rush 
Monday 7:30-9:00 pm 
DU LHtie Sis Rush 
DU Little Sis Rush 
DU LHtle Sis Rush 
Monday 7 30-torn 
Duffy Lookm forward to a wild n-craxy week- 
end with my special Ptn Deft Get ready lor a 
weekend we II never lorget Get psyched1 
Love. Eves  
DD 
Been looking forward to this weeks end mo- 
ments together, we shaft spend the football 
game lun it should be Theta Chi's with dates, 
including you and me Wel party early, start 
round seven Hope you re up come around 
eleven Now this poem must ternwiate Home- 
coming weekend, dH be great 
Love T M  
Liut-N CLEQQ 
YOU WENT AND DIO IT 
YOU PLEDGED ALPHA PHI 
MANY GOOD TIMES ARE AHEAD 
WHICH YOU WILL SOON SEE 
ALPHA PHIS ARE FRIENDS SO TRUE 
AND THAT IS WHY. EILEEN. 
WE SAW AN ALPHA PHI IN YOU" 
GOOO LUCK THROUGH PLEDGING 
 LOVE   JENNY  
FAT MAN 
WEIGHT WATCHERS WANTS YOU' 
  YOU RE THE GREATEST' 
REMEMBER TO PICK UP YOUfl 
ORIENTATION APPLICATIONS NOW 
THROUGH SEPT   24. 5:00 PM 
FIJI'S 
Get tired up for a great weekend. Homecom- 
ing date party Saturday, and the 1st annual 
Hack-Open on Sunday. The immortal 9 are 
looking forward to a great time.  
FLU'S 
LET THE   PURPLE RErGN' THIS WEEKEND" 
FLAMINGO LEGS 
ShoppKig on Sunday was one of the most fun 
limes of my Me' I'm lookwig forward to the two 
wineskins at the game and the shots ol GIN 
alter the party* Tony 
PS When can I ride your b*e?  
Floor Shirts 
U-pick your design 
 Lake Erie Sports  
Sigma Nu 
Car Stuff 
Sigma Nu 
Car Stuff  
GINA, JENNIFER. PATTY. SUSAN 
Cocktails m the morning 
The Grads are coming home 
Tommy and Dump D crew 
Are ready to party al night long 
At the Hohdome 
GOOD LUCK' 
MIKE PICKARD IN THE 
HOMECOMING KING CONTEST! 
BROS   OF LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
Great Chief Oil*    you hot man you1 Hey baby. 
let s bop Monday al the Tuna Feat {be sure to 
wear your red suit') Bring your leg' the search 
is on lor a groundhog hole si/ed lo til Oh. Tom. 
you're so manly • we love the way you test your 
coffee  Even though we are having a party for 
such a god-like individual you can shl count on 
us to trump -our ace   Heres yours, out the 
door 
Greek Sweats 
Sewn-on lettering 
Russell Heavyweight sweats 
 Lake Erie Sports  
Guys N Gals. Get you 501 Blues at Jeans N 
Trungs  531 R-dge  
Heidi Middleton is Alpha Phi Gold' 
(or at least hei Ivy Linker thinks so') 
Alpha-Phi Love and tots ol mme. Martha 
Helens Maski Just wanted you to know that I'm 
happy to be your Ivy Linker and that you're a 
special Phi' Love ya1 Jayne  
HELLO AMY SCHAEFFER' Had to make sura 
you saw this one* Just wanted to let you and 
the rest ol BG know that you're a super Phi'" 
We're so proud lo have Cincinnati's latest 
Love   Your lunk head 
GO FOR ITI 
JOIN THE ORIENTATION TEAM 
PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN 
40S STUDENT SERVICES 
VOTE 
SONIA WINNER HOMECOMING QUEEN 
 TODAY IN THE UNION  
T-SHIRTS '' T-SHIRTS ' ' T-SHIRTS 
FOR DORM   PARTIES. ETC 
FAST SERVICE   OUALITY. GUARANTEED 
WIZARD GRAPHICS 354-309B 
HOMECOMING BUTTON ANSWER 
Will be announced on WFAL between 4 00 and 
4 30  today   Winner of  contest wiM  be an- 
nounced at the Bronco Buster Preoame Party 
Intramural Bowling; Women's 
entries due. Oct. 17 
108 Student Rec Center 
IT IS NOT IMPORTANT THIS DISTANCE BE- 
TWEE US FOR I CLOSE MY EYES AND SEE 
YOU AND HOLD YOUR HAND THANKS FOR 
BEING A SPECIAL PERSON TO SHARE SUCH 
A SPECIAL WEEKEND 
LOVE. JOOY  
Ivy Linker Ut. 
H you ever need lo talk 
Just give me a cal 
What s an ivy linker for? 
We'P go out and have a bal1 
 Love your Linker   Shelley ^^ 
IVY LINKER MARY COOK: 
You were a terrrhc rushee  but you make an 
even better pledge' I am so happy I can cal you 
a sister now. as wel as my triend 
XQXQ Lisa  
Ivy Linker Tma 
You're special and I love you1 
Keep up those good study habits 
 Love m Alpha Ph. Ahshe 
Jackie Baas 
To a vary special parson and a great asset to 
Alpha Phi I reaty hope we get to spend more 
lime together 
Love VouT tvy Linker Karen  
JENNY DAVIS HANG IN THERE BABY— 
SPRING BREAK S COMIN 1 YOU RE DOW A 
GREAT JOB PLEDGING LOVE LYNN 
Jodie Bachey- Busy though we both may be. 
I'm always here as your fcnking Phi' You're 
greet" 
LOW. Michele 
JODY MULL- 
WELCOME TO ALPHA PHI' WE ARE SO OLAO 
10 HAVE  YOU    SO SORRY  ABOUT OUR 
BROKEN DATES    WELL GET  TOGETHER 
SOON   LOVE   AMY  
JOHNH MILTON'S'? YES I HEMEMBERBUT 
WAS QUESTIONING WHETHER YOU DID OR 
NOT. I HAD A GREAT TIME BUT HAVEN'T 
HEARD FROM YOU IN AWHILE1 WHAT'S THE 
DEAL? COLLEEN K.  
Juke Freima 
We are al so iwppy you are an Alpha Phi Good 
luck with your pledging  We are behind you 
100V 
Love. Parly  
JULIE M-SKI. 
Although we cant gat your name. 
Our House wi never be the same 
You're one In a mtaon Juke  I'm proud 
To say you're an Alpha Phi' Love Vaajrte 
JULIE TAKACS  
LOVE YA UNKER1""' 
I'm so exerted thai you're an Alpha Phi" 
Got ready lor PH-un because your next tour 
years at BG are bound to be PH-ANTASTIC" 
Love. VIcKi  
KAPPA SKIS 
To pledges actives, and arumm. 
We hope tins homecommg 
weekend wat be an extra 
special one lor you all 
Have a great lime' 
 Love. The Slardusters  
KAREN SYCE I HOPE PLEDGING IS GOING 
WE.L1 I M REALLY SORRY IM NOT ABOUND 
BEST OF LUCK THIS YEAR YOUR IVY 
LINKER. SUE 
DeBa Marie 
Have a greet  19tn Birthday1 You've been a 
great Wend and mieplaced melon picker' 
Love ya. Kety 
Knslen 
I know we're always on the run. 
But when we see each other, it sure * Mi' 
i m so glad you're an Alpha Phi 
And your Ivy Linker I'm lucky 10 be 
^___ Love. Suranne 
LAMBOA CM ALPHA 
THE BIST TUCKHr 
 FMTPWrTYAROUWOI  
LAMBOA CHI ALPHA 
QUOTE Of THE WEEK: 
WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH. 
 THE TOUGH 00 DRINK I'  
Laurie Raccot. 
Although time hasn't been on our aide. I mat 
want you to know you're a super ALPHA PHI1 
Alpha Phi love. Bobble Jean  
Lest* Johnson 
To a super rvy Inker Have a Ph. antaehe Day' 
Jean  
USA- 
JUST WANTED TO LET YOU KNOW THAT 
YOU ARE THE BEST SISTER AND YOU MEAN 
A LOT TO ME   GET PSYCHEO FOR THeS 
WEEKEND! 
LOVE YA JUDI  
Lon 
No way JOSE. I've got a great ivy Ur*et" 
Looking forward lo some crazy times1 
Love Sara  ^_^_^^__ 
Lou Ann Haatlnga 
I hope pledging Alpha PM has been a 
rewarding experience to tar if you ever need 
anything I'm here for you! Look forward to 
getting to know tome greet girls, end the fun 
times ahead   (Get psyched for Date Party) 
Love ya, Your Ivy Linker, Lort  
LYNNHERNOON 
CAN'T WAIT TIL SUNDAY WHEN YOU WILL 
SEE   THAT OUR LITTLE FAMILY IS THE BEST 
IT CAN BE  KAPPA LOVE AND MINE  YOUR 
BIG 
SIC SIC 
ADMINISTRATION. FACULTY 
INDEPENOANTS AND GREEKS 
WE ARE ONE. SHOW YOUR PRIDE FOR 
BGSU AT HOMECOMING 
WEAR YOUR COLORS      *EZ 
Mary Eaen a Messy 
Attention Your FUI dales are anticipating a wad 
weekend   Were posrhve MAC'S two wildest 
RA's w* have a great time See ya Saturday' 
Doug a Terry  
Melanie. Good luck m the 8K Race tomorrow. 
but save enough energy to celebrate Home 
coming FUI style  Thanks for making the peel 
month such a spaces' one' -Scott ^_ 
MELODY-OH-MELODY 
4 FUN YEARS TO GO 
GLAD YOU RE AN ALPHA PM 
YOUR TRUE SPIRIT SHOWS' 
LOVE. MARY  
MenolBG 
Are you a DQ Scope? 
OG Kidnap Oct 26 
Mas  You're the best Inker m the world Keep 
your heed together 
Love ya. WAD  
Missy Youngerman 
Even though we never seem to Imd oech other 
one dey soon we I get it together UrtN that day 
comes - good kick with pledging 
UTB   Jute  
REMEMBER TO PICK UP YOUR 
ORIENTATION APPLICATION* NOW 
THROUGH SEPT.24 AT 5:00 PM 
MOLLY JEKINS 
IM SO PSYCHED TO HAVE YOU FOR MY 
LITTLE' YOU'RE THE GREATEST' 
LOVE YOUR PG BIG 
My Hltle Barbarian. 
I want lo bite your neck end snuggle your 
chest an night. I'm In DC and I need a hug. I 
will be back In your arms soon, bul not fast 
enough for me. 
Cute 
Nick, I'm sorry about gtrtng you a herd time. 
I'm happy It you're happy. Gel psyched far 
Homecoming' I LOVE YOU" KIM 
P.S. Gel psyched B.B.B and Barb 
P.S.S. HI Rooetktll  
MMM 
CAR STUFF 
SIGMA NU 
CAR STUFF  
OCT 26- OEE GEE KIDNAP VICTMS 
BEWARE'"  
OLYMPIC KAPPALON - BE THERE 
OLYMPIC KAPPALON - BE THERE 
OLYMPIC KAPPALON - BE THERE 
PART TIME. I need 10 people who want to 
Supplement thee ncomee   25-50S. profit on 
every sate   Exceptional opportunity met wB 
make you 'eel great Cal John after 4 30 I- 
758-3298  
Petty Vanyo 
We agreed to gifts, friendship and men In a 
big-tittle relationship. Thanks for ell She gifts. 
Your   Irlendshlp  Is  worth  a  mHHon.   Now 
where at* el the men' 
HP Love end Mme, UT Leers  
PEGGY 
WELL START SATURDAY NS3HT OFF IN 
BOMBAY AND FINISH IT IN MAUMEE OCT 
READY TO DANCE AND PARTY THE NIOHT 
AWAY GREGG  
PM Els Sigma members: We wM see yew all 
al the banquet Has Sunday. Or total 14 
Elections will be held for next year's officers. 
Don'l forget about our happy hours perry. 
You wiitMttn^TOtir letter end PR IP t«B^ 
Rose Vnaiki, lo the beet Ivy linker ever I 
hope our friendship grows like the fry on our 
house. Alpha PM Love, Jernle. 
Rush Aiphe Sigma Phi 
Lltaf'TuM Oct  16 from 7 00 to 9 00 p m 
Mare wetcoms 
SchoboB- 
Atter last weekend how oouH wo Improve 
Your hkndneee • greet 1 so was your groove 
SAE hemocrjming wB surety be the best 
You belter make sure cause 11 put you to me 
CM 
Scooter- Wel the week hae ftnx 
our long awaited weekend w here  Is fane to 
bve out al those wed plans we rnwje1 You re tie 
beet and I love you1 
Love. Pooky  
MAIN ST 'FRENCH QUARTER RAFFLE 
Come Set MgM I get your chance 
lo win a 'Free' weekend for 2 at 
The Perryebutg French Ouerler * 
StMeiowenee Ticket w/adms»ion 
Main St -Saturday rights IO-13-1W3 
BE THERE' 
■CMC 
Be at the "I 
Pre Game Party. 10 am 
mtremural FxHda 
lie lie wi see you mere 
» iwij-w fsnMfig M twe t'aaMwa*/ N. 
Kspten Educational Center. Co* JM-17*t 
Spsooue room tor 2. Indoor swmmmg pool 
sauna's, wtietpool. wetuttiiuuiii. 3 bars, 
restaurant S 1100 aaowance MAM ST 
Seturdey nteMs gives you Ke chance 
lowm  A scecw< weekend at the 
Perryakurg French Ouerler t el the (hangs' 
Don't miee out 
BKBIC 
BUST THE BIWNCOS 
BUST THE BRONCOS 
BUST THE BRONCOS 
SLOW PC AMR? 
Want to out your study Bme In fwjr? Thtrda? 
There Is no need to pay hundreds ot dolors lo 
cotlenerclal revjokv. outfits Sign up for EDO 
101 a crodBld 2 hour course si Speed 
Reading Unite co-nmercial reeding programs 
EDCI 101 leeches you to road drmcull cortege 
level HWJIOIOJI feeler, whs* Increaping compre- 
rxsnoton 
A verege gain »■*■ 1 S3 wore* per minute 
Range of gens to 600 words per minute 
1965  - two (2) sections 
coons wd be pdded if 
neodedl 
SOMA WINNER 
SO OLAD WE TALKED VOM INTO IT. 
CONGRATULATIONS AND BEIT OF LUCK 
TOMORROW. WE LOVE YOU. YOUR ROOM- 
MATES, CONNIE, DEB, * LISA  
SONYA SNYDER 
HAPPY 22nd BIRTHDAY 
ON OCT   16' 
THANKS FOR BEING A 
(■WATROOMtE' 
LOVE WENDY 
HOPE TO SEE YOU ALL 
AT HOMECOMING 
CORDIALLY 
ft, <2. »3. »4. It. #6 
m 
Stacey Cox You're the beet anker there could 
be I'm so proud you're en Alpha Phi' Keep 
srnitng-you re doing a flrdBoac lob pledging 
Love. J« 
TO THE EMERGENCY ROOM CREW 
THANKS FOR EVERVTHtNOi I LOVE  YOU 
ALL' YOUR PATIENT. KIM  
Stephanie Orttrrrn: 
E»e« though we may net see each other 
often. I a** think of yew erweysl You're the 
Deal Ivy (inker ewer* 
Akehe PM Late tad caJwe. Jarwwlaf  
Susan Bangs 
Congrats on your Alpha Fhi piedg-ng  The fun 
has rust begun, so get psyched lor a great year- 
lam*' 
Love, Maureen 
Tammy Majn 
What a fantastic grand MM 
Welcome to the family' 
 In APT Michelle  
TERRI REMY 
IT HAS MEANT SO MUCH TO ME TO HAVE 
TAKEN YOU THROUGH RUSH AND NOW TO 
BE YOUR IVY UNKER I HOPE YOU FIND ALL 
THE HAPPINESS IN ALPHA PHI THAT I HAVE' 
ALPHA PHI LOVE ANO MINE   ALISSA  
The PM MUs WISH EVERYONE A FUN ANO 
FESTIVE HOMECOMING WEEKEND   GO BG 
BEAT WESTERN MICrtOAN  
THE PLEDGES Of SIGMA PHI EPSILON WEI 
COME BACK THE ALUMNI OF SIGMA PHI 
EPSILON. ANO THE GOLDEN HEARTS... THE 
"HEART OF THE GREEK SYSTEM'   IS 
READY FOR A GREAT HOMECOMING 
WEEKEND 
Thereae, 
You're the best rvy Inker I could ask lor Sorry 
we haven't done much together Hope you 
have a bleat this weekend' 
Your Alpha Phi Ivy Linker. Cindy  
TO LINKER KATY EDWARDS- 
CONGRATULATIONS ON ALPHA PHI PLEDGE 
CLASS   PRESCENT"    YOU'RE   A   SUPER 
UNKER' ANO I LOVE YA' 
STAY HAPPY- STACY 
Tommy. Thanks a maxon far the dozen roses 
You are such a iesalriasrt   Juat wan until 
tomorrow rwjM   It s going lo bo awesome' I 
hop* you're ready lor Pie beet hands around' 
Love ye etwoys Pumpkin We Head  
To my Gamma Pts lull n and Frtenoe 
Thank you tor al of the support you hove given 
me the week I appreciate It more than you can 
imagine I love you guys • Amy 
PS - A special thank* to Jeanne. Marian. Mo. 
Laura. Kim. Sharon, and fjonna' 
TOMYIYYUNKWatrm 
YOU Ml ONE OF MY FAVORITE PEOPLE. 
I'M l>wOUO TO CALL YOU MY SISTER 
ANO I'M HAPPY THAT YOU ARE MY FRJENO 
ALPHA PS* LOVE ANO ■«■ RENEE 
TO MY LITTLES: DOUO l»0r»ER - CONGRAT- 
ULATION* ON QOtNO ACTIVE; JACKI REIStO 
- CONGRATULATIONS ON GOING ACTIVE: 
DAVE STEWART — WELCOME TO THE 
FAMILY   YOU ARE ALL IN THE BEST FAMILY 
m nm HQUBEI YOUR ALPHA no. Bta. 
Ta my wonderful Alpha PM Ny inker 
HEATHER BRUTVAN 
Have a greet day end good luck 
Lovoya, Becky 
To our Pta Mu deles Brands ( lon 
Looking luttpjd to a nkjM wel never forget 
Saturday al the Oe» lojrrxitammg   Qkjd you 
tnety found some roar dales 
Love. Qreg * Mfce 
Tnah 
N's greet lo have you as an Alpha PM Safer 
You are PM-htorMneli 
Alpha PM Love and mme. Dana 
I TO PIOX UP YOUR 
OBSENTATION APPLICATION* NOW 
THatOUBH BBPT. H AT t*0 PM 
In on need a* the sejWer waman t name and 
onone natxSMr who did not get her question 
answered by Preekient Reagan   nasss can 
P|tn*t22151  
USD General Anneal, Meeting Tueeday Oct 
IB  tit USeSctenee Al are welcome Come 
voice your opwan  
 VOTt  
AMY WIU.1AMB l»O*I«C0MIN0 OUEEN 
 IWOAY OCT. U 
VOTE 
SOMA WINNER 
SOMA WINNER 
IWMICaWIICAltPI  
•••• VOTf" 
LETS GET EXCITED  
VOTE AMY WtUIAMS FOR 
HCYMECOMSNO QUEEN'" 
YOU NfVBR ta A I 
IN AN IT AUraN «E*T AORANT 
EATIM Ca#PUC*IO WITH 
CRAZY BOM FOR * CRATY PMTI 
I CM ALPHA 
YOU OWE YOURSELF A CfttlY BREAK 
Visit CMry'i snack bar located In Krefscher 
Ouod. We will be open el 4:00 on Oct II for 
Homecoming, the same aa all horns football 
game days. Otherwise, we are open 8:30- 
11:10 Tuesday Saturday Join the festlvitlos 
of our Grand Opening on Ocl IT. help us 
celebrate with movies, free popcorn, and 
caramel apples Remember to come In for 
your SunklsT glass and then bring n beck for 
a refill. 
00 FOR ITI 
JOIN THE ORIENTATION TEAM 
PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN 
405 STUDENT SERVICES 
50 Kaleidoscopes 
given away as door prizes 
KALEIDOSCOPE KON2ERT 
Kobecker He*. Fn . Oct  12  8 pm 
Come and enkvy a 
variety of music 
VERY CUTE. ADORABLE KITTENS 
NEED GOOD HOME 
FREE' CALL 354-7164 
T-SHIRTS • • T-SHIRTS ■ - T-SHIRTS 
FOR DORM PARTIES. ETC 
FAST SERVICE  OUALITY. GUARANTEED 
WIZARD GRAPHICS. 354-3098 
Travel" FREE' Travail1 
Earn htgh comrrxaarons a 
FREE tnps promoting winter 
and Spring Break ski end sun tnps 
SUNCHASE TOURS CAMPUS REP  positions 
available CALL TOLL FREE 800-321-5911 
25' Draught Beer et Mr Boiangkts. Tuesday 
thru Thursday 7 11 pm only time draught beer 
a sold 893 S Man 
WANTED 
eded to there two bed- 
room apt   Please cell Lort 172-2711 (leave 
namel number) 
F. rmte needed to 
shore 1 bdrm apt 
$132 50 mo 3531643 
HELP WANTED 
EARN $400 TO $800 A WEEK WITH OUR 
PROVEN ENVELOPE PROGRAM FROM 
HOME NO EXPERIENCE NECESSAERY? NO 
OBLIGATION? FREE DETAILS SEND 
STAMPED ENVELO'E TO LAGUNAS PO 
BOX 25791. CHICAGO. IL 60821-0791. 
Help Wanted. 19 and over  Apply after 2 p r 
Mr Boiangles 893 S Main  
Artist pxxainanced In keylnlng. layout A air 
brusrxng Parrttmerfuttime poemon In Toledo 
8652400 
Help wanted lor typing & fang 2 to 3 mornings 
per week  8am to noon Toledo- 865 2400 
Government Jobs 
«16.55»-50.553/yi. 
Now hiring. Your area 
Call B05-»«7-«000 Ext. R-9849. 
FOR SALE 
Audio eouromenl Buy. sal. and trade 
Major brands Jim's Guitar 
130 E Wooster 352-6612 
Simmons Electronic Drums. Kory Poty 800. 
Sefluenllnl Circuits 6 Track. Roland Juno 106 
Tame Drums. Marshal Amplifier Al kmds ot 
guitars New a used Jen's Guitars. 
130 E Wooster 352-6612 
Rusael's Sweat! 
Ill 25 
Rec Canter Pro Shop 
1971 VW Convert** 
restored, make offer 
1-882-4 739 
HUFF'S USED FURNITURE 
Rudolph 686-3251 
Open Men Fn 6-8pm 
For Sale Bed-mattress springs, trame $35 
Dresser untmshed $25 Both lor $50 354- 
8228 
FOR SALE Pslr ol Rosstgnol Skis, Sotemen 
bindings. Nordlca ski boots, six* I. AH In Up 
condition. Buy separate or as package deel. 
CaN Suianne 354-7835 
FOR SALE  FUJI GRAN TOUR 12 SPO BIKE 
OVERHAULED J PAINTED JET BLACK 
CALL JEFF at 354 7875 
FOR SALE   1977 Toyota Celca Litrbeck 
Runs great $1500 
  Can 354 1254 
1978 DatsunB—210 
Good Condition, snows 
AM-FM. $1650 00   352-8074 
1984 B*e and accessory clearance sale 
Lowest prices of the year! Purcefe Bike Shop 
131 W Wooster (Downtown) 352-6264 
FOR RENT 
Efficiency Apt MB Aval   $185/mo uW md at 
2'5E  Poe Cal 354-8612 betw 6 7 30pm 
1 bedroom, 2-person apt close lo campus, 
reasonable rem Available winter aomoolei. 
Cell 1J4-0217 or 354-1219 
Wanted: t F roommate needed to there 2 
bdrw, apt A* utilities Met. $110.00 mom* 
Spring Samestsr. CaH 1S4-HM.  
2 bdrm apt to sublet close lo campus 
    cal 3547366 
1 or 2 person apartment avedabie for sublease 
Winter semester Close lo campus 354-3231 
2 BDRM FURN APT TO SUBLEASE AVAIL 
ABLE DEC 24lh to MAY 29th $260 MONTH 
10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS CAU. AT 
353 2321 AFTER 5PM 
2 Bedroom apartment 
lor rent  3rd St 
cal 352-4380 
Female wanted to sublease upper part ot 
house Own specious bedroom Close lo cam- 
pus N Prospect Only $120 per mo plus 1'4 
Of gee Cal Gma after 4 00 p m 352-2630 
Avexebte as soon as possible or for spring 
semeater  
Weston- 2 bedroom 
unfurrvehed apartment 
phone 352-1032 alter 5 30 
Hey Dudes 1 Dudettes' 
Wn a Free weekend tor 2 et 
the Porryaburg French Quarter 
1 $100 aaowance Beat 
MAIN ST Saturday night 
Your aoYnxuuon price gfvos you 
s chance to win 
MIWEI TO HIIVIOUS PUZZLE 
III IIII II I    Hl.lllil    III 11.11 j i Htm in    iniii','    i>i III 
I al 111, HI    III 11.11 I    1111,111 
mi' mill mi I  ill     in  M 
III IKK     i II  HUM 
I II HII Jill I    I II HI. Ill 
I ll Mil I    llllllll    lllll.lllll 
Hill Mill I       I  I   II 
Hi Ml.llt    . Iilf lit      -tirlit 
IIIIM'M      HI, Midi 
Mill ll lllll    llllllll 
I" I' ll I    ' II Mi li IIII.M  HI 
'MM I'll III: | 
llllllll      lllll,III 
it'Ml I    ulllllllll 
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MEET THE 1984 FOOTBALL FALCONS! 
o 
#70 I it 
Ken 1     ii 
Babich 
Offensive Tackle 
S*nk» 6'4" 250 Ibi 
Ml Clemens, Midi. 
:<|fj 
6 
Jftf I 
m¥mt Kiut W_w*k!»  * i iJ t> i * * 
Vickl Ernsthausen, Cherie Orians 
Fammty tram Uacys 
Tim Messenger 
115 dough                                                       3S2-OOS1 
#50 
Stan 
Brue 
Cur* 
SMNV 6'2" 225 lbs. 
Columbus 
(Bishop Harilay) 
fllDr 
1540E.Wooster     892 S. Main 
Fresh BatedDonds i Homemade Ice Creem 
#8 
Jeff 
Davis 
TUB**. 
Soph. S'10" 172 lbs. 
Rnt, Mich. 
(Southwestern) 
DORSEY'S 
DRUGS 
By the tracks 
352-1693 
#55 
Mike 
Estep 
Center 
Soph. IT 21S lbs 
Fly High Falcons 
BG Drive Thru 
780 S. College 352-9851 
#95 
Gerry 
Bayless 
Tight End 
Junior 6T 210 lb*. 
Osylon 
(Behnont) 
SUNDANCE 
Come see us 
after the game 
352-1092    110 N. Main 
#39 
Dean 
Bryson 
Defensiie Back 
Soph. 6'0" 191 lbs. 
Dayton 
(Colonel White) 
Jeans N Thinqs 
.mil 
J.T.'s Carry-Out 
531 Ridge 
Slopbv lot i/mit tail gate 
pant 
GO FALCONS! KICK THE BRUNI 
#88 
Troy 
Dawson 
MensnoEnd 
Junior 6'1" 215 lbs. 
Nit Concord 
(John Glenn) 
Bring your 
Homecoming Date 
4 
m 
Get in FREE with 
yourB.G.IJ). 
Friday or Saturday Night 
10/12/84 or 10/13/84 
#41 
Joe 
Foley 
Fullback 
Soph. 6'0" 200 lbs. 
Gahanna 
(Lincoln) 
HAIRWAYS 
Happy Homecoming 
1616 E. Wooster 352-2107 
/^ 
#64 m          \ 
Dave T 
Bittner ^Iw          9* 
Offensive Guard ■vat      LaaaaYr    iW 
Jvnnr 6'0" 235 lbs. ^^B^ 
Akron ■        i    1 (St VkieenVSl Msfr's) ft  a«L*  fl 
TMATER /       U8A- / CHEVROLET 
1225 N. Main Street 
Quality New & Used Cars 
Parts Service Body Shop 
K 
• ■ 
Oltensiie Tackle 
Senior IT 275 lbs. 
WaslmgW Court House 
A Toledo Tiu^lcoip B«nk 
\ 
Toledo Trust wishes the team much 
success through the '84 season. 
#84 
Mark 
Dowdell 
Tight End 
Senior 6'3" 205 lbs. 
Akron 
IKenmorel 
Newlove 
Management 
"The personal touch" 
336 S. Main St.       352-5620 
#96 
Mike 
Foor 
Defensive Tackle 
Junior IT 235 lbs. 
North RKSgemH* 
Fly High Falcons 
BG Drive Thru 
780 S. College 352-9851 
Boxley 
WIQi l>KWVH 
Junior S'tO" 165 lbs 
Las Vegas. Net. 
(Western) 
IVobli 
NEW TWO-FERS PIZZAS 
300 E. Wooster      354-3935 
#48 
Jack 
Coppess 
Line Backer 
Soph. 6'2" 200 lbs. 
Groveport 
iMadison) 
Fly High Falcons 
BG Drive Thru 
780 S. College 352-9851 
#15 
Sean 
Dykes 
Defensive tack 
Junior S'10" 170 lbs. 
Ne» Orleans. LA 
(Joseph S. Clark) 
BUCKEYE 
BUDGET 
MOTOR INN 
1740 E. Wooster 
GO FA1XONS! 
#72 
Jim 
Frericks 
Offensive Tackle 
Senior IT 230 lbs. 
CMetfle IjBBBBB 
SUNDANCE 
Come see us 
after the game 
352-1092    IIP N. Main 
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Follow the Falcons in their quest for the 1984 
#13 P**M Greg A. 
Johnson 
Punier ^VLV 
Soph. 6'2"1K lot ^^ 
* Cincinnati 
(Mo*lltr| 
-»   1H 
HOWARD'S 
club Iri 
210 N. AAAIN 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
UVE ENTERTAINMENT ON WEEKENDS 
NO COVER 
#57 
John 
Kaplan 
Delwsne line 
Soph. 57'22S lbs. 
West Blooortietd. Ml 
lAndoNr) 
GO FALCONS! 
Get in FREE with' 
your B.G. I.D. 
Friday or Saturday Night 
10/12/84 or 10/13/84 
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Mid-American Conference Championship! 
#63 
Joe 
Prchlik 
Nose Guild 
Senior 60" 225 lbs. 
Strongsville 
GO Falcons! 
Holiday Inn 
1550 E. Wooster 
#5 
Melvin 
Marshall 
Defensive Back 
JuniOf 5'8" 175 Ita. 
DayKm 
IStebbins) 
SUNDANCE 
Come see us 
after the game 
352-1092    HON. Main 
#73 
Rick 
Mitchell 
Offensive Tackle 
Junior 6'4" 253 lbs. 
Tuscon. AZ 
(Maranal 
GO FALCONS 
University 
Bookstore 
Student Services 
#12 
Rick 
Neiman 
Quarterback 
Junior 6'2" 185 lbs 
Euclid 
HAIRWAYS 
Happy Homecoming 
1616 E. Wooster 352-2107 
#21 
Tom 
Ragland 
Wide Receiver 
Soph. 6'2" 175 lbs. 
Yotingstovm 
lUrsulinil 
Go Falcons Blast the 
Broncos! 
:( GREETING 
\EXCHANGE 
Tak*.OM»<MM 
FW.M1KM4.IW4 
#18 
Brian 
McClure 
Quarterback 
Junior 6'6" 200 lbs. 
Ravenna 
iRootstown) 
A Toledo Tiu»tcoip Bank 
Toledo Trust wishes the team much 
success through the '84 season. 
#16 
Tony 
McCorvey 
Defensive Back 
Fresh. 5'10" 162 lbs. 
Toledo 
(St. Francis) 
BOWLING 8REER BEVERAGE 
352-BEER 
353-BEER 
#31 
Mike 
Otten 
Running Back 
Soph. S'H" 191 lbs. 
Cohhvater 
Beet Western Michigan! 
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE 
Supplies 
Back packs 
HRS. 
Mon-Fri 
9:00-5:30 
T-Shirts 
& much more! 
Across from 
Harshman 
#36 
Mike 
McGee 
Running Back 
Fresh. IT 190 lbs. 
Dayton 
IBelmont) 
Go Falcons! 
Meadowview Court 
#6 
Brian 
Munson 
Defensive Back 
Soph. Fir" 176 lbs. 
BtootiMJ Hills. HI 
ILahsul 
FALCON HOUSE 
■'Your Athletic Shoe 
& Sportswear 
Headquarters in 
Bowling Green" 
140 E. WOOSTER Ph. 352-3610 
#85 
Tony '^eeeaw^ ta«V 
Parker 
Defensive Line ^eaVeafl                   ileieir                                  laVeaVeaVl 
Soph. IT 185 lbs. V     ^V      /             LB 
Akron 
(GafWdl          |                  ^tg 
GO FA LCONS! 1 
i as I.W.    | EW tLRY 5T ORE 
Ml   351 4»VI J   lo«u>i   ••ll>   INK 
#90 
Norm 
Recla 
Defensive Tackle 
Senior 6T 205 lbs. 
Livonia. Ml 
(Winston Churehilll 
60 Falcons! 
(JJr BahouiHUM hahChfy' \fT 
IBG Newt/October 12,1984 
FALCONS: BUST THE BRONCOS! 
13 
Ray 
Redd 
MnsnlKk 
««*•>. S'10" 1K te 
ha* 
(WITH) 
GO B.G. 
SOUTH SIDE SIX 
737 S. Main 
I^^F 
#23 
Dean ^BBBh^Be%k 
Rutan 
vmnmrnm 9   IB 
SepMT' 175*1 »    1      |    1         4 
(MM 
Kect ticker 
Sot*. S'H" 171t*. 
%n*IH4M%,* 
|Ur»*r 
SUNDANCE 
Come see us 
ofVer the game 
352-1092    HON. Main 
159 
Phil 
Walker 
fcpMrat*. 
OMfcN 
IfMfcnnl 
1021 S. Main 352-0123 
Mon-Thur» 7am-9pm Fri * Sat 7pm- 10pm 
Sunday 8am-9pm 
BEAT THE BRONCO'S! 
#79 
Jim ^L    ■» /_ 
Riemland 
'^ Often sm. Tackle 
Senior IT 250 lbs. ■ 
St. Josephs, »l 
_■ 
Kaufman's 
163 S. Main 
#35 
George 
Schmelzle 
FuUbKt 
Junior SI" 220 lbs. 
CohimtM 
{Bishop Wettereonl 
V    I 
SUNDANCE 
Come see us 
offer /he game 
352-1092    110 N. Main 
#38 
Shawn 
Simms 
Defense 8»ck 
Sard* eT'200 to. 
Frtmonl (ROMI 
The Famous Gathering Place" 
GO FALCONS!! 
#26 
Bernard 
White 
ta*fi* 
JeararSTMrat. 
HMkM*,H 
LWMC 
muKnmrM. MI-7U1 
#53 
Ray 
Rockwell 
CM* 
SwiOf S T'240 lb*. 
NonMMJ 
'Nordonial 
OF»EM PANTRY 
FOOD   MART 
OPEN 24 HOURS 
OPEN 24 HOURS 
352-8723 
#61 
Dan 
Schriner 
OHentnri Guard 
Senior 6'2" 235 lbs. 
Trffin 
ICHwll 
BEN FRANKLIN 
DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN 
#17 
Trent 
Tate 
Quarterback 
Senior 61" 200 lbs. 
drill Winchester 
THE BULL PEN 
is buying l selling baseball 
and football cards 
1021 Revere Dr. 8 W.PoeRd. 
Bowing Green, Ohio 43402 
Phone (419) 352-0276 
#11 
Gehad 
Youssef 
Mm Kick* 
Senior ( 'I" 1951b*. 
Toledo 
(Central Catholic) 
DOMINO'S 
Kick off your 
post game 
I •celebration with 
a Domino's Pizza 
FREE DELIVERY     352-1539 
#87 
Wayne 
Rositano 
line Becker 
Sooh 62■ 1931b*. 
Hijhland Heights 
(kayMd) 
JC PENNEY 
DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN 
#43 
Paul 
Schweitzer 
Line Becker 
Soph. (TIN lb*. 
PruUiosburg 
iNorthmonl) 
T.O.'s 
CAMPUS CORNER 
902 E. Wooster 
"Everyday need* of the College Student' 
#44 
Vince 
Villanuccl 
Line Becker 
Junior 6'1" 215 lbs. 
Loraen 
OPEN DAILY 4 P.M. 
GO FALCONS! 
#93 
Stuart 
Tolle 
Otlen sire TKkte 
Senior IT 210 lbs. 
Alliance 
The Famous Gathering Place" 
GOOD LUCK FALCONS! 
kv. 
alaoles HICKS N Pins Roadtrui On Slal 
i Flicks k Pirs Roafllrin On Stag- Tuninq Inf 
TfcB' 10 On Stag ' -iiiies 
16 leiSMau-- Tuning I 
• October 12.19841 
Inside Friday: 
Play review 
"Teachers" 
p. 4 
p. 4 
Reverse messages — p. 11 
Top ten LPs, hits — p.12 
#*r**:~yt#m '***M«i i 4»fls 
.Tie B6 News Magazine. 
Postcard Perfect 
The Wood County Courthouse Is much more than a county seat of 
government as It stands proud and prestlgous. 
Applebutter Festival 
The village of Grand Rapids prepares for the annual festival of 
colonial days. Plenty of applebutter will be on hand. 
Football foe 
A real, live ex-spectator has enough guts to admit mat watching 
torsos crunch and tendons snap Is not so exciting. 
.6 
Winged humans 
What's It like being school mascot? Freddie and Frieda reveal all. 
8 
Cover Photo: A young Ian watches as Freddy and Frieda Falcon hang a sign In (he Ice 
Arena before strapping on their skates...See story, page 8. 
Frktoy photo by Jim YoJI 
Frlday/TRe BB lows Mnazlna - 
Editor 
Marcella Grande 
Graphics Editor 
Jim Youll 
«ssl. eraohics Editor 
Andrea Schindler 
Friday magazine is a weekly publication ot The BQ News, 106 University Hall, Bowling 
Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio 43403. 
. . COME IN & CHECK OUT 
Daily til 9:00 
Now Open At 
Noon AAon-Sat 
& At 2:00 Sundays 
OPEN EVERY NIGHT  TIL 2:30 
■Ji NO COVER m 
T^ LIVE ENTERTAINMENT ^ 
*       210 N MAIN 
' UNVVERSITY THEATRE " 
PRESENTS 
She Stoops to Conquer 
October 4-6 and October 10-13 
Main Auditorium, 8:00 pm 
Students $2.00 Adults $4.00 
Senior Citizens $2.00 
'••■••••••••••••••••••••••■•A Call 372-2719 For Reservations $ 
Take A Break From 
Civilization 
Spai a ntkeni eamptn hi OM Man's Cave 
Park near C#4ar Falls laeatd in Uym, OH. 
DATE: October 19-21 
COST: $12.00 
Tent* will be provided by UAO 
For more information coll the 
UAO office at 372-2343. 
WELCOME STUDENTS 
Hamburgers        Burritos     Bar-B-Q Ribs 
Chili Dogs Soup Bar-B-Q Chicken 
Tacos Salads        \o different Subs 
Daily Lunch Specials 
Shakes * Malts * Floats * Sundaes 
Free Delivery - $3°° Minimum 
BJ's FOOD EMPORIUM 
143 E. Wooster St.        352-7603 
Give us a try and you'll want more! 
• oni i»» ►»»«*"• ooei • 
352-8459 
• 2 for 1 
Assorted 
Tropical Fish 
• We have over 150 fresh & Salt water tanks on 
display & expanding with new saltwater fish weekly 
'We're taking Christmas lay-away s now 
'New ownership will match any price S surpass quality 
MO GAL Set-Up (excluding stand) RAFFLE 25* 
Come in for details 
I I I ■ I 
expires 11-2-84 
• 15% OFF on Power Filters 
3 FREE Goldfish when you buy! 
a goldfish bowl A' ^Bbra. 
! 
i 
11. II 
Judicial chorm. 
Courthouse: prominence and authority carved in stone 
by Leone Costolio 
iany say 
Green's claim to fame is 
ice skating champion Scott 
n. Well, an athlete's prowress 
will fade away. But the prestige of 
Wood County Courthouse stays car- 
ved in stone. 
Hie courthouse, at 1 Courthouse 
Square, is nearby 90-years-old and 
remains the charm of Bowling Green. 
For alumni and visitors who attend 
the University's homecoming Bowl- 
ing Green's favorite "postcard" land- 
mark will he a welcome sight. 
The Romanesque-style edifice has 
made Bowling Green distinct among 
the small towns of northwestern Ohio. 
The three-story building is graceful 
and imposing. Its fortress-like ap- 
pearance imparts a sense of author- 
ity, as all court buildings should, yet 
its turrets give the structure el- 
egance. Arches and columns decorate 
its externals, as well as embedded 
carvings of faces. 
The courthouse's major feature is 
its four-sided tower clock which 
sounds the chimes every half-hour, 
(supposedly). 
The courthouse is more elaborate 
inside. Walls and staircases are lined 
with grey and white Athenian marble, 
and the floor tiles are arranged in a 
kaleidoscope of blues, crerae, bur- 
gandy and greens. The building's 
spaciousness   is   even   more   pro- 
The Inside of the courthouse features walls and staircases lined with grey and white Athenian marble. 
ANNOUNCEMENT OF SPRING SEMESTER OFFERING 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 337 (3526) 
GLOBAL FOOD POLITICS 
(formerly Food Resource Politics) 
INSTRUCTION: John G. Merriam 
CLASS MEETING: 
HOURS OF CREDIT: 
REQUIREMENTS:  • 
Goals: 
11:30- 1:00 T.R. 
3 
No prerequisite. Recommended for 
students in political science, environ- 
mental programs, philosophy, interna- 
tional economics and marketing, home 
economics and geography. 
We wW study the politics of food aid. 
(he related problem of world hunger, 
and how domestic and international 
political processes affect food produc- 
tion and food'security through govern-, 
ageqcy regujatfon, 
^^m ■ 
nounced by its center roof composed 
of ornate stained glass. 
Although residents are proud of 
their picturesque County courthouse, 
the bistory of Wood County's govern- 
mental centers was not always some- 
thing to boast about. 
I ben 
Wood County was first established In 
ltM, all county business was held on 
the second floor of a Maumee general 
Hart. Weather parmttUng, all ses- 
sions «f the grand Jury met in the 
shade of a large leafy tree, according 
to Ways* Co&r, author ef a article 
that appeared in an M24 edition of The 
SajwrwUMbw*. 
When the comity seat twitched from 
to Pwrysburg in 1123. cen- 
f« first 
FMMY/Jn YM« (2) 
The Wood County Courthouse, nearly 
90 years old. is the charm of Bowling 
*J    Green. 
seat of justice closer to the popula- 
tion's center - Bowling Green. Resi- 
dent Alfred Thurstin donated an acre 
of land and Bowling Green's first 
courthouse, a two-story red brick 
structure, was built on Summit and 
Court streets. For almost 30 years this 
courthouse was used for all forms of 
political and public gatherings. But 
the city outgrew this court building 
and razed it to make room for the 
final Wood County Courthouse. 
According to a special 1896 souvenir 
edition of the Sentinel-Tribune, in 
May of 1893 Wood County Commis- 
sioners entered a contract with ar- 
chitects Yost and Packard of 
Columbus, Ohio to prepare plans for 
the court's construction. Builders 
broke ground in November of 1893 and 
laid the cornerstone by the following 
Fourth of July amidst festivities. In 
1896 the courthouse was complete. Its 
total cost, including furnishings and 
landscaping, was $255,746.84. And that 
was Myears ago! 
In 1979 city commissioners decided 
to preserve the historical significance 
of the courthouse by contracting ar- 
chitects Munger and Munger to do 
renovative work, for which they were 
recognized in the 1981 Architects So- 
ciety of Ohio Honor Awards Program. 
Protective coating was put on the 
stained glass roof, and murals depict- 
ing Ohio at the turn of the century 
were retouched. The structure itself 
was cleaned and reinforced in weak 
areas. Altogether, the project cost 
more than 0 miHien, according to a 
courthouse publication. 
Today, the Wood County Court- 
house bouses the courts and their 
auxuarv owfces, the common picas 
cowls, the Bureau of fcwport, the 
Adult Probation Department and the 
Prohate Court as well as the Clark of 
Caw* and we Preoecwiwj Attor- 
"Trertled to ewthtonw offset colon 
saw* 
•. -«. s . •>. r''''"'M>,-1 -. Wt U 
4 II. iw focecs m mc 
bvSheHyTrmty 
I was in a rotten mood when I went 
to see the University theater produc- 
tion, "She Steeps la Conquer." I sat 
down with the attitude of "entertain 
me" and for the most pert I was not 
'rtTpuT written in the ltth cea- 
teryeyOMvWGeMwWrh.iaahanMr- 
M account af the teen* for love and 
the mtoiutewntww oar oinrtrrnl In the 
pursuit, la the play, direetod by Rob- 
ert rtonaon, there are no deep poi- 
gnant passages, or moments  far 
'She Stoops' starts slow 
Picks up thanks to talent 
reflection - the characters are two- 
dtmaasianal, Hgnt, and colorful. 
However, the English hi 'She 
Stoops' is archaic and a hit hard to get 
oatefto. I spent the first couple nun- 
ates of the production straininf to 
understand what was being said. 
Without Tracy Garver's (KateHard- 
castle's)   aid   Fiona   Williamson's 
(Constance Neville's) refined accents 
and careful nrtttutoMm, the play 
weald have remaiaed a Jumble of 
Isiinfnsfwsllf English. 
The play was manatee—a ia the 
heghisM, and Wt its lowest point 
daring me bar scene in the first set. I 
wanted the scene to work-to the point 
of sitting an the edge of my seat with 
Talent and idealism 
prevalent in "Teachers" 
by Chf It Fofan ~" 
la an election year, the last thing 
anyone weald expect to find in a 
movie is unabashed >dfH«» But 
this is exactly what is found in the ■■•Vie "Teachers," Arthur Killers 
new film starring Nick Nolte and 
Jobeth Williams. 
Nolle plays Alex Jure!, a burned- 
out school teacher whose zeal has 
been won down by fifteen years of 
academic siege. His beloved work- 
place, John Fitzgerald Kennedy 
High School, has became a proc- 
essing plant, sending ■ualujui 
through the system without teaching 
graduated without learning to read 
or write. Lin Hammond (Wil- 
liams), one of Jurel's first students, 
is ene of the lawyers behind the suit. 
Hammond forces Jurel to confront 
his feelings about the school's Inade- 
quacies through a typical street 
punk named Eddie Pilikian (Ralph 
Macchio). 
The story itself is relatively stan- 
dard fare: Jurel, the faded idealist, 
helps bring a product of Ms distant 
UWIUUH (Pflfldan) to his well-mean- 
ingi 
ia the mid-19Ms have similar plots. 
But it's the mood of the lMte that 
makes "Teachers" a worthwhile 
venture. 
A supportive cast prevents the 
movie's message from flagging. 
Arid Orach (Alex on TVs ''Taxi?) 
I hi a sarong performance as the 
ministrator whose goals 
have long been buried in a mound of 
paparwarlL Macchio, as the hood- 
lum with a heart of gold, picks up 
where he left off in his summer hit, 
"The Karate Kid." Richard Mulli- 
gan (Bert en TVs "Soap") is an 
(■■relenting, bright spot hi "Teach- 
ers," as a mental lutortlBut who 
classes in historical cos- 
Asa result, the high school is sued 
by a former student because he was 
The crisis of modern education is 
net exactly a new frontier: "The 
Blackboard Jungle" hi the mid- 
llMs and "Up the Down Staircase" 
"Teachers" ia not a blockbuster 
movie, hat one that is easy to relate 
to and entertaining with its talented 
actors and actresses. Just because it 
contains idealism at a very realistic 
point in American society, it is rec- 
ommended. Rating: 7 out of 16. 
Ojris Foran is a graduate student 
in popular culture from Milwaukee, 
my teeth clenched - but it was hope- 
TV high potato of the play included 
Trrcy Carver. She teak command of 
the stage until the very last line of the 
play. Her remarkable transition from 
an upper-class English accent to 
Cockney was dearly distinguishable. 
I was also quite impressed with 
Paul Sandberg as Young Marlow. The 
fooush charm of a boy in love, and the 
snobbery of a young master con- 
trasted Garver's transitions nicely. 
The exchange between Fred Muller 
(Tony Umpkfc) and Williamson was 
downright rivalrous. Mutter's accent 
was weak, however, and sometimes 
lapsed into the sound of back-street 
Brooklyn. Eric Wetobett (George Has- 
tings) manipulated his lines with 
grand courtly style. 
But I warn* sure what to think of 
Ltaa Bnscani as the overdramatic 
Mrs. Hardcasfie. There were times in 
the Brat act when she crossed the thin 
line between melodrama and overact- 
ing, but she became mare animated 
throughout the ptoy. 
Overall, the play was well-cast, the 
costumes were beautifully designed, 
and the set was ltth century right' 
down to the footlights. It was a hard 
ptoy to comprehend at first, and re- 
•uirod concentration. 
"She Stoops to Conquer" is physi- 
cal, whimsical, and funny-there were 
some slow scenes, but with the energy 
of the cast, these scenes could be 
easily stimulated. 
I left the theater in a better mood 
than when I arrived. 
"She Stoops to Conquer" will be 
presented Friday and Saturday night 
in the Main Auditorium. Tickets are 
$2 for students and senior citizens and 
14 for adults. 
Shelly Trusty 1$ a junior English 
major from Reno, Nevada. 
$ 
RIDE YOUR 
BROOMSTICKS 
to A £? 
Little Caesars 
For A FREE Pumpkin 
i   r i n u i. r # /. 
gurtcc. 
Bowling Green * 
nt i 
Free! 
Pumpkin With The I 
Purchase Of Any | 
Largest Item Or More • 
PIZZA ' 
V< v*J ft* AntM*. I'MnjMtlJi ink. ' 
^h, WM- ■■—■>■■ tana 
MILTON'S 
FRIDAY - THE WEEKEND 
HAPPY HOURS 
[5:00-8:00PM| 
</s 
irmnt« mui 
354-1232 
104 S. MAIN ST. 
FRIDAY 
Homecoming Dinner Specials 
SOLE MONTERAY 
Only $8" 
BAKED SCALLOPS 
Only $9" 
GOOD LUCK BOWLING GKEEN! 
ItMH s 
History to be reenacted at Grand Rapids Applebutter Fast 
bjtDgvWScJHSSS  
win 
lasteaa of getting M early start oo 
rFMnrkt a toettor 
The feetivel, this Snadey fam 1» 
».m. u >pjB., to hosted eeory year to 
w*Mtyear^eceaae 
^h#nKiimi^jti.mKi 
anfirimhMglM-41 
tot Mat) STNT 
While inaktoa, aaate heater in » 
PMd CO^TUSH ii tat aaato 
ath-acttoa, the fcetfeali 
Uriel eveato aa we* 
(reaps Mae aMaaetoJa mavAn 
andCtottWarseldtora 
kaaka af the Maaaeee New. 
Aa piaasan aaaiinetnte the 
ehora of raaWeey, Me awn* 
craftamen wli dtoplay aUBs af aatto- 
eity. la atKtoa, a farm eatteitwft 
feature aid tractors, farm iraple- 
BMnta and ataam tractor engines. 
Wheelers and dealers will pedal 1« 
Ubles worth af flea market goods. 
Two Bowling Green graves are 
going out to the Apptohatter Fest and 
A visit to the past 
Enroute to Grand Rapids 
McClure Rl   6 Bowline) Giepn 
nv 
, at Bawling GreeB 
to toll them. The faanera 
aaedaat Aasictattoa u leave* toe 
UntoaOvaJatrl-.JBa.m. toaetothe 
festival anal wtH eahn U Bewtoai 
Gremat4e.m.Theceelie»ltoce»er 
tranerjerteien and space can he re- 
serrei by esOtog ato Hoaers 
Aaaeetottoa afflee at JTMaW. 
Far shot* men aaetoti 
dtoed the Geranae Cash Is 
onbfctagtomefcan>al. 
Aeeerdtag to Margy Gerher, ease- 
rials prefesear af Gesanaa and ftoav 
siaa, *VUm* eat am as a sease af 
unity aadaato gtoes as a chance to 
$%+**+*******»«■ 
The Pruaaa Oeh to leaving areaa 
Shatoellialstllajn. 
TogattoGraadTlanidt.taka 
l.turartohteaW 
fellow Waaakoneta Read to Grand 
RaaidsOBM to Grand Rapids, traffic 
caaareHers will guide yea to the near- 
est available parking spot and signs 
win" show you where everything is 
taking place. Admission to the fest is 
free, and the rain date is Oct. 21. 
Tonight ft 
Saturday night 
Bring Your ID 
'A Place 
To Move Together 
1532 South Bunte Road. Toledo,  Ohio 43614   382-1876 
■owling Gatea State University 
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO 43403 
JOHN Q STUDENT 
417 02 7976 "«« 
Q 4tiO»dt 9*~ 
tviMO*no >'G**rv*' 
VAUO 0*11 ▼ wil- CUNMINT  QUART!* VAUDATiOto 
Get In Free 
Enjoy your Homecoming 'M weekend with us 
II. II 
'Body-slam sport' 
Anti-footballist confesses, 
pouts over pigskin nonsense 
by Beth Macy 
What is it that makes people such avid fans of watching the thud and grunt of 
padded bodies colliding? I think the "sport" of football has a long way to go. 
It's no wonder Americans are so violent. 
Although today I would get more pleasure out of cleaning windows or 
watching ice melt, I was once tempted in my foolish youth to gain agility and 
knowledge of the game. But then, what else is an 11-year-old tomboy to do? 
My desire to excel in football was shattered one afternoon during a bout of 
"smear the queer" - a similar game played with a football whereby pouncing 
on the ball-holder is the only goal. (By the way, nobody told me the gridders 
were out for blood.) 
So, in an attempt to show off my running skills, I flamboyantly strode across 
the lawn and was promptly "smeared" by about six junior high rompers who, I 
still insist, were jealous because I could run faster. 
It was at that moment that I decided to leave the fast lane of contact sports 
and adjourn to other, more refined sports like croquet and badminton. Who 
needs the wind knocked out of them and a three-day headache anyway? 
My tomboy days were over. And with them, gone was my desire to even flip 
the TV switch on Monday nights for fear I'd see the overstuffed torsos 
mutilating each other. 
Despite my disgust and boredom with the sport, I was required to attend all 
of the home and away contests as a member of the high school marching band. 
(I call them contests because the main contest for me was figuring out which 
one of the helmeted crusaders really had the ball.) 
Even more amazing are the students at the University who manage to roll 
out of bed on Saturday afternoons for home games, despite their migraines and 
churning stomachs caused by the previous evening's after-hours parties. 
FRIDAV Don LM 
It is a wonder that these party animals make it, considering the mobs I've 
seen at the stadium who would likely cause another Who concert scene just to 
see the Falcons slug it out with the Broncos. 
Personally, I think the only attraction of any football match is the preceding 
tailgate party. I realize I may be in a minority position here, but to me the sight 
of clashing helmets and crackling tendons is about as exciting as rereading my 
1962 tax returns. 
Beth Macy is a junior magazine journalism major from Urbana, Ohio. 
PIZZA GRAND OPENING BROTHERS, inc. 836 S. Main 
"Home of the Foldover" 352-8408  "We Deliver Anytime 
HOURS 
Mon-Thur 11 a.m.-12 irHUniQW 
FnSalam  I am 
Sun<J«y4pml2nWi™gW 
Expire* 10/23/84 
*    FREE 
GARLIC BREAD 
|   With any Order 
Earn 1023 
Buy Any I-Item Family Pizza 
at regular price and receive 
Any Small Foldover 
FREE 
A value M.oo Pizza 
Expires 10/23 I Exp. 10/23 
""$2"0FF"T 
Any Deep Dish I 
J 
B.G. DRIVE-THRU 
\C£    HOMECOMING SPECIALS!!     /£* 
%\ COLD KING KEGS Sf 
HOURS: 
8-12:45 MS 
8-12:00 Sun. 
Tonic H2O 
Ginger Ale 
Club Soda 
Like    &    Sugar    Free     Like 
3 For $1 
(Mix & Match) 
$1.39    plus     tax    8    deposit 
12. 1M4 
Action across 
the Northwest 
Friday, October 12 
Midnight Flicki: 
Stadium Cinema- "Streets of Fire" 
Cla-Zel- "Richard Pryor - Live on 
the Sunset Strip" 
7 
Regular Flicks: 
Stadium Cinema- "Teachers" and 
"All of Me" 
Cla-Zel - "The Karate Kid" 
Friday through Sunday, Oct. 12 to 14 
Ken Shaw Productions presents 
"Gigi" starring Louis Jourdan and 
Betsy Palmer in the Lerner & Loewe 
musical for more performances at the 
Toledo Masonic Auditorium. The per- 
formances are scheduled for Friday, 
Oct 12 and Saturday, Oct 13. Tickets 
are available at the Masonic Box 
Fine artists and craftsmen from 
southern and midwestem states will 
display their work at North Towne 
Square Mall in Toledo. Dayton nauti- 
cal artist John Gromosiak will direct 
the show. Gromosiak wrote the book, 
"You Can Paint With Almost Any- 
thing." 
Friday and Saturday, Oct. 19 and 20 
The Jackson Victory Tour comes to 
the Cleveland Municipal Stadium for 
an 8 p.m. concert time. Tickets went 
on sale Tuesday, Oct. 2 at the Sta- 
dium. 
Sunday, Oct. 21 
The magic of David Cop- 
perfield returns for two perfor- 
mances, at 5 p.m. and 8 p.m. Ken 
Shaw Productions hosts Copperfield 
at the Toledo Masonic Auditorium. 
Tickets are available at the Masonic 
Box Office or can be charged by 
calling (4191-381-8851. 
y 
x 
Students for 
KEAGANBIW84 
WHY VOTE REAGAN? 
Reason #2: Social Concern 
The notion that the Reagan Administration has 
slashed programs benefiting the poor and 
disadvantaged doesn't square with the facts. The 
truth is that spending under the Reagan-Bush 
Administration for many of the programs that 
benefit the poor most is at higher levels than those 
projected for the same period by the 
Carter-Mondale Administration. 
□ * Medicaid was funded at $14 billion in 1980. 
Carter-Mondale projected 1983 funding of $17.6 
billion. Reagan-Bush funding was actually at $19 
billion. 
□ * Housing aid was funded at $4.5 billion in 1980, 
with the Carter-Mondale team projecting 1983 
funding of $6.8 billion. The actual funding under 
Reagan-Bush: $7.8 billion. 
□ * Food Stamps were Funded at $9.1 billion in 1980, 
and projected to $11.9 billion under Carter-Mondale 
for 1983. Under Reagan-Bush, food stamps were 
funded in the amount of $12.6 billion. 
AMERICA IS BACK 
Paid for by Students for Reagan-Bush A 
BEMhJBJI 
by Becky DougtaM  
As Frieda Falcon combs the bleach- 
en and psyche* up Falcon tana at 
tomorrow's game, I will be sharing 
with her feelings of excitement and 
spirit for the Falcon football team. 
§te wiO tOl bad iokea to the crowd, 
shake her cowbell, throw gum to the 
little kids and drip with sweat beneath 
her beak. But iVs the glory of being 
the mascot that matters. 
"Fre*da! Free-da!" were the cheers 
coming from the stands as Frieda 
Falcon skated onto the ice at a hockey 
game. While spectators think Frieda 
is real cute, do they ever wonder what 
it's like to be in the suit? It's no picnic, 
let me tell yon. 
I came onto the ice leading the 
greatest collegiate hockey team in the 
entire nation and on the very first 
step, I tripped over Freddie's clumsy 
feet, taking a dive beak-first into the 
ice. 
After I semi-recovered from that 
humiliation, I waddled down the ice 
feeling as though my knee caps were 
out of place, doing all I could to just 
stay standing. My greatest concern 
was getting off the ice when I started 
to hear fans yell, "Frieda, throw me a 
puck" or "Gum, Frieda!" There I 
was, knee caps in my thighs, broken 
beak and feeling like I was gonna die 
and all these greedy people wanted 
me for was my gum. I found myself 
mating faces at these people and 
calling them nasty names, which they 
caul neither hear nor see, but it 
made me fed better. 
Oat of MM corner of my beak (where 
Frieda sees), I saw the referee drop a 
pack. Being the wonderfully helpful 
mascot that Frieda is, I rushed over 
to retrieve it, weaving in and out of 
Wisconsin players who were getting a 
kick out of trying to trip me and 
calling me names. I bent over, forget- 
ting that I had about 10 extra pounds 
of tail behind me and lost my balance. 
Whop! 
Right down on my derriere. When I 
needed the tail the most, it slid out 
from under me, leaving me with no 
padding. 
Then, as if that wasn't bad enough, 
there I was in the middle of the ice, 
and I couldn't get up. It was time for 
the game to start and there was 
Frieda rolling around on center ice 
like a chicken with her head cut off. In 
desperation, I started ferociously 
ringing my cowbell thinking, "Fred, 
don't stand there laughing, get your 
butt over here." Finally, Freddie got 
the hint and came over to rescue me. 
I got off the ice and headed straight 
for the locker room, half in embar- 
rassment and half in pain. I had never 
been allowed to go into the locker 
room before, but I knew with the state 
I was in, I needed to see the trainer. 
I walked in and felt better imme- 
diatly when I noticed my favorite 
hockey player sitting there. I thought 
how neat it was for me to get to meet 
him. But when I took my head off I 
could see below eye level with him, 
and I wanted to crawl under the table 
as I saw more of him than I ever 
wanted or expected to see. There he 
sat, right in front of my eyes, wearing 
only a lock strap. 
As I left the ice house that night. I 
vowed that from then on, I would let 
Fred take sole responsibility in lead- 
ing the hockey team onto the ice. 
Becky Douglass is a senior English 
major from Ravenna, Ohio and a former Frieda Falcon of 1962-83. The 
hockey player remains nameless to 
protect the guilty (innocent). 
Freddie and Frieda strike a pose atop their perch on the roof of the Ice Arena office. 
IX. 1 
by Morcdta Gconde 
At the Homecoming game against 
the Broncos approaches, be will pack 
all the preps in the orange miorot 
bag. At a quarter to 12, be will boogie 
into his tail, strap on bis beak, attach 
his cheatplate and slip on his wings. 
Presto! He's a bird. He's Freddie 
Fakes. 
By aoon tomorrow, he and his coun- 
terpart Frieda must be out of the nest 
(their secret on-campus hide-eat), 
where they make signs and plan jokes 
and skits for the home games. 
Clad in feathers, Freddie waddles 
his way to the stadium. 
No longer is he just another student 
walking on the sidewalk where no- 
body recognizes him or shakes his 
hand. 
"You're constantly on stage; every- 
body knows vou. It's a good feeling," 
Freddie sala in an anonymous inter- 
view. 
Of course, Freddie must deal with 
his share of obnoxious fans. 
"They (the spectators) say stuff 
like 'Get a new writer for your jokes' 
or 'How good is Frieda?'" Freddie 
said. 
"Once in a while, we get harassed. 
It's never happened to me, but Frieda 
said some guy tried to pull her head 
off in Toledo last weekend, and I don't 
know what it's like to be raped, but 
that's got to be close to it. It would 
really hurt because the head is like a 
football helmet. It's strapped under 
your chin." Freddie said. 
"The other Freddie was spraved 
with carbon dioxide by Rocky Rocket, 
and that just really bums you out for 
the rest of the game," Freddie added, 
explaining that there are two Fred- 
dies and two Friedas for the school 
year. 
The four mascots rotate games so 
as not to conflict with their schedules. 
Being Freddie can be extremely time- 
consuming. It takes Freddie and 
Frieda all week to prepare their acts. 
"We're busy little falcons," Freddie 
said. 
But Freddie loves the fans. And 
they love him - especially when he 
hands out bubble gum that the ath- 
letic department orders by the crate. 
Children come up to him and wrap 
their arms around his big feathery 
bird body. The girls hug him and want 
to take pictures with him. 
"I'm in so many pictures. When I go 
through a dorm lounge, the girls will 
say 'Freddie, wait, we want to take 
your picture.' They tell me to smile 
and I smile and feel dumb because 
you can't see me smile behind my 
beak. Freddie can't smile," he said. 
But he can waddle his tail and shake 
his cowbell. And that's the only way 
he and Frieda can track each other 
down, by clanging their bells. They 
often lose each other while trying to 
Freddie makes one of his famous swan dives onto the Ice. 
Young fans watch as Freddy unlaces his skates after pre-hockey skating practice with Frieda. 
drum up spirit among the 17,000 ex- 
pected tans in the stadium. 
Freddie's losing Frieda is not the 
greatest of his problems, however. He 
must be very careful to watch his 
step, as it is difficult to see out of a 
beak. When Freddie tried out to be 
mascot at last spring's Beta, he 
tripped over the tires along the race- 
track. 
Another problem Freddie had, but 
has learned to deal with it, is hiding 
his identity. Nobody really knows who 
is sweating beneath a heap of feath- 
ers, except Freddie's family, room- 
mates and Jim Treger, director of 
athletic promotions. 
"I had to tell them (his roommates) 
because I'm always getting phone 
calls from Jim Treger, and ... well 
... he (Treger) understands." 
Freddie will have to hide his iden- 
tity for the rest of the year until the 
other Freddie and the two Friedas 
behead their costumes and expose 
their true identities in the spring. 'Til 
then, it's a big secret. 
Marcella Grande is a junior magazine journalism major from Indepen- 
dence, Ohio. 
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A HEARTY WELCOME 
for 
B.G.S.U. Homecoming 
Remember.. .A great winter 
vacation starts with us. 
•Bahamas 
•Caribbean Cruise 
• Hawaii 
•Mexico 
•Florida 
Registered Ohio Travel Agency No. 0083 
<© TRAVEL AGENCY 
414 Wooster St., Bowling Green, OH 43402 
ph. 352-5276 
home»com»ing (Hom'kum'ing)n. 
1. A coming to or returning home. 2. In colleges and 
universities, an annual event for which a member of 
PI KAPPA PHI and his date party with the brothers 
till the cows come home. 
Presenting The PI KAPPS and their Dates 
KRISTIN 
DIANNE 
FRANCES 
LINDA 
KAREN 
LAUREN 
BELLE 
KIM 
NADINE 
KATE 
ANN 
KATHY 
JILL 
ELLEN 
GUESS 
WHO ARE YOU? 
MARY 
KYM 
BETS/ 
RENE 
JOHN JOHNSON 
(Unit Director of Conklin Hall)  j 
ILK* HOMECOMING FORMAL 
OCTOBER 13  1984 
PBS documents "The Brain" 
NEW YORK (AP) 
Love, charity, hate, fear, Hamlet, 
mass murder, the hoola hoop, the 
Pyramids - "Here is the most re- 
markable of all worlds, possessed by 
every single one of us. This is the 
landscape of the brain." 
So begins a remarkable eight-part 
Biblic television series titled 'The 
rain" which, given the subject, must 
go down as one of the medium's most 
ambitious undertakings ever. 
The hour-long documentaries, 
which start on Wednesday on PBS and 
run weekly through Dec. 5, deal color- 
fully with this gray matter. 
Not to be missed is a later episode 
on "Madness," focusing on schizoph- 
renia, "the darkest paradigm of all 
illness." Jerry, a young schizophrenic 
at St. Elizabeth's Hospital in Wash- 
ington, D.C., hears voices and leaves 
this world for an imaginary one. 
"I don't have no fun at all," is his 
summation of his own life. 
SERVING 
THE MIDWEST IN 
MANY WAYS 
Grain Marketing 
Grain Elevators 
Agricultural Fertilizer 
Lawn Fertilizer 
Corncob Processing 
Seeds & Chemicals 
Farm Supplies 
General Stores 
Tire Shops 
Garden Centers 
Andersons 
MAUMEE, TOLEDO AND FINOLAY, OHIO 
ALBION AND WHITE PIGEON, MICHIGAN 
CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS 
DELPHI AND REOKEY, INDIANA 
LOSE WEIGHT NOW 
100% Money Back Guarantee 
IS  THIS  JUST  ANOTHER   ONE  OF  THOSE 
WEIGHT LOSS  PROGRAMS THAT DOESN'T 
WORK? SURPRISE! ! ! 
WHEN I AGREED TO TRY THIS PROGRAM I 
KNEW IT WASN'T GOING TO WORK, BECAUSE 
ALL OF THE OTHER WEIGHT LOSS 
PROGRAMS I HAD TRIED WERE A WASTE OF 
TIME AND MONEY. THE ONLY WAY I HAD 
EVER LOST WEIGHT WAS, STARVATION! 
BUT MUCH TO MY SURPRISE THIS TREMEN- 
DOUS PROGRAM HAS NOT ONLY HELPED ME 
LOSE IClbs. IN 10 DAYS, BUT MADE ME FEEL 
VERY GOOD WHILE USING IT. MY FATHER 
LOST 10 lbs. IN SEVEN DAYS AND SOME OF MY 
FRIENDS HAVE LOST IN EXCESS OF 50 lbs. 
WHILE ON THE PROGRAM. IT'S THE GREAT- 
EST THING THAT HAS EVER HAPPENED TO 
ME. 
IT REALLY WORKS 
CALL NOW; WHA THA VE YOU GOT TO LOSE?- 
"ONLY WEIGHT" 
(419)758-3298 
After 4:30 
TUNING IN mtwumiH it. i 
Demonic rock? di 
Backmasking called a promotional gimmick; subliminal effects discounted 
by Ron Coulter 
Ever since the birth of rock and 
roll, fundamentalist Christians have 
had a tendency to condemn rock as a 
tool of Satan. 
Recently, University sociology pro- 
fessor Ron Denisoff conducted a class 
on the controversy surrounding reli- 
gion and rock music and suggested 
that this criticism could be unwar- 
ranted. 
Evangelists Brother Jed and Sister 
Cindy Smock denounced rock music 
during their recent campus appear- 
ance. Similarly, the Praise The Lord 
(PTL) television network has broad- 
cast programs critical of rock music. 
This controversy was fueled by the 
discovery of backward messages in 
songs by rock bands such as the 
Beatles, Led Zeppelin and Electric 
Light Orchestra. 
At the 1983 national convention of 
the American Speech-Language- 
Hearing Association, Dr. Michael 
Walker of a Toledo audiology depart- 
ment gave a presentation on the con- 
troversy surrounding backward 
messages in rock music. 
According to the text of Walker's 
presentation, the Beatles' song "Rev- 
olution Number Nine" contains the 
first known "backward message." 
Walker's text says, "A male voice 
repeats the phrase 'number nine' 
throughout the song. In reverse play, 
the distorted but inferable message 
says, 'turn me on, dead man.' " (It 
should be remembered that when the 
song was released in 1968, Beatles' 
fans were searching for clues in the 
famed death hoax of Paul McCart- 
ney.) 
According to Walker, the Led Zep- 
pelin song r'Stairway to Heaven" is 
the "most frequently cited backward 
message-bearing song," where more 
than 100 words can be distinguished. 
Walker said it is "probable that the 
backward messages were deliber- 
ately inserted." Furthermore, the 
text states hardly any of the back- 
ward messages are readily distin- 
guishable when the live version of the 
song is played in reverse. This sug- 
gests that the artist deliberately re- 
corded backward messages on the 
recording. 
The text identifies several phrases 
which are audible in reverse playback 
ikWi 
Denisoff, also a rock music journal- 
ist, said, "A lot of individuals are 
using backmasking basically as a 
promotional technique. The more out- 
rageous a video or album cover a 
band makes," said Denisoff, "the 
more albums they will sell." 
As for the backward messages in 
"Stairway To Heaven," Denisoff be- 
lieves songwriter Jimmy Page was 
borrowing an idea from Aleister 
Crowley, who was accused of being a 
SatanisL But his biographer John 
Symonds insists he was only inter- 
ested in experiencing different modes 
of conciousness. 
Denisoff said one of Crowley's 
methods for mind expansion was to 
play records backwards. Denisoff 
cited Crowley's 1929 book,"Magick In 
Iron Maiden's "Number of the Beast" 
album Includes a quote from the book 
of Revelations. 
of "Stairway to Heaven." They in- 
clude, "Here's to my sweet Satan," 
"whose power is Satan," " 'Cuz the 
Lord turned me off," and "I sing 'cuz 
I live with Satan." 
Given the intentional use of back- 
ward messages, some wonder about 
the subliminal effects of the messages 
on the mind when the song is played 
normally. But Walker showed back- 
ward speech is not perceptible when 
played forward. 
STUDENT RECREATION 
CENTER 
WELCOMES BACK 
BGSU ALUMNI 
SRC HOURS: Mon.-Thurs. 7 a.m.-Midnight 
Fri. 7 a.m.-10 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-10 p.m. 
Sun. 9 a.m.-Midnight 
Theory and Practice," where Crow- 
ley recommends listening to records 
in reverse so that they "appear natu- 
ral and appreciable as a whole." 
Should "Stairway To Heaven" be 
Elayed backwards for full apprecia- 
on? Jimmmy Page might say yes. 
But the disc jockeys all over America 
who made "Stairway To Heaven" the 
most played song in FM radio history 
might disaerw. 
For Iron Maiden, "The Number Of 
the Beast:" Iron Maiden sparked a 
trend for heavy metal bands with this 
album. It includes a quote from the 
book of Revelations. 
Ron Coulter is a sophomorejouma- 
lism major from Rocky River, Ohio. 
THANK YOU BGSU 
STUDENTS 
You made our "'500 wet down cut" so success- 
ful that we are extending this special until Oct. 
31". Stop in or call Hotel Hairstyllng (across 
from Milton's).      352.481() 
h*********************************** 
cr Sr 
CAROL SHAMBAUGH 
and 
SONIA WINNER 
THE ALPHA CHI'S ARE PROUD TO HAVE 
YOU   REPRESENT US ON THE 1984 
HOMECOMING COURT! 
BEST OF LUCK! 
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■SPM   POCKET   B4.LIAADS |   |   DO   (T   YC*JRSELF 
•UA.I Wood, m   Jnvn, C* atuOW TM A* aa» 
"I aaan. 
ABC NEWS CJ 
HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
rruai 
<AHOTHIR WORLD 
ONE LIFE TO LIVE 
MATINEE     AT     THE 
OjaM 
a40V« hatON-THUI 
MvarFa»rvi aHONi 
SAY FACKBRB: 
■U U 
M 
■    ■    ENIERIAIIHdiNT 
TOMiailT   iMtuiad    Jaatrn 
SuVarBTi. ilOloT nMat NaaapOri 
ICMW ON UUMHMS 
WHS4B. OF POATUNC 
OUKMOFHAZ2WW 
mmmmmnmi 
— ■»■ 'mi li iw ■■*■ 
• >Mn   tvn:   —ifc   it. 
•morrvmow*    ■■aaAanl    atrlfeca 
• fh1li*>«  JH    taar. tar  hi 
IN   laAaM   iha   I 
•    t*/*rra>    lun;    ("iincFili    rh 
—^—1     >IMa.>r.t     ttr*» 
■M VOnTSIndCNTtlll 
11:48 
(MQ MOVH **H Laoto. 
Aod Ga^Oamta. Tha FalMaui 
SUM" 119011 0-jna Lam. rUv 
■WlMana. Tha rnaaaanc naaofi 
■» Of NntaN pan* rot* at, IMTM 
waaiiiaaW, ID M aa*-* out ai 
Aa *.B-m«w** -rortd o. rha rr.u«K 
! 
10:30 (TaaO   MOMi   A*A    TJcta- 
paaaf     IIM3I   Faaar    Moon. 
! 
IM*A*B-H / 
ENTER 
7:10 
■ P.M. «AAOA21HE CiaAnIi 
1200 
ajMOVC •** Th. Aborr. 
naaajOr PNMa''IIS'llvaaaM 
Pnoa. Jaaaj* Conan ! 
1:10 
a|    aj    WOC4JVVRIOHTS 
AL VM AND THE CMP-      „» »,»   to **. a ««M 
pota MM far wood lun™ 
M 
■   COIallllUTIOM:   THAT 
DELICATE BALANCE to . da 
r.'uu£^*«   A*n     ""*" ,0Q~g ■ h-A 4BVM OUtttmotn   AND      and uu)   Eaohaaenar,   RuA.   *a 
rajhl* 4* aocuaad to a ft* VM 
PET ACTION LINE 
SOOOBY-OOO aEYBTER-      a*   THE   RACE   FOR   HUaa- 
*   WaaM   vaaaTt 
» LAUREL ANOHAROY 
MM BPORTSIOOK F>I 
11:10 
AY ■ami   AMATEUR   BOXING    |M|1|      |   . 
•* a tsA ■ IUBI 
liAPtnOO)ll3llHJL 
GmrmwrcanOMrogooO 
Curmtmouitmmwmixrxi 
LvMiCorrA 
GET A 
SMILE TO GO!! 
Klotz 
Flower 
Farms 
with special £ care" 353*8381 
B.G. DRIVE-THRU 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR PARTY NEEDS' 
M Sol 8 12 
Sundoy 8-11 
'Beer 
'Wine 
' Tobacco 
' Munchies 
' Pop, milk, cereal, etc 
MS-VM1 
IS. 11 
0 AUSTIN CfTV LIMITS 
Roger Mat* perform* tmmtl of 
IN MH, and t erl Thome* Cortey 
•ange      Soa»a*ahari    Between 
•HP* And Won|    end Hmnrft 
MO 
• 0 COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
■noa et Oho SUM 
• COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
CUoraamevB TwMlkawMM 
0      COLLEGE       FOOTBALL 
ESPN) AUTO PLACING Car* 
Am HICK Hront Sear* Point m 
Sonoma. Cekt I IB) 
4:O0 
0 SPORTSVaORLO Sched- 
uled; Cantatas *oc»fd*aerde *v 
Chart* Choo Choo" Brown at • 
hghtweighl bout and Barry 
McGuarajn v* Angel Mayor at a 
taartherwaajht bout, both achad- 
ulad for 10 round* from Batfaat 
MM 
0 FIRING LINE Church And 
SUM" Guest Lutheran met*!** 
Rcherd J Nauhaua author of 
The Naked Pubbc Squara: Refcg 
•on and Oamocracy ■> Amanca 
0 ON TELEVISION: THi 
VIOLENCE FACTOR Edaan 
ftowman hoats a took at tha 
bahajMOral. pokircM and hnanoal 
iioacatiom of tetewaion violence 
Guaati mdude NBC Owarman 
Grant Tatar Joan Gam Coonay 
of Crafdren » Tefeweron VVoraahop 
and Ron Powora of CSS Nawa 
IESPN) AUTO RACING NAS 
CAR Ofrtngton Doah Faa 100 
(horn North yVAeeboro NCI 
(R) 
4:30 
O SFORTSWEEKENO 
Schaduttd: Tha Wondar Whara 
Sukaa |bve from Woodbata Rate 
Track m Toronto). Staarart Fraaai 
Paca fkv* from Edmontonl. Pna 
.'Arc o* Tnumpha ihcaoughbred 
>aca (from Pans) 
fTMC) MOV* **'v Enig- 
ma (1982) Man-. Shaan. Bn 
grtta Fo***y 
BOO 
0 TONY BROWN'S JOUR- 
NAL Richard Pryor. Sammy Oav 
at * . Stew* Wonder and Sam 
Moora racal thaa appaarancaa at 
tha 50 year old Apoao Thaatra m 
Hanam 
49 CONGRESS: WE THE 
PEOPLE 
(ESPN) SUPER BOUTS OF 
THE '706 Robarto Quran n 
Estaban DaJaaua (March 1974 at 
Panama Crty)   IRI 
B:30 
0  MAGIC   OF  WATERCOL- 
ORS 
• CONGRESS WE THE 
PEOPLE 
EVENING 
• 00 
S CSC NEWS 
NEWS 
NATURE How wavJMe « (ha 
Arab-en GuM ha* baan effected by 
• MATINEE AT THI 
BUOU Faarurad l« Cucere- 
oaa" (1934). tha fast km acton 
Tachracoks     short,     a     cartoon. 
LadV    Play    Your    Mendotn 
(19321    and    *hon*    «vc*udevg 
•d   11929) *tarr*ag Ruth 
MTER 
•:30 
0FOLIUXRAMA 
0 13RE.XJRTS 
ESPN)   NFL   GAME   OP THE 
WEEKM) 
fTMC) MOVIE **H    Tha Spa 
vYVth   My   Faca      (IB8B)   Robort 
Vaughn. Onto McCekum To <t* 
COaar   tha   kay   to   a   now   auper- 
S:00 
a douMa to UNCLE, 
agant Naaokwn Sato 
T:0O 
MKI HAMMER M*. tor** 
horn* with tha gang MM who 
mugged Veld* and and! up a h*» 
fcva from tha poke* whan th* 
punk it**** he* gun and murdara a 
'rvaloanginaiifbai. 
0 PARTNERS ml CRIME 
Syd and Carat* *. wrvee -mo 
aAerit thaa format nuaband a San 
Frencaaco detective agancy. began 
a rakjctant partner tap aaarchang 
■ DON CHERRY'S GRAPE 
VINE Guaai; John Farganaon 
S HEEHAW 
CMVORCE COURT 
• SOLtO GOLD 
MASTERPIECE     THE- 
ATRE   Praam SchuU   8chub « 
returned   to    Meajr    Nauhaam a 
command which he* tie benefit* - 
- proaaratv to tha ee.y  »*cr*t*ry 
and to a mdfcon pound* m curren- 
cy  [Part 4 of 6 MR I tj 
(ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
SCOREBOARD 
730 
QMUPPETS 
Q TOM JONES 
■ WEEKEND MAGAZINE 
9 IYMAN H HOWE'S 
HM3H CLASS MOVING PIC- 
TURES Looki at tha caraar of 
tha tum-of-tha-canturv kavakng 
ahowman who •ntroducad much 
of rural Amanca to tha movaig 
pactura 
(ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Vandarbai at louauana Stata 
BOO 
0 m AIRWOLF Havmg aa» 
cuad Santma naaca horn tha 
dutchaa of a mobatar wi Maaxo 
Hawk* daviaaa a plan to aaaura 
har aafatv 
O NHL HOCKEY (Saaaon 
Pramaara) Buffalo Sabrai at 
Toronto Map** Laaf * 
0 DIFF RENT STROKES At 
aioga of tha tchoofa atudanl 
court. Arnold muat waagh (uahca 
aoaanat hat afhtctaon tor haanda 
0 T.J. HOOKER (Saaaon 
Prarraaral An anragad Hookat 
comoa tha aaaata to hnd tha man 
who ahot Stacy and Mil har to 
*• O 
m MOVIE *** The Ian Of 
Adrian      Maiaangar (19631 
Gaorge C Scott Dana VVymar 
An Eraakahrnan baaavii that ha 
and a number of other people are 
target* lor murder 
0 NBA BASKETBALL Pre 
Saaaon Game'' New York Knaeka 
at Detroti Powna 
0 MOVIE *** stage 
Struck (1967) Hanry Fonda. 
Suaen Swaabarg A imd town 
gal lace* many probaama alaar 
achannng auccaaa 
fTMC) MOVIE *** Octr, 
puaay 11963) Roger Moore. 
Maud Adam* AfoM by a baauti 
hi smuggler and a aadar m an 
forganei. a Ruaeian general plane 
an attack agatnai We a tarn 
Europe and fit up to Brrtiah 
agent Jama* Bond to atop nan. 
PG'Q 
sso 
0 OeMME A BREAK A* a 
aurpna* bethday aaR. Joay and 
tha art* ahar Nel * bath can* 
cat* ea that n appear* aha* a 
repkca of the Golden Gat* 
0 LOVE BOAT laaac Gophar 
end Ace chaaenge a boimg cham- 
paan to anpraaai Ac* • lorma. get 
fr>*nd a tutor rJaconara tha. rm 
itudani w dyahMc; an ouor-pro- 
tacttv* mother play* Cupid to bar 
naught*, g 
9 30 
0 MYSTERYI Rumpoatt 
Return'' Horace Rumpoaa aaavci 
rcteament m Florida and return* 
to London to defend a cfcent on a 
pornography oharga Q 
lOOO 
0 0 COVER UP Dam and 
Mac race to a South American 
oty to help an American woman 
anpneoned to a murder aha 
ojori t comma. 
0 FINDER OF LOST LOVES 
Cary muat locate a terrified leen- 
agjer who haa tun away after ant 
neaaaig a murder Datay aearchei 
to a woman* lover who haa 
baan manung mor* than a year 
0 SNEAK PREVIEWS 
10:16 
fTMC) MOVIE *** Never 
Say Never AgaaV (19831 Sean 
Connery Alaua Mana Btandauer 
After a work)-Ihraatararvg orgara 
ration ataata two U S mraaalii 
and announcaa n w* datonaaa the 
warhead* if a raneom >* not mat. 
Brrtawi agent Jama* Bond m caBed 
m to aav* tha world   PC. Q 
10:30 
S STAR SEARCH 
COLLEGE FOOTBALL ia. 
not* at Ohio Stake 
11:00 
8000 NEWS 
NATIONAL p 
(ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
REPORT 
11:16 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11:20 
8 NEWS 
ABC NEWS CJ 
11:30 
0     MOV*      ##') VVhne 
Lightrang (19731 But Reynoldl 
Janndar Baknoali, m *Khange 
to haa reieaee bom pnaon. an 
aapari drmar atrAa* a baypam 
with federel authontaaa to' kaap 
smaah a rnoonahaw nns 
0 MOVIE **H Gteaa^ajM. 
My Lova (1972) Richard Boon* 
Machaol Dunn A Mutt *v» J»ff 
deiecave duo ai head to kxete • 
mNtamgman 
0 SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE 
Ho*t Bob Uaokat Guaai: Pater 
Won    I'light*    Out. I    Bead 
You   I 
0 TWILIGMT ZONE 
11:36 
0 STAR SEARCH 
ItffSt 
0 MOVIE *•     Rr-e» Of My. 
I) V* Monow   Cloud. 
rauokrHnvy leader 
1MB 
■EVNI COLLEQE FOOTSAU. 
V«Mkrt>* m LoiMMna SUM M 
11:10 
ft    TALES     FROM     THE 
OAUKSIOE 
HkH 
ajaOUL TRAIN 
ITHa MOVIE *# '1    ■»•»* 
<hm    I1M2I Kin Wm   Wftff 
Pnoc» 
1«) 
■ NEW YORK HOT 
TRACKS 
9 Move • * ■■*  "1M INn 
» 01 1H <*••    II9S2I Mr 
ban Lorn. HMW l«n. 
1:S0 
■ NEWS 
2:0O 
■ MOV* ••» lh.P>««. 
I*. 01 SMrUdi HoMm I1K0I 
Hobwt SMphMW. Cnkn 8l*tfy 
2:06 
(TUQ MOV* ** '5   "TMSpv 
WMi My FK*    (196«I Raton 
Vaughn. Dawd McCaRum 
2:30 
■ NEWS 
M* 
eVH SPORTSCENTER 
340 
(TMO MOVIE   »•    Oparalon 
Kid DfOOMr    119611 Hal Con 
nary. DanMa Sianchi 
4:00 
■ MOV* •* W OarvOIA 
Mao Houaawrta 119701 Cama 
SoodQiaat. Rchard Baniamh 
■ 9PNI AOTO RACING MAS 
CAR Oarhooton Daah Fal 100 
Ihom North Wibaaooro N C I 
IRI 
SUNDAY 
OCTOSER 14   1964 
■ NEW TECH TIMES Man 
Cnm hoaia an anaiaai—tai of 
nhni momloi daMcaa mdao 
lakatoaoa    and    notoboofc aiia 
I FAME 
THE SRAIN Iha hut „ an 
erght-pvt eerie* on eh* remark 
abk* three pound macNna' uaaa 
rtvorog/apha. computer aramataaw 
and peopki ei action to 
i»*t* how the bran (unction*  C,J 
BBPNI SPORTSCENTER 
! 
12 30 
TONY RANDALL 
Ml TODAY 
NFL -S4 
ON LOCATION 
11 OO 
i HERITAGE 
COMMENT 
WORSHIP   FOR   SHUT 
INS 
0 KK7S INCORPORATED 
■ THE BRAIN 
■ WRESTLING 
U  TONY  BROWN'S  JOUR- 
NAL 
(TMO MOV* ***    Oracukt 
(1979) Frank LanoaBe. lauronca 
C9JBBI 
11:30 
10 PACE THE NATION 
COURTSHIP OF EOOtE'S 
FATHER 
t SUNDAY MASS 
THIS    WEEK     WITH 
OAVYD 8RINKLEY 
0    INTERNATIONAL     EDI- 
TION 
SSF9U NFL GAME OF THE 
WEEKfR) 
1:00 
0   MOV*   **     Waterloo 
11971)  Rod Stt-gar    Chr<*topher 
Plurnmar 
0 COUNTRY CANADA 
(Seaeon Premiere) 
0 NFL FOOTBALL I amp- 
Bay Buccaneer* at Oetrow Lame 
0 NFL FOOTBALL Rat>tonal 
covaraga of InoMnapoka Colt* at 
PhM*delpf-e Eagle* Houoton 
CMer* at Miami Dolphin* Cinc«i 
nati Dingeki et New England 
Patriot* San Diego Charger* at 
Kama* Oty Cheata or New York 
Jala at Ctovetend Broama Buffalo 
e#* et Seattle Seahawh* or 
Pmaburgh Saaalara at San Fran 
caKo49ara 
0 COMMUNITY CLOSE UP 
0     0     WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW 
0     MOVIE     •" Tha 
Saliburg Connection (19721 
Barry Newman Anna Karma 
ESPN) AUTO RACING NAS 
CAR rfoBy Farm* 400 lava horn 
North Wakeaboro NCI 
(TMC) MOVaE * * V) Morty 
lonk Man 11982) Cant Eeat 
wood Kyle Eettwood 
1:30 
0 CFl FOOTBALL Cafgary 
Stempedar* at Toronio Argonaut* 
0 NkOVIC •** "Tha Devi 
At Four 0 Crock (19611 Spencer 
Tracy. Frank Sinatra 
0 0 WALL STREET WEEK 
Dafanaa Stock* And Tha EBK 
ban'' Gueat VvoHgang H Oom 
•ach. vice preetdani The Feat 
BoatonCorp 
2«> • 
0 MOVIE *B*H TTaaClaa- 
nor RooaavaH Story (1966) Nar 
rated by Ardaoald Mackaah 
0 MOVIE *** Cr»iaiopher 
Cofcrmbu* 11949) Fradhc March 
Florence fkkidge 
3:00 
0    MOVE!     **'■>        Mother 
Jug*   And   Speed    (1976)   Bel 
Coaby   Raaual Watch 
SffM 
(TMC) MOVIE **     IhaHand 
(1M1|   Mtohaal    Caxe      Andre* 
8 FOOTBALL TODAY 
MEETING PLACE The Raw 
3:SO 
0 NFL TODAY 
SMM 
0 EUPIOPEAN TELEVISION 
SERVKX lkanedinP.og.ee.) 
4:00 
00 NFL FOOTBALL Daaa* 
| MEET THE PRESS MOVaf #*'i   ThaLMdar lan'      (1974)      P*l*r 
Oravoa. Jack Kluraman 
0   MOV*    ****> 
And Oyde   (19671 Warren Beet 
iFaye Durvaa-ay 
CONGRESS:    WE   THE 
PEOPLE 
0 UNDERSEA WORLD OF 
JACQUES COUSTEAU 
E9PN) AUTO RACING Weld 
Endurance Sanaa ■ Fua 100 (Irom 
0   HYMN   SING   Sakact-one 
*)Oude     Amatang  Grace       "Tha 
Lord la My Lajht   and   k*y Haan 
it Ready 
0   CONGRESS:    WE   THE 
PEOPLE 
■BM 
O CSC NEWS 
0 VtCTQRV GARDEN Bob 
rhomeon aararda tha Saver 
Trowel Trophy to tha wavrtar of 
the Sarth AraajaJ Victory Garden 
Contael and Jjm Waaon hraafani 
tha bary«t at the Vattary Gar den 
South 
0     LIFESTYLES     Of     THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS 
0 FIRING LINE    Church And 
Stete      Gua*t    Lutheran  mevattar 
Richard   J    laauhaue.    author   of 
The Naked Pubkc Square: Reeg- 
■on and Democracy at America 
IE9PN1 AUTO RACING Such * 
ISO (bv* horn Phoen-M   Aru I 
(TMCI    MOV*    **     Tito  KaJ 
From Left I-akJ    [19531 Dan Da- 
lay. AnmBaracrofl 
B:SO 
I AMATEUR NATLfRALIST 
GREAT CHEFS OP SAN 
FRANCISCO 
EVENING 
BOO 
O ORIGINAL SIX HOCKEY 
OatroNva New York 
I MINORITY REPORT 
I FAME 
I JUSTIN WILSON'S LOU- 
ISIANA COOKIN' Preparation 
of ctewheh cocktari. egg aakjd 
and auehed aecker* and Captn- 
nad onaniaJ pork chop* Q 
(STAR TREK 
ON THE MONEY Paraonai 
moony management topic* 
■actooa *afa investment* and how 
to read a nawapapar'e Brnwaai 
page Money magafarie managwvg 
adrtor MarahaB Loab offer* rubaa 
tor aaving Q 
B:30 
NEWS 
ADAM     SMITH'S 
MONEY WORLD 
ESPN)   HARNESS   RACING 
Braadani     Crown    Crwarnpaanahrp 
Race  Frva   (live   from   Erjmonton. 
Atoerta  Canada) 
(TMO MOVIE **H Hot 
Stuff 11979) Oom OaLufeH. 
Suzanne Ptnhetle Three Mam 
oapa get ei over thee head* writ. 
peat war* arvAebraa proof boot* 
0 0 WONDERWORKS A 
comedy about Mao Cranpbjy. a 
Oaaaaj*      11 a—oM     boy     who 
anroN in • craeh courae on how 
tol>*come aperhict pareon Star* 
Me-mione Gmgold. Wallace 
Shewn.   I enrry   Von   Dchfan   and 
aan anvohaavstMan. i j 
7:30 
*eaa to con a pae of Crkneai war 
tore aaarchmg to an ancaant atat- 
ue but fl'a Jeeee who hnde it and 
own background, g 
0 PUNKY SREWSTER 
ESPN) SF*ORlSCENTER 
MO 
0 0 MURDER. SHE 
WROTE Jaaaaca Pavaki to San 
Frenoaco where aha attempt* to 
clear * bndaeroom to-be of a 
raghtcfc* owner ■ murder 
0 BACKSTRETCH (Seaeon 
Pranvare) VVha* thaa paranta are 
on laaaday. leen-eger* eaj a 
reaw   qujck   caeh 
STVMI> Water* g 
0 KNIGHT RIDER Mwhae. 
end KITT a*BtrM aha world of 
uhra-chjc drag racer* in hot pur 
turt of e prvindanng football 
■earn owner auapactad of murder- 
0     HARDCASTLE      ANO 
MCCORMICK VVhaa lajung . 
courae from a pofccemen who m 
afao a writer Hardcaette i mi* 
m law 0«* hnda Trouble whan arvt 
ahadow* ran Our mg a drug inve* 
tigation Q 
a 0 NATURE How vanou* 
apaaaa of ptant Ma lure ayaaaa 
and amma(* to effect the poBrna 
iron procaaa. Q 
O PUTTIN' ON THE HITS 
(ESPN) POCKET SaLLIARDS 
Robert Wood* v* Jrmmy Care* ■ 
(TMC) MOVIE ** N-ght 
marea 11963) Cut-v* Rama* 
(m*o tatavet A pacfcup truck a 
pack of cigarette* a video game 
and a cotonua" home al play a part 
m   lour   apaaodM   of   rvorror   and 
(NBCF 
0 
S:30 
0 THIS WEEK'S MUSIC 
MD 
0 0 JEFFERSONS (Saaaon 
'Premajrel George traaa to brtba 
Ralph mto grvmg blood m 
George a name Star* kjekajj Sen 
t lord end Sherman hematey g 
(0 JEWEL IN THE CROWN 
iSuparenandani Mernck « d*t*r 
mined to hnd tha culprit* who 
aaaauhad Oaphne end ceueed har 
death. Maored layaon prapana 
lor har  daughler ■  wadckng  and 
KOmae   con- 
PO* 
7«0 
■ 0MMINUTEB 
0 FRAGGLE ROCK 
0 SEVER SPOONS 
0 FhPLE Y S BEUEVE IT OR 
NOTT Faaaurad- rare tootaaa of 
keaar what** ettackawj aaa aona; a 
edH rcha 
davaatataag new. arrh. 
amaaa-onary IsBBS Crane Q 
V: THE FINAL BATTLE 
P-efva»ng to surrender to ataaaar* 
bom outer apace • band of 
American fraadom fighter* 
attampaa to tawnaafc tha hurnarv 
0 MOVIE "SMQk> Ban. s-uaa 
Woman     (Prenaarel Paul Mvhael 
Jaeau.i > 
ATTENTION 
THE BULLPEN 
is buying t spiling baseball and 
football cards, albumi, sheets, 
efrc. Come and see> us for yoor 
needs.. 
THEBUU-PtlN 
lutl- ftrvere I^^P^HA 
£*^-ir*jtt3^~*$ te 
FrMir/lctatw 17. 11*4 
search tor iarw«i adventur* - 
end oornpenonafap at the local 
smglee bar «i the-/ home town Q 
0 (§ MASTtRPCCC THC- 
ATHE Pf rvSta Schufe Wnh Ih« 
■war drawing to a Ooaa and Gar 
many » deteet eeeured. Sohub m 
reunited •«■» haa (aaOw forgers 
emo fiatw flaw scheme >a about 
to ba owtouared by the Amer>- 
cana. (Pan ft of 6) OU Q 
«•**) SUPER BOUTS OF 
TMf 'SOS M*a Weevar M 
John Tata (March )M0 M Knoa- 
v*ei. (fl) 
MO 
tfj 0 ALtCt (Seeeon Pfamaral 
Ahce >aaa»a aha * a vscBVn of ona 
of Vara and Jotsne's aOaamaa 
whan a amBw shows up on har ' 
dovtg an erects on woman who 
ptaca ada to moot man. Star* Lav 
da lav-, and Vse Taybaok. Q 
• STAR SCARCH 
10:00 
Q    •    TRA#fCR    JOHN. 
M.D.     Trapper's     •• wife     par 
murder of IM wife hnda hn.ee* 
caught at a snap of aaponaaa and 
■mngue   '■ 
10:90 
0 KENNCTH COKLAND 
IITOO OafjiSSNtWS 
S NATIONAL p 
HCRiTAOC:     CIW.IZA- 
TaON AND   TMf   JEWS The 
panod Horn tha fa»t to tha ranth 
cantury chronicles the amarganca 
of   Judsssm   HI   Western   Europe 
bagawang with tha daatruchon of 
tha Sacond Temple through tha 
t IM of lalam and Cftnsuanriy g 
IB MONTY PYTHONS FLY- 
ING CIRCUS 
ttSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
11:15 
O NE WSFINAl 
11: JO 
8BABCN€WSQ 
11.90 
8 AT THE MOWS 
MOVIE *** Tha Lat 
tare" (1972) John For aytha One 
Mama. Tha avaa of rane paopla 
ara dramancalry changed whan 
thraa lattart daatyad ona yaar ara 
tmaHy deavered 
4VJ ENTERTAINMENT THtS 
WEEK Featured: Sueen Sam 
Jamaa and huaband Oca Ebaraof: 
cerebral gam* shows 
0 POR MY PEOPLE 
11:36 
rfj MICHIGAN REPLAY 
11:40 
m    SPORTS    THE     FINAL 
WORD 
I last 
(TMC) MOVE ***» Hor*» 
tonk Man (19621 Cant East- 
wood Kyaa Eaatwood An ovar- 
the-h*. atootwac country waaiarn 
••near it aver* to Neahvee* with hai 
14-vaar-oW nephew for a lat- 
chanca audtoon at ttw Grand Ok* 
Opry   PO 
12:00 
• ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WEEK Faawad: Susan Sam 
Jamaa and huaband Da* Ebaraol: 
carabral gama show* 
• 70O CLUB Scheduled tope 
tha future of tha M-ddto Eaat 
IESPN)  COLLEOE   fOOTAlX 
at Loiaawni Stata mi 
MOHOAY 
(Tan BuaaaaBl aa an niern at San 
Franoaoo Ganaral attar lea oapn- 
croue bahavtor nnulta m No »anc 
tion from another hospnsfa pro- 
gram. 
W 9 WU.Y SUNDAY: 
BASEBALL. THE BIBLE 
AND BALLET A proNa of Bio 
oeeebea player tumad ovangaaat 
■tsrJuooa Mm of Sunday dating 
ono of Na sermon* and taped 
hajhkghti of a baaat baaad on ha 
caraor and choraofraphod by Ruth 
Paga Formar Cnonrtati Rada 
player Johnny 8 anew noon and 
narraata 
(ESPNI SUPER BOUTS OF 
THE '70S Muhammad Afc «• 
Kan Norton (September H76 in 
Now York I IP, I 
fTMQ MOVIE *** vaat 
Embrace I1I7SI Roy ScfawJar. 
Janat Msrgoan 
agant. racuparatng from 
BOO 
I0SJ6JNEWS 
S1OO.0O0 NAME THAT 
TUNE 
6l MACNEL / LEHREM 
NEWSMOUft 
tDlfFRENT STROKES 
ADAM SMITHS MONEY 
WORLD 
6:30 
• •CSS NEWS 
m NSC NEWS 
§ AKNEWSp 
m HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
• BUSINESS REPORT 
eSPff) SPORT6LOOK 
(TMC I MOVIf * *    ■ 
Touched H9B3I ftobort Haya 
Kathkaan Baaar Ooaprto obaiadaa 
laong tham an amohonaay *• 
turbad man and woman By to 
buatt a IrN together. H* 
7O0 
• • ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Faaturad: Tha Baosh 
Soya. 
i SHELLEY 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
DUKES OF HAZZARD 
BUSINESS REPORT 
M-A'S-H 
MACNER.    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
1ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
■ P.M. MAGAZINE Waham 
T'tnla. faah-on daaignar for Dal 
■aa and "Knot* Lantkng ' a local 
Clavaland loorbaB pUyar battlaa 
Modgkai'a diiiaai; a look at tha 
4r National Guard at Rano. Nava- 
da. 
Q ROSIN'S NEST 
• FAMILY FEUD 
• PEOPLE'S COURT 
• LIFE AROUND US 
• THREE'S COMPANY 
(ESPN) INSIDE BASEBALL A 
prawaw of tha World Sanaa 
6:00 
O • SCARECROW AND 
MRS. KING Amanda •■ itumad 
whan aha aaaa a batter ei-apy 
whoa pianreng ravanga aganat 
tha Agency appaar on a lakniiran 
tafe ahow. Guaata: Ariana Francw. 
SaavaEaaan 
O HANGIN' IN (Season Prom 
aval Kara muat tsl a man that ha 
wrft haa ooncoalod the laci aha 
haa a 12 year old oeughwr. MaLa 
and Wabatar am*, a baaarda tour 
narnant. Stara lat, Cadaau and 
DewdEatnar g 
• TVS BLOOPERS AND 
PRACTICAL JOKES 
CMmangari from the Saturday 
moHnaaa: 'SOa comady routwtoa. 
The oVoaary of roundubai (feacuo- 
aama. home-ndao Manty 
• WORLD'S GREATEST 
MYSTERIES 
• ALL CREATURES GREAT 
AND SMALL 
• MOVIE * * v. -IT* Por- 
trart Ot A Centerfold (19781 K-n 
Beangar Vman Bkane A boauty 
guaan Pavata n rfoaywood ■< 
aaarch of atardom onty to encoun- 
ter a aanea of unaawry charactara 
who noany run her ■». 
• WONDERWORKS Who 
Haa Sean Tha Vttnd>" Joaa Ferrer 
and Haton Shavar atar at thm 
award wmmng adaptation of 
W.O. Mftehaay novel about a 
boy'a coining of ago at rvraf 
Saaketchewan (Part 1 of 21 Q 
CtPN) MONDAY NIGHT 
MATCHUP A prone* of 
loreoht'l NFL gama between tha 
Green Bay Paokara and Denver 
Bronooa 
(TMO MOVIE **** "Fanrw 
ft AaMandar (1963) Parr-ka 
AffMnn. BorM Quae Two cheoren 
at a Bta apical fanefy loaa thee 
•vary an,oyment of (Pa whan dwe 
mother mamm a c-ahop    1 
6:30 
O DANGER BAY (Pramejral A 
aVitieh Columbian votannaraan 
tanda to aha wounda of 12-year 
cad hkcola who haa boon bntan by 
a rafewJ dog Stari Donnetv 
Rhodaa and Ocean heamen 
KBPNl NPLB SUPERSTARS 
The Men Vvho Played The Game 
BOO 
• • KATE ft ALLIE To 
avc-d payetg a hug* rent ncreaaa 
Kate and AJke work at conwnong 
tha landUdy that they re reefy 
onafomay 
• JUDGE (Saaaon Pramawel 
Judge HumphreNi muat eak at a 
»>gn   kwtguaga aipert   to   aa]   a 
cuaed of woundng her 
aw    huaband     Stara 
Tony Van Bridge and Joan Oran- 
ttaav 
• V: THE FINAL BATTLE 
Donovan awia Ham and Chria *n 
an aitempt to raacua Juke from 
tha converaron chamber where 
aha haa baan anpra>onad by 0*a- 
n» Robm daavara tha aken Bt>an'i 
chad (Pan 2 of 31 <R» 
• NFL FOOTBALL Green Bay 
Packari at Denver Bronco* 
• (9 HERITAGE CIVILIZA- 
TION AND THE JEWS The 
evok/ton of Jewah eta at tha 
MMldfc) Agaa from tha davetop- 
mant of the SaphardK culture n 
Span to tha aapuUuon of Jew* 
from Western Europa n the 14th 
and 15thcentune*  g 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING Svoh'i 
150 (from Phoam. Anil. |RI 
6:30 
• • NEWHART (Saaaon 
Prartaaral 0-A attampta to pro- 
mote the sale of Kak'a rundown 
cafe on he lefcnmon teh ahow 
ii 
r 
Stara Bob Newhart and Mary 
Frann 
O   REACH   FOR   THE   TOP 
AJberta va. Manrtoba 
10«) 
• • CAONEY ft LACEY 
ISaaaon Pranveral Chna and Mary 
Bach py to persuade Pet tether of 
a 7-year-old gal motaated by har 
babyertter to lake the caee H 
court Star* Sharon Gaaaa and 
TjnaOafy 
• NATaONAL / JOURNAL 
• NON FICTION TELEVt- 
SaON A profaa of aocs*) photo- 
grapher leww Mna. who recordad 
Amarsca a ndustrial development 
dumg the faat 40 years of tha 
20mcermay 
INEWS 
ELECTION SPECIAL 
10:30 
J COO COUPLE 
ELECTION SPECIAL 
(ESPN) RINGSrOE REVIEW 
11:00 
| NEWS 
WORLD    WAR    II    Gl 
DIARY 
IWKRP IN CINCINNATI 
BURNS AND ALLEN 
(E9PNI    INSIOE    BASEBALL 
ni 
MOB 
• NEWS 
11:30 
I TAXI 
MOVIE •>##*» Ta- 
Pewnbrokar 119651 Rod Sieajar 
Gerekkne F.ugerald A Jaansh 
paernbrokar. a nchm of Nan par 
aacMBnn. fcaaaa an larth n hai fal- 
low man 
• SIMON ft SIMON After a 
rock superstar err rves n town for 
a concert RM* and AJ tetd 
thomaafvee n the rraddai of a 
coumerfert nek at schema  (Rl 
• BE ST OF CARSON Host 
Johnny Carson Guest* EddkB 
Murphy jenrvha Richards Reggw 
Jr^ukslEakanoCaympcal  (HI 
• • LATE NIGHT AMERI- 
CA Scheduled Merror* lanamg 
lafks about woman m poknea 
Lenny Swgal ducuaaaa uaaa of 
computers n warfare 
• BAN*ORB ANO SON 
ItSPW SPORTSCENTER 
fTMCI MOVIE ** Targei 
EagM 119621 Maud Adams 
George Pappard Spanreh poaca 
haa a mercenary to stop a band of 
internal tonal drug smugglers who 
ara also supplying tanorrats with 
material* to bued nuclear weep 
12:00 
• STREETS OF SAN 
FRANCISCO 
SMEWS 
THREE STOOGES 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK (flt 
12:30 
• LATE NIGKf WITH 
DAVID LETTCRMAN Sched- 
uled the Rev Jesse Jackson 
actress JofJeth Wrfkams 
• ABC NEWS NkOHTLINE 
(ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
A« Force at Notre Dame (Rl 
12:40 
• MCMk-LAN ft WIFE 
McMaen PBM to help Ervtght 
whan tha sergeant 4 arrested for 
the murder of hot ea-wrfe  IRI 
1:00 
• NAWAN PIVE-O 
• JIMMY SWAGGART 
• MOVIE**** Rebecca 
119401 Joan Fontana. Laurence 
Ofcvssr 
1:16 
(TMCl        MOVIE       ***■: 
Natronal    lampoon a    Anamal 
Mouse   11978) John Bakjahi. Tan 
Mathaeon 
1:30 
2 00 
• CBS NEW6 
NKaHTWATCH 
• NEWS 
2:30 
• CBS NEWS 
NKJMTWATCH 
3:10 
(TMC)  MOVIE  ****  --Napo- 
kson"   I»92 71  Albert   Detudonne 
Antoran Artaud 
3:30 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
4:O0 
(ESPNI PKA KARATE (R) 
TUESDAY 
16. 1964 
BOO 
(•••NEWS 
6 100.000 NAME  THAT 
TUNE 
• MACNER. / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
tDtFF'RENT STROKES 
WILD  AMERICA     S-an* 
Crrttars     Marty  Stouter  looks at 
the varwd wettfa of America s 
southern swampa (Rl 
6:30 
• • CBS NEWS 
■ NBC NEWS 
• ABCNEWSp 
• HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
• 6USINESS REPORT 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
(TaaO MOVIE *** Men 
Woman And Chad 119631 Mar- 
tin Sheen. Btythe Danrwr A 
man ■ happy farrary Ma is akarupt- 
•d by the death o< ■ woman with 
whom h» had a brsaf affav years 
aerfcar and she arrival o* the son 
ha had never known   PG' 
7 CO 
• • ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Featured Ron How 
ajaj 
STHE BOUNDER 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
DUKES OF HAZZARD 
B BUSINESS REPORT 
• M*A*8*H 
• MACNER. / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
• P.M. MAGAZINE High 
fashion modal and daactor of the 
Guardian Angers Law Sewa. 
desrgnar kids wear. Australian 
Rappefang . a look at hot dogs 
the great Amencen levonte 
B GEORGE ft MILDRED 
• FAMILY FEUO 
• PEOPLE  S COURT 
• UFE AROUND US 
• THREE'S COMPANY 
(ESPN)   TOP   RANK   BOXING 
from lee Vege*  Nav  IR) 
6:0O 
• • AFTERMASH C« 
Pottw write* to las old peychui 
trait cfwan about probtema at the 
hospital aidudng Kangar 1 latest 
attempt to stay out of pal. 
O THE FIFTH ESTATE New 
research aito the towc hMoa of 
tha radKwetwe gaa radon, a 
known carcinogen leaping nto 
tha basements of homes n some 
Caneden praaai O*BK. 
• WORLD SERIES Gama St. 
(Note it game ara at not played. 
NBC w-I a- The A Team. R«p 
tide' and Renvngton Staate ' a) 
thee normal tanaa 1 
• FOUL-UPS. BLEEPS ft 
BLUNDERS 
• • NOVA Cekabmy pans' 
ejta Edwsn Newman Marva Co* 
ana. Jules Bergman and Jane 
Aleunder have thee acaantifc 
kitowtadge put to the teat by An 
Fasmng Q 
• MOVIE * * "I Prudanca 
And The Pel (19681 Deborah 
Kerr. Oawd Nwan A woman 
become I pregnant *men aaprrm is 
lafcan nslead of bath control pee 
B:30 
Imt /R 
THREE'8    A    CROWD 
Jack a   plan   to   reuraaa   WAya 
*vor cad parents warn a romanoc 
dmner for two meets wth dauks- 
t*. g 
(TMC) MfCARE * * '1 Sell Of 
The Night (1962) Roy Scfsaa>ar 
Mssyl Svaep A peyefaatnet 
become* axreaengfy nvohred 
wsth a mystanous woman who 
waa the meMreee of a rtswoered 
patent    PG 
BOO 
• • MOVIE Sentimental 
Journey'* (Premiere) Jaclyr. 
Smith Devrd Oukee The adoption 
of a precoooue 6-year-old haa a 
profound affect on the bvea of a 
successful Broadway producer 
end her actor huaband 
• WAYNE ANO SHUSTER 
(Season Prem-rel Johnny Wayne 
and Frar* Shuats. are featured n 
comedy eketohee 
• PAPER DOLLS Oend tuma 
to Grant for heap n barang out 
I mane ally troubled TempuB 
Sport 1 wo07; Karen has an tntenae 
pre ndeo production meeting 
with arngar John Wane; Racine 
hnda a atar to oompeta waft 
supermodel lourer Caewoi g 
• • FRONTLINE Traces the 
feat two years of the aapanancea 
of four paopla who fled thee 
native Poland to fnd a better Me 
in IM   U S   g 
6:30 
O HOUSE CALLS 
10:0O 
O NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
O JESSIE Jaaae) suspects for- 
mer '60s redrceta rr-ght be 
responarbas for tha bomb Wast at 
har mother ■ hearth club and sets 
off wrth Ascok to track them 
down 
• • CONSTITUTION: 
THAT DELICATE BALANCE 
An eapforehon of the aaujrafy 
defense and the controversy aur- 
rounokng paychaHric tealanony n 
the courtroom LJ 
■ NEWS 
K8PN) POCKET ILLIAflDS 
. Hotel WoooB WB   JAwny Cmm 
m 
(TMCI MOVIE * * * Tha VM 
(X Uvng Owtgwoualv' M9i3) 
M4 G*«on. &9awnwv VVMte 
An AIMWIMWI launakw. ■ BVitMh 
■mo«Mv olnci* and an Ewaauw) 
cafnaraman bacoma caught up <n 
tha tumult of 1965 aiJBniaia aaM 
pro to tha fal ol Sukarno PG 
Q 
10 JO ■ ooocouru 
ties SaasNiwe 
WOP1LD    WAH    II    Ol 
Dwrr 
>WKRP IN CtNCINNATi 
• UPINS ANO <U(» 
«PW NH-'S SUPERSTARS 
Tha Man Who navatf Tha Gama 
Ml 
i tea 
ONEWS 
11 JO 
I TAXI 
MOVtt   **»     KoM To 
■ab" IIM3) tawj CraakT. Soft 
Mopo.   Show Im ■■■ poiauna» 
haa bacoma ai.ohaj ano) raMP- 
*m dMng wha.   awaoatg aaw 
«CSS NEWS SPECIAL 
TOWGMT   rioM    Johw*/ 
tarson    acheouiad   era«aea eapart 
Am Fowler 
(ABC NEWS NKJHTLh-aE 
•  LATE N4GHT  AMERI- 
CA    SchetMetf/     C—IM     Party 
FtoBfdantial    candidate    Some 
Johneon;  Steven  Sack    author  of) 
Don t Get Ta*en> 
• SANFORD ANO SON 
ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
12:00 
O     STREETS    OF     SAN 
FRANCISCO 
• FALL OUY On unoercover 
■npimspl n B Ri. Coti and 
Howes face unoapackad oouMs 
whan the warden haa a heert 
attack (R) 
(BJ/LOBO 
T>fREE STOOGES 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK (R) 
ITMC) MOV*   ***Vt     Edu 
cet-vg    Rita       (1963)    Michael 
Ca-w Juke Wahara 
12 30 
• LATE NkOHT WITH 
DAVIO LETTERMAN Sched- 
uled Drcfc Cavett new product 
■eakw Bob McMath Rxherd 
CieyOBrman 
(ESPNI SUPER BOUTS OF 
THE '70S Marvelous Marvel 
Hagfcsr vs Vito Antuofermo 
(Novembw 1979 n la* Vega* 
Nev)  (R) 
1 oo 
I HAWAII FIVE-0 
| JIMMY SWAGGART 
| MOVIE   ****     Sergeant 
Yart    (1941) Gary Cooper. Wal- 
ler Brenrum 
1:10 
• COLUMBO Murder reeurt* 
when a woman faaa her phaan- 
dartng aon-«va»w from the lam*, 
buanaee (R| 
1:30 
• NEWS 
(ESPN) FLY FISHING JOUR- 
NAL 
MO 
(•RHOOA 
(ESPN) AEROBATICS 1663 
Mas.vs (from Me**  Am )   IR) 
irTMCI MOVIE **   The Fumy 
I 
Looking For Something 
Fun To Do? 
Rent A VCR 
For any 3 days with 4 
movies of your choice for 
oniy $30.00 
VIDEO SPECTRUM 
128 W. WoosterSt. 
352-4171 
ALL WASHED UP? 
Let UNIVERSITY CLEANERS 
Do Your wash For 
Moo i 
•  Must  be brought in • Use your own soap or 
between 8:00-1:00 but let us provide it for a 
can be picked up any- small fee 
time we are open 
•   All   you   pay   for   is 
washers & dryers & just 
$1  to have it all done! 
S24 E. WoMtw  (up to 3 loads) w:»o 
(Nut To MylM)     * Good M-F only IS2-7212 
dSfc ,?Jnanye»wnt 
Hair. Skin, and Nail Designers 
10% OFF 
Perms, Cuts, 
Manicures & 
Sculptured Nails 
with Annette 
181 (B) S. Main 
3524101 
or 352-4143 
. ..i. a.. ... .», M .'t J-t-t . — ''-.-■    —' i\K-.V. ,. ,....»... .. 
chape.. 
NEWS 
Fan."    119831 
Mower Mendel 
3:30 ■ ess 
NIGHTWATCH 
■ NEWS 
BSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
3:00 
• CBS NEWS 
NIGMTWATCM 
(ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
A> Force at Nova Own* IR) 
3:30 
(TMC) MOV* ••    A. Bat. • 
Ravarrfle** 119821 Ararruned 
WEDNESDAY 
OCTOBER 17. 1M4 
It II 
acodewe*, maao PG' 
7:00 
■ ■ ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Featured: Donna 
Summw 
D NEVER THE TWAIN 
■ WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
■ DUKES OF HAZiAHD 
tB BUSINESS REPORT 
(M'A'S'M 
LEHRER 
DAYTIME MOVIES 
BOO 
(IMO   **»      The   Hound 01 
The   Baekwweee      119971    Ian 
Rrcharelson. Brian Braised 
fate 
ITeJCi **V> Daffy Duck's 
Mows - Fanlaauc Wand' (19831 
Anenated vtsce* by Ma) Blanc 
8 JO 
(T»10**>1   The Gddon Seel 
(1983) Stew. ReaMteck   Panalopa 
Mtlford 
10 SO 
fTMO ***    North Data for- 
ty'' (1979) Nd Nona. Mac Oev- 
12 OO 
Q       *••      Tha   Sound   Of 
Anrjar    11968) Burl Iva.   Jama. 
faienlmo 
13:30 
rTMCI * *    Won Ton Ton. The 
Dog    Who    Saved     Hofyarood' 
119751    Bruce     Darn      Medabna 
Kahn 
1 OO 
#      ##*>     Baby.   Tha flam 
Mull    Fall       (19851    Slave 
McQueen   Lee Remrck 
3:00 
ITMCI     **        «*».„ 
11983)   Cr.ii.ne   Reme*.   Emaro 
E.layer 
4:00 
ITktCI    **(,       r*m,   lady 
119751 Barbra Streisand   James torn 
EVENING 
If MO ■ NEWS IIOO.OOO NAME THAT 
TUNS 
m     MACNEH      /     LEHRER 
NEWSMOOR 
m DIFF'RENT STROKES 
0   CONGRESS:    WE    Tr* 
PEOPLE 
6:30 
Om CBS NEWS 
■ NK NEWS 
m ABC NEWS C.) 
m HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
S BUStNESS REPORT 
upN.spOfrrai.ooK 
fTMCl     MOVIE     **       1mm 
We*.. (19821 Ban Mirpny. 
Kevin B>ophy An ancient mi*T»rriy 
(**CO<m*a in the lomb of Tuten 
■ hmn—o m MM to a CaMorn* un» 
■erertv to 
IB    MACNELL    / 
NEWSHOUR 
(fSPN( SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
M)    P.M.     MAGAZINE       Tha 
Opening Of Tha Cleveland Batai 
A retrospective took at It* Oave- 
land BaBet a p-.v^w of itm aaa- 
aon'a  mm   bmUi   choraooiaphad 
by Denn*. Nehat 10 tha muac of 
Oaiiho.an: a van. ertth tha com 
party'• three naw rnete dancara 
Q ROBIN'S NEST 
m FAMR.Y FEUD 
0 PEOPLE'S COURT 
©LIFE AHCXJNO US 
ffi THREE'S COMPANY 
(ESPNI   AUTO  RACING  HAS- 
CAR Hoffy Farms 400 Hram Notth 
VV-aabo»o. N C I (P.) 
• OO 
• • CHARLES IN 
CHARGE Criertes. 'omantN 
Plan to a quatt Saiurday mgni 
with Gwendolyn * apotad when 
Buddy tManta hen to go out unth 
thaboya 
O NATURE OF THINGS A 
v-att to Khunda Hoaprtal. but in • 
remote Himalayan vtlaga by Naw 
/•aland »io>o>4w S* Edmund haV 
lary: • camputar racordartg of • 
dancar s n*t*a>fnani: and • cam 
a>a thai can photograph atacttor-c 
e-cuitry 
• WORLO SCRIES Gama 
Savan INota If gam* seven 4 not 
ptayad. NBC wa. m M^hway To 
Heaven.* Facia Of Lite, "it's 
Vow Move and Si Etaeerttere 
at tha* normal tanas) 
0 FALL GUY A group of 
row*Jy rratarnrty brothara kidnap. 
• be* turnpar sch*<kjfed lo Mi 
»ay witness mv* atvohrtng tha 
mob 
■ SM BRAIN OVnjNc 
SOU macW winner Grag lougaraa 
halpa damonatiata tha conwko 
system of pathways m tha bran 
that anabtot him to eiecuta his 
chvngakaBiQ 
■) MOVIE ** Ravanga Of 
Tha Staptod Wrves 11980) 
Sharon Glaaa. Juha Kevnar A 
television >aporhv iiumokaa onto 
tha aaoat of a o*aei Naw England 
■own 
TMO MOVIE * * . "Tha 
Gc*fanSaal M983) saava Raaa- 
back. Panalopa Mritod A lacjand- 
ary gcadan aaal appaara off tha 
Alautian Wanda. iMcomtng tha 
ouarry of huntara unbl a brava boy 
hnda and ptotacia tha •mm mam 
mal   PG 
MO 
0 0 DREAMS l«a ■ p-ofc- 
-ama with paloua Martha ara 
•ntanaAad whan Martha ahowa 
up on har dooratap naadkng a 
pkaca to nay 
0:OO 
0 0 MOVIC Na-oh, Affaa- 
(Ptann«t) Chartton Maaton. John 
Savaga Camaraa hawa raplacad 
guna to a aafan camp ownar n 
Kanya who -a thrown togaihar 
with ha, long aatranpad aon aa . 
lha Two traca down poiahara 
whoaa owarry ltr , kmMad to ara- 
mata g 
0 MARKETPLACE A awdy of 
Tha potant,*! hararda to ch*»an 
who oparaM aa lanatn MNctaa 
0 DYNASTY Blaka and Krya 
tla loumay 10 Vanaiuaaa to work 
out tha tarms of a loan that might 
aahraga tha cnanttlmg Camngton 
ampaa  Q 
0 0 THE PEOPLE VS. 
DAN WHITE tntarvwwa and 
dramattc raanactmanta baaad on 
coun trartaotpta raUta tha a^nu 
aunoundmg tha maaa«nahon of 
San Frariontco Mayor Gaorga 
Meocona and SuparvaK>r Ha/wry 
M* and tha trial of Dan Whrta 
lha man char gad at tha ahooanga 
MB 
O MAN ALIVE Hoai Koy Bon 
oNaal apaaka with woman about 
Tha Roman Cathokc Church 1 
urryraUng chxinna That prohtbrts 
woman from anianrvg tha pnatt- 
hoodq 
lEBPHJ PKA KARATE Anthony 
Ebnara va Tony Pabnara to tha 
World Supar Haavywaighi Cham 
PMn»h*. Kltadutad to 12 rounrJa 
Ihom Mtamtl 
IOTOO 
I NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
Wl HOTEL Chrqtrna n couriad 
by an cad llama Patar trtas 10 pr» 
vant an abuaad wifa from (hoot 
•ng hat huaband: Magan worran 
about how bttfa hma aha ipanda 
with 0a««. £ J 
0NEWS 
CTMCI MOVIE *** North 
Datura Forty' (19791 Nick Nona. 
Mac Daws Group**, pal popping 
and allnrght partywtg bag*, to 
laha tha* tol on Two fun-tovng 
but ovar th*-h- football ptayar. 
PI* 
10:30 
0    0     NISEI     SOLDIER 
STANDARD   BEARER   FOR 
AN EXILED PEOPLE Vaierans 
of tha much-dacoratad 442nd 
-ktpwwaa    Amancan    ftagananul 
Combat Taam of World War II 
dncuss tha* lasknga of contact aa 
(■baratort abroad wtiaa lha* lam. 
■as wara irnprtsonad ai hom* 
©OOO COUPLE 
11:00 
O0O0NEWS 
O    WORLD    WAR    II    Gl 
DIARY 
SWKRP IN CINCINNATI 
BURNS AND ALLEN 
(ESPN)      NFL'S      GREATEST 
MOMENTS Son Of Football Fof- 
BjB, 
11.06 
ONEWS 
11:90 
(TAXI 
MOVIC    **     The   Tat 
Strangar      119671   Joal   McCraa. 
Vagvaa Mayo Altar paopta hom 
a wagon tram tava a man 1 ut* 
ha halpa Thorn ttaka aoma land -n 
iha Waal 
0   MAGNUM.   PI    Mapnum 
w>wa lo track down tha rmadarar 
of a good fnand whoaa body m 
round on lha baach (R. 
0     TONIGHT    Hoat      Johrtny 
Caraon Scha^hiad Loratta Lynn 
«ABC NEWS NIGHTliNE 
0 LATE NIGHT  AMERI- 
CA   Sch*<fe**d    authors   F<ancas 
Moor* Lapp* I That to a Smal 
PtoaMLDi Kn-lmm! U» 
*vg Chddran Mmd Wrthout losmg 
Yours ) 
0 SANFORD AND SON 
«SPN| SPORTSCENTER 
1200 
0     STREETS     OF     SAN 
FRANCISCO 
0BJ/LOBO 
0 THREE STOOGES 
if SPN, SPORTSLOOK (R) 
IM 
fTMC) MOV* ** Ntght- 
maraa 11983) Crrsitw Ramaa. 
CmAoEsiawtf 
12:30 
0 LATE NIGHT WITH 
DAVID LCTTERMAN Sohad 
uladr Ook Waaon (Mr Whtp- 
pta'l. Gaorga Burns 
(ESPN) HORSE RACING 
WEEKLY 
12:40 
0 MOVIE     MantoaM.' Myth Or 
Monstar    11977) Patar Byrna 
ICO 
§ HAWAII FIVE O 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
MOVIE   #**>*    A Man 
for   Ai   Saaaons     (1966)   Paul 
Scohald. Robart Shaw 
(ESPN)    POCKET   BILLIARDS 
Rot-srt  Woods  vs    Janmy  Caraa 
IR) 
11*0 
• NEWS 
1:4S 
(TMC) MOVIE # * Ravanga of 
the N*t|a 11983) Sho Koaugi 
Arthur Robart. 
2:GO 
0 CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWA'CH 
0NEWT 
KSPNI POCKET BILIIARDS 
Trick Shot! hom tha Lagandary 
Stars Tournament (Rl 
2:30 
0 CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
3:0O 
(ESPN) PKA KARATE Anihony 
Elmore vs Tony Patmors to the 
World Super Heavywa-ahl Cham 
pionahtp. scheduled to 12 rounds 
(hom Mtamtl  (Rl 
I faSCNEWS ABC NEWS p HAPfV DA VS AGAIN BUSINESS REfORT 
leSFNI SPORTSLOOK 
Teo 
■    •    ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT featured Ed Ainai 
SKHP IT IN THE FAMILY 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
_ DUKES OF HA22AR0 
BUSINESS HE FORT 
MaAeSaH 
MACNEl    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTepI 
7:30 
O P.M. MAGAZINE Meghan 
Lanoon dacwaaaa ret off aoeen 
Ha.   meat   aoma local   Oeredeya 
•nrvjoar waahan: a loot M fha 
Mutual ufO Net-ron 
O ONLY WHEN I LAUGH 
SB FAMILY FEUD 
■ PEOPLE'S COURT 
• LIFE AROUND US 
0) THREES COMPANY 
IESPNI PKA KARATE Anthony 
Elmore vt   Tony Pamora tor tf- 
Wodd Supar Haawve^nt Clear. 
Prorvaha). Khechaed lor  12 round. 
Ilrom Mavnrl in) 
BOO 
■ • MAGNUM. P.I. H,o 
ran* harbor* an old tttand erho 
haa broken out of aa) lo teacue laa 
(..dnappad oranoaon and Mao 
num raructantry aojaai lo hok> 
O MARSHALL MCLUHAN: 
THE MAN ANO HIS MES- 
SAGE Sooal orac and author 
Tom WoUe narraiat Ihra docu 
mantary on tha tormar Canaraan 
profaaaor and social theorrel beii 
known lor hrt book Undaraland- 
etg Made Atao lootaga of fat 
lamrry and branoa mcludmg P-are 
Trirdeeu. Norman Manor and 
Jonathan Malar 
■ ■ ON THE MONEY Fa» 
baad: vnnnevg a rotaary. chooung 
a hnenoal pumnar: haahh aarvrcaa 
Oarmta    Da 
Moon   I 
Eaaton (   St.ui   ' 
Young     I   Deiari 
9:00 
■ ■ SIMON • SIMON A 
young eracuuve haa* Rick and 
A.J. to fee* • ckabokcal pracucal 
0C10BER 18. 1884 
i..wu*.    last i 
8:00 
I NEWS 
I COSBY SHOW 
PEOPLE OO THE CRAZI- 
EST THINGS An ardam loas 
opera fan unvntlmflty play* a 
acan* hom Ganaret Hoaprid ' 
cepoeit* tier Stave Bond Bert 
Comryhoil*. 
• THIS OLD HOUSE fir. 
anting, paang and laaaphone 
hookup* 
• MOVIE **• Thalong- 
eil Yard" 119741 Bun faayrtorol. 
Eddra Atkan A format pro quart 
arbaok drarrg irm* at a Southern 
prawn at garan tha fob coachmo ■ 
group of COrtvvct* for a no-hordt 
barrad tootbat game aoamal the 
guard. 
• S**CAK PREVIEWS 
(TMC)   MOVIE   *•*      Never 
Say Never AgaaY' 119831 Sean 
Connery   Klau. Man* Brandauar 
31O0.0OO NAME THAT    AIM. a a«)do-th,.e»nmg orga.. 
WE    THE 
TUNE 
■    MACNEl.    /    LEHRER 
N€VVS»TOUR 
IDIFFRENT STROKES 
COFIGRESS 
PEOPLE 
ITMCI MOVIE •*« 
Oaapahoar 11982) Hal He. 
brook. Aorajnna Barbaau A qtan- 
lai Of horror ilutia* from * chad t 
comae book nctude laraa about ra 
■"Mnuil rne.ni. alan aagata 
hon. a voracrou. *P* **■ creature 
and   mekon.   of    vengeful   cock 
IM 
I CBS NEWS 
tatron itaah two u S mraaak* 
and arwiounce* d an* datonaaa th* 
-■head, rl a lanwm ra not trex 
Britrah agant Jama* Bond ■* caaad 
at to aeve Ota world PC Q 
• :30 
■ FAM8.Y TIES Whan Aba 
announce, that ha talent* «• 
bemg waited at a part tana -a) at 
tha TV Station. Steven * pbm fat 
thaa futur. go up m tmd^ 
9t WHO'S THE •OBY.f 
Angala and Tony kxate thaw runa- 
way chedran at Tony'* former 
nwBtajorhood. and Angela n pro 
vokad -no a barroom brawl wah 
Tony . a. flam,   fj 
• A.J. CASBON: THE 
ONLY ORmc IS TIME ProN* 
of the ramasaig merrrbar of the 
Group of Seven ertrat* IB) 
■ CHEERS Sam beeavae that 
Otana • .in madh/ at low. earth 
fvm  and Ckff catcha* • co-workw 
mm% 
9 GLITTER Sam and Kat. ra* 
OOvar th* narTarai secret thai ha* 
haunted a one* lamou. mows 
•tar a paat. Q 
• • MYSTERY1 Runpok. 
Of TheBeaey 
IESPNI TOP RANK BOXING 
Tyrorra Oawley vs. DavaJ Qrayton 
at a kghtwarght bout Ktwuutad 
for 10 round* lava from Atlantic 
Cty N.J.I 
9:30 
B    FRONT    PAGE    CHAL- 
LENGE 
■ NIGHT COURT A new 
defense ettorney (EBan Fofcryl ra 
fsaadfor tryatg to protacl . chant 
accused of krdnaptang a cat 
IfJrrOO 
93 93 KNOTS LANDING Si 
Csara offer. Grag a chance to 
saw Abbys Ha: Karen tec., a 
drfhcutl deenvon aftw swgary: 
Joshua Rush (Alec Baadvnn) atkro- 
duca* lamMtT to Val aa Laaraja s 
naphew. g 
O NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
■ HU STREET SLUES Tha 
man .uspected of raping Goto 
bharra'* former ante convttrt* ■ 
murder Jabronski tssras aath a 
cattraught woman camped out m 
the man'* room, and aaakar'* 
undercover (ob ha. him 
mesouararsng a. a ct-efcen 
■ 20/30C] 
S SNEAK PREVIEWS 
MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Private Schub With fha 
war drawing to a do** and Gar- 
many'* defeat assured. SchuU r* 
reunited wntl hat taBow Nrgar* 
whoreekre thaa sefvame .. about 
to be oascowrad by the Arnan- 
c«n* IFartBofSHRIQ 
10: IS 
ONEWS 
ma MOVK *** Cob*' 
(1979) Sean Connary Brooke 
Adam* In 1969 Havana, an Entj- 
heh marcanary at farad by tha 
Batata ragrna to aa) at pulling 
down tha -tsurrecuon lad by Fadal 
Caatro   fl 
10:30 
«SOLO 
COO COUPLE 
ll.-OO 
(■■■NEWS 
WORLD  WAP) II  OI 
DIARY 
IWKRP IN CINCINNATI 
BURNS AND ALLEN 
11:0* 
■ NEWS 
11:35 
■ 13000 ROCKIN TONITE 
Tarry Oevrd Mubgan aiMtaiai* 
fata Tomer. video* by Rod Slew 
1 »t   (Some   Guy*  Have AI   Thai 
11:30 
ITAJO 
NEWHART OSck aweaa anth 
prid* when h* learns that tha ra 
may become a hr.tor.cal   land- 
ma* Ml 
■ TONIGHT Ho*l: Johnn, 
Caraon. 
I ABC NEWS IYMHTLINE 
• LATEIYrlGHT AMERI- 
CA   Sclwduled    Oan   Chumw, 
actor   and rjrractor   of   tha   San 
f rancaKO Mena Troup* 
■ SANFORD AND SON 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
13:00 
■ STREETS OF SAN 
FRANCISCO 
ISJ/LOBO 
THREE STOOGES 
(ESPNI SPORTSLOOK (Rl 
■tea 
■ MOVIE ••» Whan Hal 
Wa* m Saasron 119791 Hal Hr* 
brook. Eva Mane Saint 
12:30 
■ LATE NIOHT WITH 
DAVtO LETTERMAN 
(ESPNI TOP RANK BOXING 
Tyrone Oawley va Oawd Graylon 
et a ap)tlw*ii|lil bout Ktraduled 
for 10 rounds (hom Atlantic City. 
N.J.I mi 
(TMCI MOVIE **« fwbtm. 
Lot" 119791 Oevrd Soul Jama* 
Maeon 
1:00 
« HAWAII FIVE-0 
MOVIE   *•*    Body And 
Sow    119471 John GarfaM la, 
Palmar. 
S JIMMY SWAGGART 
MOVIE   »»*    Actam In 
Tha North Atlanta:'' 11943) Hum- 
phrey Bogart. Raymond Meseey 
130 ■ NEWS 
3:00 
• CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
■ NEWS 
tea 
ITMCI MOVK ** vi Anna In 
The DanV' 119821 Jack Faience 
Doneld Pkteeence 
3:30 
■ CIS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
3:00 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
3:30 
(ESPNI       POOTY:        THE 
WORLD'S      ROUGHEST 
GAMEIRI 
4:00 
(TMC)    MOVIE    *•»      Th* 
Cnoaan       119811    Mearmeten 
Schei   RodSHagw 
4:30 
IttJPNI AUTO RACING lormu 
I le I Grand Pn. Of Europe Ifrom 
iNuDuajng  Wa.tGwmen.1 
■ Good  . 
...••»H 
• »* 
*•* 
.    ** 
.   .    * 
STUDENTS! 
STOP IN AND SEE 
.4LL THE ITEMS WE CARRY! 
r SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
* ART SUPPLIES ♦ PARTY GOODS 
* GREETING CARDS ♦ GIFTS 
ETC. 
W* service and sell typewriters and calculators including the 
_ new SCM Electronics 
SniitnS 
MALaLMArSfttf    A MA •^.-lin-e ■■n-ra  (pht-t 4,l«t> 
OFnCISUPPlY     '    (419)352-1608 
"Welcome Back 
From Your Campus Florist" 
5hr3fflirnirrluutsr PHONE 
353-1045 
428 E. Wooster 
GO FALCONS! 
Corsage & Helium Balloon 
2.50 
Cash & Carry 
IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL? 
WE HAVE THE CUREII 
•G'l LAMMT 
AND MOST 
COMPLETE 
IMPOST 
FACIUTr 
352-7031 
m^4 
:*** .'ai-irtl'jjPa); • 
